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1 - General information
Topic MSCA-ITN-2018
Call Identifier H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018
Type of Action MSCA-ITN-EJD
Deadline Id H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018
Acronym

MOSAIC
MOnitoring and modelling Strain and seismic Activity in the Ionian Islands and Corinth rift using
space, land and sea-bottom geodetic techniques

Proposal title

Note that for technical reasons, the following characters are not accepted in the Proposal Title and
will be removed: < > " &
Duration in months
Panel

48
ENV - Environmental and Geosciences (ENV)

Please select up to 5 descriptors (and at least 3) that best characterise the subject of your proposal, in descending order
of relevance. Note that descriptors will be used to support REA services in identifying the best qualified evaluators for your
proposal.
Descriptor 1

Add

Natural hazards

Descriptor 2

Earth observations from space/remote sensing

Add

Remove

Descriptor 3

Geology, tectonics, volcanology, physics of earth's interio

Add

Remove

Descriptor 4

Numerical analysis, simulation, optimisation, modelling to

Add

Remove

Descriptor 5

Sensor networks, embedded systems, hardware platform

Add

Remove

Free keywords

Geophysical Observatory; European Plate Observing System

Abstract
The project brings together partners from six countries, France, Greece, the Czech Republic, Italy, Bulgaria, and Germany
with the aim of taking a major step forward in the uderstanding of tectonics and earthquakes by means of multidisciplinary
and innovative geophysical geodesy in land (GNSS, sea level, gravity, tilt/strain), at sea (sea floor geodesy, optical fiber
arrays), from space (InSAR), and in boreholes. The target is the Corinth rift EPOS near fault observatory (http://crlab.eu)
where operational geophysical arrys are deployed, and surroundings (e.g. ionian islands). This area has one of the highest
level of seismicity and deformation in Europe. Statistically we expect one magnitude 6 earthquake during the project and
several 5. We believe that there is no better place in Europe to develop a long term international initiative in geophysical
geodesy gathering at this level geophysical science, technologies (innovation and operation), education, and relation with
the public and various stakeholders. The partners gather a wide spectrum of skills and have a strong background of
collaboration. They will bring the PhD candidates at the highest level. Secondments will be offered within partner companies
and the partner laboratories. The training programme includes schools (organized in the target area), workshops, trainings in
the host universities, and a number of actions toward the public. We foresee one publication per year and per fellow. There
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is a strong component of space remote sensing. We will improve the operational capability of InSAR for monitoring
deformation with high vertical accuracy through advanced tropospheric models. The fellows will be exposed to a diversity of
disciplines and partner institutions. They will do fieldwork in-land and/or off-shore. This blend of geophysics and technologies
will boost the capability of the europeans to tackle and decipher strain changes in seismic zones toward the goal of
earthquake prediction on the long term.
Remaining characters

1

Has this proposal (or a very similar one) been submitted to a H2020-MSCA-ITN call?

Yes

No

Please give the proposal reference or contract number.
765686
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Declarations
1) The coordinator declares to have the explicit consent of all applicants on their participation and on the content
of this proposal.
2) The information contained in this proposal is correct and complete.
3) This proposal complies with ethical principles (including the highest standards of research integrity — as set
out, for instance, in the European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity — and including, in particular,
avoiding fabrication, falsification, plagiarism or other research misconduct).
4) The coordinator confirms:
- to have carried out the self-check of the financial capacity of the organisation on
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/organisations/lfv.html or to be covered by a financial
viability check in an EU project for the last closed financial year. Where the result was “weak” or “insufficient”,
the coordinator confirms being aware of the measures that may be imposed in accordance with the H2020
Grants Manual (Chapter on Financial capacity check); or
- is exempt from the financial capacity check being a public body including international organisations, higher or
secondary education establishment or a legal entity, whose viability is guaranteed by a Member State or
associated country, as defined in the H2020 Grants Manual (Chapter on Financial capacity check); or
- as sole participant in the proposal is exempt from the financial capacity check.
5) The coordinator hereby declares that each applicant has confirmed:
- they are fully eligible in accordance with the criteria set out in the specific call for proposals; and
- they have the financial and operational capacity to carry out the proposed action.
The coordinator is only responsible for the correctness of the information relating to his/her own organisation. Each applicant
remains responsible for the correctness of the information related to him/her and declared above. Where the proposal to be
retained for EU funding, the coordinator and each beneficiary applicant will be required to present a formal declaration in this
respect.
According to Article 131 of the Financial Regulation of 25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union
(Official Journal L 298 of 26.10.2012, p. 1) and Article 145 of its Rules of Application (Official Journal L 362, 31.12.2012, p.1) applicants
found guilty of misrepresentation may be subject to administrative and financial penalties under certain conditions.
Personal data protection
The assessment of your grant application will involve the collection and processing of personal data (such as your name, address and CV),
which will be performed pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal
data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data. Unless indicated otherwise, your replies to the
questions in this form and any personal data requested are required to assess your grant application in accordance with the specifications of
the call for proposals and will be processed solely for that purpose. Details concerning the purposes and means of the processing of your
personal data as well as information on how to exercise your rights are available in the privacy statement. Applicants may lodge a complaint
about the processing of their personal data with the European Data Protection Supervisor at any time.
Your personal data may be registered in the Early Detection and Exclusion system of the European Commission (EDES), the new system
established by the Commission to reinforce the protection of the Union's financial interests and to ensure sound financial management, in
accordance with the provisions of articles 105a and 108 of the revised EU Financial Regulation (FR) (Regulation (EU, EURATOM)
2015/1929 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 October 2015 amending Regulation (EU, EURATOM) No 966/2012) and
articles 143 - 144 of the corresponding Rules of Application (RAP) (COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2015/2462 of 30
October 2015 amending Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1268/2012) for more information see the Privacy statement for the EDES
Database).
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Information on participants

Role of Participants
Participants
number

Organisation legal name

1

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIEN

true

Yes

Yes

FR

2

NATIONAL OBSERVATORY OF ATHENS

true

Yes

No

EL

3

PANEPISTIMIO PATRON

true

Yes

Yes

EL

4

ETHNIKO KAI KAPODISTRIAKO PANEPISTIMIO A

true

Yes

Yes

EL

5

UNIVERZITA KARLOVA

true

Yes

No

CZ

6

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS GEODE

true

Yes

Yes

BG

7

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM - UNIVERSITA DI BO

true

Yes

Yes

IT

8

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FEDERIC

true

Yes

Yes

IT

9

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA TOR VERG

true

Yes

No

IT

10

HELMHOLTZ ZENTRUM FUR OZEANFORSCHUN

true

Yes

Yes

DE

11

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VULCAN

true

Yes

Yes

IT

12

ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE

true

Yes

No

FR

13

UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCHELLE

true

Yes

No

FR

14

Communauté d'universités et établissements Unive

true

Yes

No

FR

15

UNIVERSITE DE STRASBOURG

true

Yes

No

FR

16

HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY

true

Yes

No

EL

17

GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGESGEO

false

No

Yes

EL

18

TERRADUE SRL

false

No

Yes

IT
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19

INSTITUT NATIONAL DE L'INFORMATION GEOG

true

Yes

Yes

FR

20

Fugro Geoid SAS

false

No

Yes

FR
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2 - Administrative data of participating organisations
Coordinator
PIC

Legal name

999997930

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE CNRS

Short name: CNRS
Address of the organisation
Street RUE MICHEL ANGE 3
Town PARIS
Postcode 75794
Country France
Webpage www.cnrs.fr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2013 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... 2013 - no
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

UMR ENS-CNRS 8538 - Laboratoire de Géologie de l'ENS

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

24 Rue Lhomond

Town

Paris

Postcode
Country

75005
France

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Dr.

First name Pierre

Male

Female

Last name BRIOLE

E-Mail briole@ens.fr
Position in org.
Department

Research Director
Same as organisation

UMR ENS-CNRS 8538 - Laboratoire de Géologie de l'ENS
Same as organisation address

Street

24 Rue Lhomond

Town

Paris

Post code

Country

France

Website

http://pb.iterre.fr

Phone

+33-6-08601274

Phone 2

75005

+33-1-44322224

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Benoit

Debosque

dr20.liste.dr20europe@dr20.cnrs.fr

julie

zittel

spv@dr2.cnrs.fr
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Participant
PIC

Legal name

999653677

NATIONAL OBSERVATORY OF ATHENS

Short name: NOA
Address of the organisation
Street LOFOS NYMFON
Town ATHINA
Postcode 11810
Country Greece
Webpage www.noa.gr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2012 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... 2012 - no
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Institute of Geodynamics

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

LOFOS NYMFON

Town

ATHINA

Postcode
Country

11810
Greece

Department 2

Department name

Inst for Astronomy, Astrophysics, Space Appli. and Remote Sensing

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Vas. Pavlou & I. Metaxa

Town

Palea Penteli

Postcode
Country

15236
Greece
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Short name NOA
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Department 3

Department name

Institute for Environmental Research and Sustainable Development

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Vas. Pavlou & I. Metaxa

Town

Palea Penteli

Postcode
Country

15236
Greece

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Short name NOA
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Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Dr.

First name Athanassios

Male

Female

Last name Ganas

E-Mail aganas@gein.noa.gr
Position in org.
Department

Research Director
Same as organisation

Institute of Geodynamics
Same as organisation address

Street

LOFOS NYMFON

Town

ATHINA

Post code

Country

Greece

Website

http://members.noa.gr/aganas/en/resume.html

Phone

+302103490186

Phone 2

+302103490182

11810

Fax

+302103490180

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Panagiotis

Elias

pelias@noa.gr

+30-210-8109184

Konstantinos

Chousianitis

chousianitis@noa.gr

+30-210-3490184

Adrianos

Retalis

adrianr@meteo.noa.gr

+30-210-8109201

Olia

Lazaridou

o.lazaridou@noa.gr

+30-210-3490064
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Participant
PIC

Legal name

999894528

PANEPISTIMIO PATRON

Short name: ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΠΑΤΡΩΝ
Address of the organisation
Street UNIVERSITY CAMPUS RIO PATRAS
Town RIO PATRAS
Postcode 265 04
Country Greece
Webpage www.upatras.gr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2007 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... 2007 - no
SME validation sme.......................................... 2007 - no
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Short name ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΠΑΤΡΩΝ

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Physics

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS RIO PATRAS

Town

RIO PATRAS

Postcode

265 04

Country

Greece

Department 2

Department name

Department of Geology

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS RIO PATRAS

Town

RIO PATRAS

Postcode

265 04

Country

Greece

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Vassilis

Male

Female

Last name Anastassopoulos

E-Mail vassilis@upatras.gr
Position in org.
Department

Professor & President of the Science Park
Same as organisation

Department of Physics
Same as organisation address

Street

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS RIO PATRAS

Town

RIO PATRAS

Post code

Country

Greece

Website

http://www.ellab.physics.upatras.gr

Phone

+30-2610-996147

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

265 04

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Efthimios

Sokos

esokos@upatras.gr

+30-2610-969369

George

Papatheodorou

gpapathe@upatras.gr

+30-2610-996275
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Short name NKUA
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Participant
PIC

Legal name

999643007

ETHNIKO KAI KAPODISTRIAKO PANEPISTIMIO ATHINON

Short name: NKUA
Address of the organisation
Street 6 CHRISTOU LADA STR
Town ATHINA
Postcode 10561
Country Greece
Webpage www.elke.uoa.gr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2007 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... 2007 - no
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Geophysics & Geothermics

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

University Campus Zografou

Town

Athens

Postcode

15784

Country

Greece

Department 2

Department name

Department of Geography and Geoenvironment

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

University Campus Zografou

Town

Athens

Postcode

15784

Country

Greece

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Nicholas

Female

Male

Last name Voulgaris

E-Mail voulgaris@geol.uoa.gr
Position in org.
Department

Professor
Same as organisation

Department of Geophysics and Geothermics
Same as organisation address

Street

Panepistimiopolis - Zographou

Town

Athens

Country

Greece

Website

http://www.geophysics.geol.uoa.gr/main_engl.html

Phone

+30-210-7274431

Post code

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

15784

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Paraskevi

Nomikou

evinom@geol.uoa.gr

+30-210-7274865

Vassilis

Sakkas

vsakkas@geol.uoa.gr

+30-210-7274914

Andreas

Tzanis

atzanis@geol.uoa.gr

+30-210-7274785
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Acronym

Short name CHARLES UNIVERSITY

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999923434

UNIVERZITA KARLOVA

Short name: CHARLES UNIVERSITY
Address of the organisation
Street OVOCNY TRH 5/3
Town PRAHA 1
Postcode 11636
Country Czech Republic
Webpage www.cuni.cz

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2011 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name CHARLES UNIVERSITY

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Geophysics

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

OVOCNY TRH 5/3

Town

PRAHA 1

Postcode
Country

11636
Czech Republic

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name CHARLES UNIVERSITY

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name František

Male

Female

Last name Gallovič

E-Mail gallovic@karel.troja.mff.cuni.cz
Position in org.
Department

Assistant Professor
Same as organisation

Department of Geophysics
Same as organisation address

Street

V Holešovičkách 2

Town

Praha 8

Post code

Country

Czech Republic

Website

http://geo.mff.cuni.cz/~gallovic/

Phone

+420-951552528

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

18200

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Vladimir

Plicka

vp@karel.troja.mff.cuni.cz

+420-221-911424
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name NIGGG BAS

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

974642324

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS GEODESY AND GEOGRAPHY - BULGARIAN ACADEMY

Short name: NIGGG BAS
Address of the organisation
Street UL. ACAD G BONCHEV BL 3
Town SOFIA
Postcode 1113
Country Bulgaria
Webpage

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... no

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2013 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name NIGGG BAS

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Geodesy

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

UL. ACAD G BONCHEV BL 3

Town

SOFIA

Postcode
Country

1113
Bulgaria

Department 2

Department name

Department of Seismology

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

UL. ACAD G BONCHEV BL 3

Town

SOFIA

Postcode
Country

1113
Bulgaria

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name NIGGG BAS

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Ivan

Female

Male

Last name Georgiev

E-Mail ivan@bas.bg
Position in org.
Department

Head of Department
Same as organisation

Department of Geodesy
Same as organisation address

Street

UL. ACAD G BONCHEV BL 3

Town

SOFIA

Post code

Country

Bulgaria

Website

http://www.niggg.bas.bg/en/

Phone

+359-9793302

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

1113

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Maya

Ilieva

m_b_ilieva@abv.bg

+359-9793351
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIBO

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999993953

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM - UNIVERSITA DI BOLOGNA

Short name: UNIBO
Address of the organisation
Street VIA ZAMBONI 33
Town BOLOGNA
Postcode 40126
Country Italy
Webpage www.unibo.it

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... unknown
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIBO

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Dpt of Civil, Chemical, Environmental, and Materials Engineering

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Via Risorgimento 2

Town

Bologna

Postcode
Country

40136
Italy

Department 2

Department name

Department of Physics and Astronomy

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Via Berti Pichat 6/2

Town

Bologna

Postcode
Country

40127
Italy

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIBO

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Stefano

Male

Female

Last name Gandolfi

E-Mail stefano.gandolfi@unibo.it
Position in org.
Department

Professor
Same as organisation

Dpt of Civil, Chemical, Environmental, and Materials Engineering
Same as organisation address

Street

Via Risorgimento 2

Town

Bologna

Country

Italy

Website

https://www.unibo.it

Phone

+39-051-2093102

Post code

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

40136

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Maria Elina

Belardinelli

mariaelina.belardinelli@unibo.it

+39-051-2095012

Silvia

Cei

silvia.cei@unibo.it

+39-051-2099771

Beatrice

Turci

beatrice.turci@unibo.it

+39-051-2093516
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FED

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999976590

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FEDERICO II.

Short name: UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FEDERICO II.
Address of the organisation
Street Corso Umberto I 40
Town NAPOLI
Postcode 80138
Country Italy
Webpage www.unina.it

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... unknown
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FED

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Physics

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Complesso universitario di Monte S.Angel

Town

Napoli

Postcode

80124

Country

Italy

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FED

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Aldo

Male

Female

Last name Zollo

E-Mail aldo.zollo@unina.it
Position in org.
Department

Professor
Same as organisation

Department of Physics
Same as organisation address

Street

Complesso universitario di Monte S.Angel

Town

Napoli

Post code

Country

Italy

Website

http://people.na.infn.it/~zollo/

Phone

+39-081-676810

Phone 2

+39-081-2420315

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Antonio

Emolo

antonio.emolo@unina.it

+39-081-676876
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNITOV

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999844864

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA TOR VERGATA

Short name: UNITOV
Address of the organisation
Street VIA ORAZIO RAIMONDO 18
Town ROMA
Postcode 00173
Country Italy
Webpage www.uniroma2.it

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2012 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... 2012 - no
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNITOV

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Ingegneria Civile e Ingegneria informatica

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

VIA ORAZIO RAIMONDO 18

Town

ROMA

Postcode

00173

Country

Italy

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNITOV

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Giovanni

Female

Male

Last name Schiavon

E-Mail schiavon@uniroma2.it
Position in org.
Department

Professor
Same as organisation

Ingegneria Civile e Ingegneria informatica
Same as organisation address

Street

VIA ORAZIO RAIMONDO 18

Town

ROMA

Post code

Country

Italy

Website

http://directory.uniroma2.it/index.php/chart/dettagliDocente/5060

Phone

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

00173

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Fabio

Del Frate

fabio.del.frate@uniroma2.it
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name GEOMAR

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

986090458

HELMHOLTZ ZENTRUM FUR OZEANFORSCHUNG KIEL

Short name: GEOMAR
Address of the organisation
Street WISCHHOFSTRASSE 1-3
Town KIEL
Postcode 24148
Country Germany
Webpage www.geomar.de

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2012 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name GEOMAR

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Dynamic of the Ocean Floor

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

WISCHHOFSTRASSE 1-3

Town

KIEL

Postcode
Country

24148
Germany

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name GEOMAR

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Heidrun

Male

Female

Last name Kopp

E-Mail hkopp@geomar.de
Position in org.
Department

Head of Research Division Dynamic of the Ocean Floor
Same as organisation

Dynamic of the Ocean Floor
Same as organisation address

Street

WISCHHOFSTRASSE 1-3

Town

KIEL

Post code

Country

Germany

Website

https://www.geomar.de/en/research/fb4/overview/

Phone

+494316002334

Phone 2

24148

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Alexandra

Drossou-Berendes

adrossou-berendes@geomar.de

+494316002808
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VU

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999472675

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VULCANOLOGIA

Short name: ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VULCANOLOGIA
Address of the organisation
Street Via di Vigna Murata 605
Town ROMA
Postcode 00143
Country Italy
Webpage www.ingv.it

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2015 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... 2015 - no
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VU

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Sezione Centro Nazionale Terremoti

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Via di Vigna Murata 605

Town

ROMA

Postcode

00143

Country

Italy

Department 2

Department name

Sezione "Osservatorio Vesuviano" di Napoli

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Via Diocleziano 328

Town

Napoli

Postcode

80124

Country

Italy

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VU

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Dr.

First name Marco

Male

Female

Last name Anzidei

E-Mail marco.anzidei@ingv.it
Position in org.
Department

Primo Ricercatore
Same as organisation

Sezione Centro Nazionale Terremoti
Same as organisation address

Street

Via di Vigna Murata 605

Town

ROMA

Post code

Country

Italy

Website

http://www.ingv.it

Phone

+39-06-51860214

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

00143

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Antonio

Avallone

antonio.avallone@ingv.it

+39-06-51860214
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name ENS

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999854758

ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE

Short name: ENS
Address of the organisation
Street 45, RUE D'ULM
Town PARIS CEDEX 05
Postcode 75230
Country France
Webpage

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... unknown
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name ENS

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Geosciences - Laboratoire de Géologie

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

24 Rue Lhomond

Town

Paris

Postcode
Country

75005
France

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name ENS

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Ms

First name Hélène

Female

Male

Last name Lyon-Caen

E-Mail helene.lyon-caen@ens.fr
Position in org.
Department

Research Director
Same as organisation

Department of Geosciences - Laboratoire de Géologie
Same as organisation address

Street

24 Rue Lhomond

Town

Paris

Post code

Country

France

Website

http://www.geologie.ens.fr

Phone

+33-1-44322205

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

75005

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Nicolas

Chamot-Rooke

rooke@geologie.ens.fr

+33-1-44322257
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Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCHELLE

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999846804

UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCHELLE

Short name: UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCHELLE
Address of the organisation
Street Avenue Albert-Einstein 23
Town LA ROCHELLE
Postcode 17031
Country France
Webpage www.univ-lr.fr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... no

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... unknown
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCHELLE

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Liens (Littoral, Environnement et Sociétés)

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

Avenue Albert-Einstein 23

Town

LA ROCHELLE

Postcode
Country

17031
France

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCHELLE

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Guy

Female

Male

Last name Woppelmann

E-Mail guy.woppelmann@univ-lr.fr
Position in org.
Department

Professor
Please indicate the department of the Contact Point above in the organisation

Same as organisation

Same as organisation address
Street

Avenue Albert-Einstein 23

Town

LA ROCHELLE

Country

Post code

17031

France

Website
Phone

+33-5-46458613

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Valérie

Ballu

valerie.ballu@univ-lr.fr

+33-5-46457271
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name Université Côte d'Azur

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

920248410

Communauté d'universités et établissements Université Côte d'Azur

Short name: Université Côte d'Azur
Address of the organisation
Street 28 avenue Valrose, Grand Chateau
Town Nice
Postcode 06103
Country France
Webpage http://univ-cotedazur.fr/

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... unknown
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name Université Côte d'Azur

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

GeoAzur (Terre-Océan-Espace)

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

250 Rue Albert Einstein

Town

Valbonne

Postcode
Country

06560
France

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name Université Côte d'Azur

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Dr.

First name Anthony

Female

Male

Last name Sladen

E-Mail sladen@geoazur.unice.fr
Position in org.
Department

Researcher
Please indicate the department of the Contact Point above in the organisation

Same as organisation

Same as organisation address
Street

250 Rue Albert Einstein

Town

Valbonne

Post code

Country

France

Website

https://geoazur.oca.eu/fr/anthony-sladen

Phone

+33-4-83618686

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

06560

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Anne

Deschamps

deschamps@geoazur.unice.fr

+33-4-83618616
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNISTRA

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

996569950

UNIVERSITE DE STRASBOURG

Short name: UNISTRA
Address of the organisation
Street RUE BLAISE PASCAL 4
Town STRASBOURG
Postcode 67081
Country France
Webpage http://www.unistra.fr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... no

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2012 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNISTRA

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Ecole et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

5 Rue René Descartes

Town

Strasbourg

Postcode
Country

67084
France

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name UNISTRA

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Frédéric

Male

Female

Last name Masson

E-Mail frederic.masson@unistra.fr
Position in org.
Department

Professor
Same as organisation

EOST
Same as organisation address

Street

5 Rue René Descartes

Town

Strasbourg

Country

France

Website

http://eost.unistra.fr

Phone

+33-3-68855029
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999858929

HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY

Short name: HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY
Address of the organisation
Street El. Venizelou Street 70
Town ATHENS
Postcode 176 71
Country Greece
Webpage www.hua.gr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... yes
Research organisation ..................................... no

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... unknown
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Department of Geography

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

El. Venizelou Street 70

Town

ATHENS

Postcode

176 71

Country

Greece

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Prof.

First name Issaak

Female

Male

Last name Parcharidis

E-Mail parchar@hua.gr
Position in org.
Department

Associate professor
Same as organisation

Department of Geography
Same as organisation address

Street

El. Venizelou Street 70

Town

ATHENS

Country

Greece

Website

http://www.hua.gr

Phone

+30-2109543345

Post code

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

176 71

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Christos

Chalkias

xalkias@hua.gr

+30-210-9549347

Efthymios

Karympalis

karymba@hua.gr

+30-210-9549159
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGE

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

943294737

GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGESGEOPLIROFORIAKON SYSTIMATON ANONIMIETAIR

Short name: GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGESGEOPLIROFORIAKON SYSTIMATON
ANONIMIETAIREIA
Street GKINOSATI 88A, METAMORFOSI
Town ATHINA
Postcode 14452
Country Greece
Webpage www.geosystems-hellas.gr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... no

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... no

Academic Sector .........................no

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... no

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2013 - yes
SME self-assessment ...................................... 2013 - yes
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGE

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
No department involved

Department name

not applicable
Same as organisation address

Street

Please enter street name and number.

Town

Postcode
Country

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGE

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Ms

First name Betty

Female

Male

Last name Charalampopoulou

E-Mail b.charalampopoulou@geosystems-hellas.gr
Position in org.
Department

CEO / President
GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT KAI EFARMOGESGEOPLIROFORIAKON SYST

Same as organisation

Same as organisation address
Street

GKINOSATI 88A, METAMORFOSI

Town

ATHINA

Country

Greece

Website

www.geosystems-hellas.gr

Phone

+30-210-2846144
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name TERRADUE

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999732829

TERRADUE SRL

Short name: TERRADUE
Address of the organisation
Street VIA G. LUNATI 10
Town FRASCATI
Postcode 00044
Country Italy
Webpage

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... no

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... no

Academic Sector .........................no

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... no

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2009 - yes
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... 2008 - yes
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name TERRADUE

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
No department involved

Department name

not applicable
Same as organisation address

Street

Please enter street name and number.

Town

Postcode
Country

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name TERRADUE

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Dr.

First name Fabrice

Male

Female

Last name Brito

E-Mail fabrice.brito@terradue.com
Position in org.
Department

Chief Executive Officer
Same as organisation

TERRADUE SRL
Same as organisation address

Street

VIA G. LUNATI 10

Town

FRASCATI

Country

Italy

Website

https://www.terradue.com

Phone

+39-06-9934-1786

Post code

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

00044

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Fabrizio

Pacini

fabrizio.pacini@terradue.com

+39-06-9934-1786
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name IGN

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

999646111

INSTITUT NATIONAL DE L'INFORMATION GEOGRAPHIQUE ET FORESTIERE

Short name: IGN
Address of the organisation
Street AVENUE DE PARIS 73
Town SAINT MANDE
Postcode 94160
Country France
Webpage

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... yes

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... yes

Academic Sector .........................yes

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... yes

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2012 - no
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is not an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.

Does this participant deliver doctoral degrees, recognised as such by the relevant national authorities, and
is able to deliver a joint/double or multiple doctoral degree?
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name IGN

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
Department 1

Department name

Service de la Géodésie et du Nivellement

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

AVENUE DE PARIS 73

Town

SAINT MANDE

Postcode
Country

94160
France

Department 2

Department name

Laboratoire de Recherche en Géodésie

not applicable

Same as organisation address
Street

AVENUE DE PARIS 73

Town

SAINT MANDE

Postcode
Country

94160
France

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name IGN

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Mr.

First name Thierry

Male

Female

Last name Person

E-Mail thierry.person@ign.fr
Position in org.
Department

Head
Same as organisation

Service de la Géodésie et du Nivellement
Same as organisation address

Street

AVENUE DE PARIS 73

Town

SAINT MANDE

Country

France

Website

http://www.ign.fr

Phone

+33-1-43988013

Post code

Phone 2

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

94160

Fax

+xxx xxxxxxxxx

Other contact persons
First Name

Last Name

E-mail

Phone

Bruno

Garayt

bruno.garayt@ign.fr

+33-1-43988197
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name Fugro Geoid SAS

MOSAIC

Participant
PIC

Legal name

934636226

Fugro Geoid SAS

Short name: Fugro Geoid SAS
Address of the organisation
Street 12 rue des Freres Lumiere
Town Jacou
Postcode 34830
Country France
Webpage www.geoid.fr

Legal Status of your organisation

Research and Innovation legal statuses
Public body .................................................... no

Legal person ...............................yes

Non-profit ...................................................... no

Academic Sector .........................no

International organisation .................................. no
International organisation of European interest ...... no
Secondary or Higher education establishment ....... no
Research organisation ..................................... no

Enterprise Data

SME self-declared status ................................... 2014 - yes
SME self-assessment ...................................... unknown
SME validation sme.......................................... unknown
Based on the above details of the Beneficiary Registry the organisation is an SME (small- and medium-sized enterprise) for the call.
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name Fugro Geoid SAS

MOSAIC

Department(s) carrying out the proposed work
No department involved

Department name

not applicable
Same as organisation address

Street

Please enter street name and number.

Town

Postcode
Country

Dependencies with other proposal participants
Character of dependence
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

Short name Fugro Geoid SAS

MOSAIC

Person in charge of the proposal
Title

Sex

Mr.

First name Jean-Louis

Male

Female

Last name Carme

E-Mail jl.carme@fugro.com
Position in org.

Technical director

Department

Fugro Geoid SAS

Same as organisation

Same as organisation address
Street

12 rue des Freres Lumiere

Town

Jacou

Country

Post code

34830

France

Website
Phone

+33-467592644
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Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

MOSAIC

3 - Budget
Recruiting Participant
(short name)

Researcher Number

Planned start month

Duration
(months)

1

NIGGG BAS

8

18

2

NOA

8

18

3

NOA

8

18

4

NKUA

8

18

5

CNRS

8

18

6

UNITOV

8

18

7

UNIBO

8

18

8

CHARLES UNIVERSITY

8

18

9

CNRS

8

18

10

CNRS

8

18

11

CNRS

8

18
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Research & Innovation - Participant Portal

Proposal Submission Forms
Research Executive Agency
Proposal ID 813395

Acronym

MOSAIC

Recruiting Participant
(short name)

Researcher Number

Planned start month

Duration
(months)

12

ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΠΑΤΡΩΝ

8

18

13

ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΠΑΤΡΩΝ

8

18

14

GEOMAR

8

18

15

NOA

8

18

16

CNRS

26

18

17

NIGGG BAS

26

18

18

UNITOV

26

18

19

CNRS

26

18

20

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI FEDERICO II.

26

18

21

CNRS

26

18

22

CNRS

26

18

23

CNRS

26

18
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Planned start month
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24

NOA

26

18

25

GEOMAR

26

18

26

NOA

26

18

27

CNRS

26

18

28

CHARLES UNIVERSITY

26

18

29

NKUA

26

18

30

UNIBO

26

18

Total

540

Researcher Unit Cost
Participant
Number

Organisation Short Name

Country

IOEI

No of
Number of
researchers person.months

Living
allowance

Mobility
Allowance

Institutional Unit Cost
Family
Allowance

Research,
training and
networking
costs

Management
and overheads

TOTAL

1

CNRS

FR

no

10

180

681010,20

108000,00

45000,00

324000,00

216000,00

1374010,20

2

NOA

EL

no

5

90

261044,10

54000,00

22500,00

162000,00

108000,00

607544,10
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3

ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΠΑΤΡΩΝ

EL

no

2

36

104417,64

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

243017,64

4

NKUA

EL

no

2

36

104417,64

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

243017,64

5

CHARLES UNIVERSITY

CZ

no

2

36

96271,42

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

234871,42

6

NIGGG BAS

BG

no

2

36

72986,40

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

211586,40

7

UNIBO

IT

no

2

36

122899,68

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

261499,68

8

UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUD

IT

no

1

18

61449,84

10800,00

4500,00

32400,00

21600,00

130749,84

9

UNITOV

IT

no

2

36

122899,68

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

261499,68

10

GEOMAR

DE

no

2

36

114188,40

21600,00

9000,00

64800,00

43200,00

252788,40

11

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI G

IT

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

12

ENS

FR

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

13

UNIVERSITE DE LA ROCH

FR

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

14

Université Côte d'Azur

FR

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
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15

UNISTRA

FR

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

16

HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY

EL

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

17

GEOSYSTEMS HELLAS IT

EL

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

18

TERRADUE

IT

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

19

IGN

FR

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

20

Fugro Geoid SAS

FR

no

0

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

30

540

1741585,00

324000,00

135000,00

972000,00

648000,00

3820585,00

Total
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4 - Ethics
1. HUMAN EMBRYOS/FOETUSES

Page

Does your research involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs)?

Yes

No

Does your research involve the use of human embryos?

Yes

No

Does your research involve the use of human foetal tissues / cells?

Yes

No

2. HUMANS

Page

Does your research involve human participants?

Yes

No

Does your research involve physical interventions on the study participants?

Yes

No

3. HUMAN CELLS / TISSUES

Page

Does your research involve human cells or tissues (other than from Human Embryos/
Foetuses, i.e. section 1)?

Yes

No

Page

4. PERSONAL DATA
Does your research involve personal data collection and/or processing?

Yes

No

5. ANIMALS

Page

Does your research involve animals?

Yes

No

6. THIRD COUNTRIES

Page

In case non-EU countries are involved, do the research related activities undertaken in
these countries raise potential ethics issues?

Yes

No

Do you plan to use local resources (e.g. animal and/or human tissue samples, genetic
material, live animals, human remains, materials of historical value, endangered fauna or
flora samples, etc.)?

Yes

No

Do you plan to import any material - including personal data - from non-EU countries into
the EU?

Yes

No

Do you plan to export any material - including personal data - from the EU to non-EU
countries?

Yes

No

In case your research involves low and/or lower middle income countries, are any
benefits-sharing actions planned?

Yes

No

Could the situation in the country put the individuals taking part in the research at risk?

Yes

No

7. ENVIRONMENT & HEALTH and SAFETY
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Does your research involve the use of elements that may cause harm to the
environment, to animals or plants?

Yes

No

Does your research deal with endangered fauna and/or flora and/or protected areas?

Yes

No

Does your research involve the use of elements that may cause harm to humans,
including research staff?

Yes

No

8. DUAL USE

Page

Does your research involve dual-use items in the sense of Regulation 428/2009,
or other items for which an authorisation is required?

Yes

No

9. EXCLUSIVE FOCUS ON CIVIL APPLICATIONS

Page

Could your research raise concerns regarding the exclusive focus on civil applications?

Yes

No

10. MISUSE

Page

Does your research have the potential for misuse of research results?

Yes

No

11. OTHER ETHICS ISSUES

Page

Are there any other ethics issues that should be taken into consideration? Please specify

Yes

No

I confirm that I have taken into account all ethics issues described above and that, if any ethics issues
apply, I will complete the ethics self-assessment and attach the required documents.

✖

How to Complete your Ethics Self-Assessment
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5 - Call Specific Questions
Extended Open Research Data Pilot in Horizon 2020
If selected, applicants will by default participate in the Pilot on Open Research Data in Horizon 20201 , which aims to improve
and maximise access to and re-use of research data generated by actions.
However, participation in the Pilot is flexible in the sense that it does not mean that all research data needs to be open. After
the action has started, participants will formulate a Data Management Plan (DMP), which should address the relevant aspects
of making data FAIR – findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable, including what data the project will generate, whether
and how it will be made accessible for verification and re-use, and how it will be curated and preserved. Through this DMP
projects can define certain datasets to remain closed according to the principle "as open as possible, as closed as
necessary". A Data Management Plan does not have to be submitted at the proposal stage.
Furthermore, applicants also have the possibility to opt out of this Pilot completely at any stage (before or after the grant
signature). In this case, applicants must indicate a reason for this choice (see options below).
Please note that participation in this Pilot does not constitute part of the evaluation process. Proposals will not be penalised for
opting out.
We wish to opt out of the Pilot on Open Research Data in Horizon 2020.

Yes

No

Further guidance on open access and research data management is available on the participant portal:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/open-access-dissemination_en.htm and in
general annex L of the Work Programme.
1

According to article 43.2 of Regulation (EU) No 1290/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 11 December 2013, laying down the rules for participation and
dissemination in "Horizon 2020 - the Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (2014-2020)" and repealing Regulation (EC) No 1906/2006.
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Beneficiaries

Dept./
Division /
Laboratory

Scientist-inCharge of the
action

Role of
Partner
Organisation1

Country

Awards Doctoral
Degrees

Non-academic

Consortium
Member

Legal
Entity
Short
Name

Academic

PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS (max. 2 pages)

CNRS

X

F

UMR 8538 Lab. Géol. ’ENS,
7266 LIENS, 7329 Géoazur,
7516 IPG Strasbourg

P. Briole

HS,TC

NOA

X

GR

IG, IAASARS, IERDS

A. Ganas

TC

UPAT

X

X

GR

Physics, Geology

V.
Anastassopoulos

JD,HS,TC

NKUA

X

X

GR

Geology

N. Voulgaris

JD,TC

CUP

X

X

CZ

Geophysics

F. Gallovič

JD,HS,TC

NIGGG

X

X

BG

Geodesy, Seismology

I. Georgiev

JD,HS, TC

UNIBO

X

X

I

Civil, Chemical Environmental
and
Material
Engineering
Dept.

S. Gandolfi

JD, HS,TC

UNINA

X

X

I

Physics

A. Emolo

JD,HS,TC

TVU

X

X

I

Ingegneria Civile e Ingegneria
Informatica

G. Schiavon

JD,TC

GEOMAR

X

X

D

Dynamics of the Ocean Floor

H. Kopp

JD,TC

I

Roma, Napoli, Bologna

M. Anzidei

HS,TC

Partner Organisations
- NAME

INGV

X

ENS

X

X

F

ED 540 (Sciences de la Terre
et Physique de l’Univers)

P. Briole

JD

ULR

X

X

F

ED
523
(Sciences
pour
l’Environnement Gay Lussac)

G. Woppelmann

JD

UCA

X

X

F

ED
364
(Sciences
Fondamentales et Appliquées)

A. Sladen

JD

UNISTR
A

X

x

F

ED 413 (Sciences de la Terre
et de l’Environnement)

F. Masson

JD

HUA

X

X

GR

Geography

I. Parcharidis

JD,TC

GSH

X

GR

GeoSystemsHellas

V Charalampopoulou

HS, TC

TERRAD
UE

X

I

TerraDue 2.0

F. Brito

HS,TC

x

F

Institut
National
de
l’Information Géographique et
Forestière

T. Person

HS,TC

X

F

Fugro GEOID SAS

J.L. Carme

HS, TC

IGN

FUGRO

1

x

ED: école doctorale, JD: delivering joint doctorate, HS: hosting secondments, TC: delivering training courses
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Declarations
Participants
CNRS-ENS

CNRSUNISTRA
CNRS-ULR
CNRS-UCA
INGV-UNIBO

INGV-UNINA
INGV-TVU
NOA-HUA

Nature of inter-relationship
UMR (Joint Research Unit) 8538 (Laboratoire de Géologie de l’ENS) is a research
laboratory owned by CNRS and ENS/PSL University. It forms a single research unit
where staff and resources from the two entities are put together to the benefit of
all. UMR8538 exists physically, with premises, equipment, and resources
individual to them and distinct from ‘owner’ entities, and it is recognized under
French law. CNRS has the authority to represent UMR 8538 and the JRU members
via its signature in this project. CNRS does not award doctoral degree. This is a
task devoted to ENS in the partnership. ENS is therefore a separate partner who
will deliver the joint doctoral degree. The ESRs recruited in the JR will benefit from
the local environment of the ED560 for training and the monitoring of their work.
Similar with UMR 7516 (EOST Institut de Physique du Globe de Strasbourg) under
supervision of both CNRS and UNISTRA, and the Doctoral School ED 413 awarding
the joint doctoral degree.
Similar with UMR 7266 (LIENS) under supervision of both CNRS and ULR, and the
Doctoral School 523 awarding the joint doctoral degree.
Similar with UMR 7329 (Géoazur) under supervision of CNRS, UNS, OCA and IRD,
linked in the COMUE UCA and the Doctoral School 364 awarding the joint doctoral
degree.
INGV and UNIBO will collaborate and UNIBO will award two joint doctoral degrees
co-supervised and tutored jointly by INGV and UNIBO. As a Beneficiary, UNIBO
will be responsible for the funds allocated for the two PhDs research, and for
training, networking, and management activities performed jointly with INGV.
Similar with INGV and UNINA
Similar with INGV and TVU
NOA and HUA will collaborate and HUA will award two joint doctoral degrees cosupervised and tutored jointly by NOA and HUA. As a Beneficiary, NOA will be
responsible for the funds allocated for the two PhDs research, and for training,
networking, and management activities performed jointly with HUA.

Figure 1: Geographical distribution of the MOSAIC participants
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1.

Excellence

1.1

Quality, innovative aspects and credibility of the research program
 Introduction, objectives and overview of the research programme.

The Ionian Islands and the Corinth rift (Fig. 2) in Greece constitute one of the most seismic areas
of Europe with six earthquakes of magnitude 6 or higher having produce damage and fatalities in
the last 25 years. In this region several tectonic blocks move with large relative velocities between
them, e.g. a 15mm/yr extension in the western Corinth rift and an almost 20mm/yr shear across
the Cephalonia fault. The area includes the city of Patras (260000 inhabitants), several large towns
(e.g. Aigion, Agrinion), a major bridge, and dams. The coasts of the area experienced repeated
uplift and subsidence during historical times, causing the submergence of archaeological structures.
The probability of occurrence of a magnitude 6 earthquake during the project is more than 50%
and we expect several magnitude 5 earthquakes. There is no other place of similar size in
Europe with such level and diversity of seismic activity and ground deformation.

Figure 2: Schematic geodynamic map of the target area with the locations of the larger
earthquakes with their focal mechanisms (represented by black and white beach-balls). The
locations of the largest earthquakes of the last 25 years are indicated by red dots with labels
showing their year of occurrence and magnitude. Red lines correspond to the main fault segments
(simplified for clarity: LF Lefkada fault, CF Corinth Fault, KF Katouna fault, MF Movri Fault, TF
Trichonis fault) and delimit the major blocks whose motion is shown by white arrows.
Since the early 1990s the Corinth rift, due to its unique tectonic setting and excellent access to the
field, has been a leading place in Europe for the study of faulting and earthquakes. It now hosts
the most advanced of the Near Fault Observatories (NFO) of the European Plate Observing System
(EPOS), the Corinth Rift Laboratory (CRL, http://crlab.eu). At a larger scale, the Ionian Islands and
the Corinth rift have been labelled a GEO Supersite. CRL is the fruit of the effort of many
institutions, and all major MOSAIC partners have been involved in the CRL. Long term geophysical
monitoring is performed at CRL with a dense array of sensors (seismic, GNSS, tilt, strain), and
systematic coverage with satellite remote sensing, and with detailed geological field investigations.
Bibliographic analysis is available at http://nfo.crlab.eu/literature and http://biblio.crlab.eu where
an extensive list and description of past project and achievements can also be found.
Geodetic techniques allow measuring, in time and space, the strain of seismic areas. Thanks to a
wide spectrum of on-going innovation in space, land and sea technologies, geodesy is nowadays
absolutely fundamental for the study of the mechanics of earthquakes. Precise GNSS positioning
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and differential SAR interferometry (InSAR) allow mapping the Earth deformations with millimetre
accuracy and metric spatial resolution. After earthquakes, geodesy provide key information on
stress and strain re-distribution in the Earth’s crust and below, and is crucial for the deciphering of
cascades of earthquakes as for example those of Cephalonia 2014 or central Apennines 2016.
Several research and industrial programmes are ongoing to monitor ground deformation offshore.
The combined analysis of seismicity and deformation of seismic areas is crucial for understanding
the mechanisms of stress transfer and strain changes and the generation of earthquakes.
Our project will greatly raise our knowledge of seismic deformation mechanisms in Greece. The
data collected by the NFO CRL will feed the research and innovation performed in MOSAIC. MOSAIC
will also be an incubator for the next generation of sensors and methods to be implemented in the
NFO. The innovative aspects of MOSAIC concern land, sea, and space geodetic technologies.

 Research methodology and approach
The project brings together partners from six European countries, France, Greece, the Czech
Republic, Italy, Bulgaria, and Germany, with the aim of taking a major step forward in the
understanding of tectonics and earthquakes by the means of multidisciplinary and innovative
geophysical geodesy. It has the following main objectives:
1. To support a collaborative and top-level research effort in geophysical geodesy in the Corinth rift
and the Ionian Islands, one of the most seismically active regions in Europe, and to promote high
level observations, science, and innovation, together in a leading edge educational context;
2. To put together all available geodetic tools in a holistic approach encompassing radar and optical
observations from space, together with GNSS, gravity, tilt-strain, sea-level, and seafloor geodesy;
3. To boost Geophysics education in the partner Universities at the doctoral and master’s levels;
4. To build a sustainable operational infrastructure to develop and test innovative sensors and
methods in the field (e.g. off-shore geodesy, real-time precise positioning for seismology,
preparation and calibration of future InSAR missions like NISAR http://nisar.jpl.nasa.gov);
5. To contribute to the strengthening of EPOS, in particular its NFO initiative in which CRL plays a
leading role because of the 25+ years of international collaborations and data acquisition.
We believe that this project can have a worldwide impact in the Geosciences community for both
research and education. We also think that it is a judicious and timely contribution to the need for
developing academic and industrial science in South Europe and around the Mediterranean.
The training network will cover all the instrumental aspects of geophysical geodesy, GNSS, InSAR,
gravity, sea level, tilt and strain sensors at the surface and in boreholes, and explore new
technologies, e.g. those based on optical fibre. All these techniques are evolving quickly, GNSS
with the new European constellation GALILEO; SAR interferometry with several recent missions like
the ESA SENTINELs; gravity with new absolute and atomic gravity instruments; off-shore sensors
for distance, strain, depth, tilt, and gravity, developed with the push of the oil industry and offshore geophysical and resource prospection. Our team will focus on CRL and the central Ionian
Islands, on the boundary conditions of this domain which require enhanced understanding of how
the shallow rifting and shear movements in the crust is related to the underlying subduction. For
some of the experimentations of new technologies we will also collaborate with the FixO3
observatory of Pylos (http://www.fixo3.eu/observatory/pylos).
The project is multi-disciplinary and multi-methodology at a wide range of scales (sensor scale,
fault scale, crust scale, tectonic block scale), which will also require looking at seismicity and
geology. The Early Stage Researchers (ESRs) will work in this multidisciplinary and international
context. Their work will go from on-land and/or off-shore fieldwork to geophysical modelling.

 Originality and innovative aspects of the research programme
We believe that there is no better location in Europe to perform such an integrated and
innovative research in earthquake Geodesy, with easy field access (inland and offshore), long
geophysical time series, a variety of geological and historical features clearly visible in the field and
in geophysical imagery, and which are deforming very fast. It is no coincidence that so many
universities, even from outside of Europe, are organising fieldtrips in this area. There are several
major innovative aspects of our project: (i) it will gather for the first time in Europe a critical
mass of geophysical geodesists from various horizons, to study an active tectonic area; (ii) it will
push mature techniques like GNSS and InSAR close to their limits, by taking into account with the
highest accuracy, disturbances induced by the troposphere (in both GNSS and InSAR) and by
ground de-correlation (in InSAR); (iii) it will develop innovative technologies for land and offshore
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geodesy. The distinct setting of our study area requires a unique shore-line crossing approach,
which has not been realized using geophysical geodesy in any other setting around the globe. This
novel amphibious set up is exceptional, with onshore monitoring intimately linked to offshore
observations in a transformative approach over a singular region. While onshore geodetic methods
are well established, offshore seafloor geodesy is a novel tool and still in its infant stage. The
combination of both approaches makes our proposal unique and innovative. MOSAIC will be built in
synergy with the initiative BLUEMED (http://www.bluemed-initiative.eu), with the aim to promoting
the creation of start-ups in the field of geo-hazards and geo-economy in the Mediterranean.

1
2
3
4

6
7

Management
MOSAIC Schools
Workshops
Satellite Radar
Interferometry
Precise
positioning
Marine geodesy
Earthquakes

8
9

Geodynamics
Outreach

5

1.2


End M

WP Title

Start M

WP
No.

Leader
n°

Table 1.1: Work Package (WP) List
Activity Type

Lead
Beneficiary
Short
Name

1
3
2
6

1
1
1
1

48
36
42
48

Management
Training
Training
Research

CNRS
UPAT
NOA
NIGGG

7

1

48

Research

UNIBO

4
2

1
1

48
48

Research
Research

NKUA
NOA

5
1

1
1

48
48

Research
Dissemination,
exploitation,
communication

CUP
CNRS

ESR
involvement

All
All
1,2,3,7,8,9,11,1
2,13
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11
,12,13,14,15
4,6,10,14
2,3,5,7,10,11,1
2,13,14,15
1,4,6,7,8,9,11
All

Quality and innovative aspects of the training programme
Overview, content, and structure of the doctoral programme

Nowadays, the complex system that is the Earth is increasingly well understood thanks to the rich
instrumental potential. Further progress will involve more and more interdisciplinary research and
enhanced theoretical input from physics, mathematics, computing and engineering. At the same
time, geology remains fundamental and we will provide the ESRs with a strong physical
contact with the geological objects in the field, inland and offshore. Fieldwork is strongly
present in MOSAIC with several field experiments planned at the time of the MOSAIC schools,
including access to a fully equipped 17m vessel operated by the University of Patras. MOSAIC will
train 15 ESRs to become world-class leaders in Geophysical Geodesy and to secure post-doctoral
and permanent positions in academic or industrial institutions. MOSAIC gathers 17 laboratories
from 6 European countries with strong complementarity in Earth sciences, geodesy, and related
technologies. Their association constitutes a unique and top-level platform in Europe for developing
innovative methodologies to acquire, process, model, and interpret ground deformation data in an
active tectonic area. The partners will share data, know-how, instruments, and laboratory and
computer facilities. Non-academic partners will contribute to the research and the ESR training
actions, and will transmit their culture of efficiency. MOSAIC is structured in 5 scientific work
packages corresponding to the main theoretical and observational aspects of the project.
There will be personal training programmes designed for each ESR, MOSAIC schools, workshops,
general courses in the host universities and specialized modules organized with a multidisciplinary
vision to provide the best training for reaching the scientific goals of the project. The ESRs will
disseminate their observations, models and interpretations at international conferences, through
publications in high standard peer-reviewed journals, through the project website. We foresee 2 to
4 publications per ESR during the 3 years of the PhD and we will favour quality over quantity. ESRs
will also perform outreach activities e.g. with public conferences in cities of the target area. They
will acquire high expertise in presentation and writing skills and will go through intensive active
trainings and group projects. They will become proficient and confident in oral presentations at
scientific conferences and also in presenting their research to public audience, to companies or in
job interviews. Working in teams during their PhD, they will develop skills to become team leaders
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and experts, and to acquire a culture of international scientific and educational exchange. MOSAIC
will benefit from the dynamics of the NFO CRL and surrounding arrays that are routinely producing
many of the data that will be used by the ESRs. Reciprocally the science feedback produced by the
15 PhDs of MOSAIC will enhance the visibility and the scientific sustainability of this Observatory.
With the synergy of the 15 MOSAIC ESRs, we foresee groundbreaking scientific advances, with an
un-precedent level of international collaboration in western Greece. The economic situation and
evolution of the universities in the last decades have hindered the emergence of a new generation
of young scientists in the geosciences community especially in the south of Europe. MOSAIC will
contribute to transfer skills and responsibilities between generations. This is critical because the
long-term sustainability of scientific observatories depends on our capacity to transfer the
scientific, experimental and authority on those observatories to a new generation in the next years.
MOSAIC is not only aimed to produce high-level doctors but also a new generation of supervisors
and leaders. The long-term design of our project (over 10-20 years) is motivated by the need of a
long-term strategy for the observatory. This is needed to detect and quantify long-term
geophysical phenomena critical for the understanding of the faults growth and seismic instabilities.

Figure 3: The 15 ESRs connecting their host institutions. The 2nd number corresponds to the ESR
Table in Form A. The arrow shows the institution hosting the ESR during the 2nd phase of the PhD.

Table 1.2 a
Recruitment Deliverables per Beneficiary. Each ESR will
receive funding from a 1st partner and then from a 2nd partner, through two successive contracts
Recruiting
Recruiting
Researcher
Start Month
Duration
Participant
Participant
No.
(months)
(First 18 months)
(Last 18 months)
1.
NIGGG
CNRS
8
18+18
2.
NOA
NIGGG
8
18+18
3.
NOA
TVU
8
18+18
4.
NKUA
CNRS
8
18+18
5.
CNRS
UNINA
8
18+18
6.
TVU
CNRS
8
18+18
7.
UNIBO
CNRS
8
18+18
8.
CUP
CNRS
8
18+18
9.
CNRS
NOA
8
18+18
10.
CNRS
GEOMAR
8
18+18
11.
CNRS
NOA
8
18+18
12.
UPAT
CNRS
8
18+18
13.
UPAT
CUP
8
18+18
14.
GEOMAR
NKUA
8
18+18
15.
NOA
UNIBO
8
18+18
Total
540


Role of the non-academic sector in the training programme

Three participants are SMEs and other SMEs will also support MOSAIC. We have primarily invited
and included those SMEs that are already involved with us in our research in the area.
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Subsequently, we will look forward to assimilating others during the project and afterwards. We
have received several support letters from State organisations with commitments for specific
actions (see letters) that have been defined precisely, e.g. the hosting of the schools. We also view
MOSAIC as a flagship project for a pool of other projects designed to accompany MOSAIC in
supporting innovative actions, equipment, and fieldwork (especially off-shore), with appropriate
levels of funding. The non-academic partners will participate in the MOSAIC schools where they will
present their tools, innovation actions and methods. They will also host secondments.

Table 1.2 b

Main Network-Wide Training Events, Conferences and
Contribution of Beneficiaries
ECTS

Main Training Events & Conferences

Leader

Action
Month

3
UPAT
10
MOSAIC school 1 (Patras, GR, joint with a conference of the NFO
CR). Will include training in the field and on a marine vessel of UPAT
with the use of various geophysical techniques.
2 Workshop 1 (Blagoevgrad, BG): space imagery with GNSS/InSAR
3
NIGGG
17
and investigating the physical processes controlling earthquakes
3 MOSAIC school 2 (Kalavrita, GR) with 4 subsequent 10-day fieldwork
3
NOA
22
outing on 4 different topics in small groups of 3-4 ESRs.
no
TVU
24
4 “Space observation and NFOs week” organized in Rome (INGV and
ESA) together with the mid-term meeting of the project. Three days
of courses organized at ESA & INGV and three days will be dedicated
to a visit to Naples (UNINA, NFO Irpinia, Osservatorio Vesuviano)
5 Workshop 2 (Kiel) on Marine Geodesy. We will invite several
3
GEOMAR
29
companies active in marine and sea-bottom geophysics.
6 MOSAIC school 3 (Patras, joint with a conference of the NFO CRL).
3
UPAT
34
Including a series of conferences given with the ESRs in several
municipalities of the area (see support letter of the region)
3
CUP
40
7 Workshop 3 (Prague, one week before the EGU general assembly)
dedicated to the modelling aspects (i.e. WP 7 and 8). During that
workshop, the ESRs will also prepare seminars on their theses (“predefence seminar”), three days will be dedicated to that action.
8 Web seminars (1/month from October to July over 3 yrs) = 30 in
CNRS
total (15 for the ESRs and 15 for supervisors)
The main conferences attended by the ESRs will be the European Geosciences Union and American
Geophysical Union general assemblies in April and December each year. Those involved in space
observation will also attend the major meeting organised yearly by the European Space Agency.
1

1.3


Quality of the supervision
Qualifications and supervision experience of supervisors

Most of the foreseen supervisors have already supervised PhDs and co-direction PhDs. Several
junior team members have already supervised PhD seconded by a senior. MOSAIC will give them
the opportunity to develop their supervising skills. There will be 2 seminars of 3 days each,
organized by CNRS (human resources) to train the junior supervisors of MOSAIC to the supervising
activity (including didactics, administration, networking, conflict management, ethics).
Partner
CNRS/IPGP
CNRS/ENS
CNRS/ENS
CNRS/ENS
CNRS/ENS
CNRS/ENS
CNRS/ENS
CNRS/ULR
CNRS/UCA
CNRS/UCA

Scientist
Bernard
Briole
Chamot-Rooke
Lyon-Caen
Fleitout
Rigo
Rodriguez
Woppelmann
Sladen
Vergnolle

W

X
X

X

ESR
5
1,11
10
13
8
12
9
6
10
7

Super
20
12+4*
13*
7+3*
6+3*
12
1
4
3
1+1*

Age
59
56
56
61
62
54
32
49
39
40

P
85
73
80
62
55
39
12
56
31
23

H/C
26/2205
31/2850
32/2790
29/3600
25/2283
17/1610
7/131
16/842
15/1193
14/595

Tasks
CO,GL, WP1
WP9

GL
GL
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PhD supervision

CNRS/UCA
CNRS/UNISTRA
CNRS/UNISTRA
NOA/IG
NOA/IG
NOA/IAASARS
NOA/IERSD
HUA
HUA
HUA
UPAT
UPAT
UPAT
NKUA
NKUA
NKUA
NKUA
CUP
CUP
NIGGG
NIGGG
INGV/RM
INGV/RM
INGV/RM
INGV/PM
INGV/RM
INGV/RM
INGV/RM
INGV/BO
INGV/NA
UNINA
UNINA
UNINA
UNIBO
UNIBO
UNIBO
UNIBO
TVU
TVU
GEOMAR
16

Rolland
Masson
Hinderer
Ganas
Chousianitis
Elias
Katsanos
Parcharidis
Karymbalis
Chalkias
Anastassopoulos
Papatheodorou
Sokos
Nomikou
Tzanis
Voulgaris
Sakkas
Gallovic
Cadek
Georgiev
Ilieva
Anzidei
Avallone
Bignami
Beranzoli
Moro
Polcari
Montuori
Serpelloni
Iannaccone
Zollo
Festa
Emolo
Belardinelli
Gandolfi
Armigliato
Pinardi
Schiavon
Del Frate
Kopp

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

15
4
4
7,11
15
2,3
3
2
9
9
9
14
12,13
10,14
4
4,11
12,13
8
1
1,2
6
7,11,15
1
14
9
2
3
8
5
5
12
5
8,13
15
7
6
6
3
10,14

1*
7
10
2*

4+3*
5+3*
5+2*
6+1*
6+4*
3+1*
3+5*
3+3
5.3*
1*
3
8
4+4*
1
2
1
2*

3
2
8+4*
4*
3+3*
2
3*
21
10
14
8+1*

36
49
59
54
36
44
43
60
49
49
59
57
48
43
60
59
47
39
57
60
36
58
43
44
59
48
35
33
45
65
58
41
45
56
50
48
61
59
52
44

18
65
131
66
18
19
17
30
28
34
52
80
53
45
38
70
38
40
70
35
5
140
26
36
28
45
19
14
45
33
151
27
32
29
18
32
156
101
160
52

10/381
24/2000
32/2589
19/991
7/210
4/82
8/203
12/519
5/98
7/139
17/1405
28/2105
15/684
13/485
13/527
11/590
11/315
15/555
18/1039
5/1173
4/18
29/3608
14/1048
12/591
12/1028
18/1266
5/143
5/53
20/1679
15/1093
31/2593
12/525
13/451
11/548
12/481
11/477
38/4749
15/951
20/1238
20/1122

GL
GL,WP7

GL,WP3

GL,WP2

WP6
GL
GL
WP8
GL
WP4
GL

EX
GL
GL, WP5

GL
GL

12
8
4
0
30

35

40

45

Age 50

55

60

65

Table 1.3: Main scientists involved (involved as ESR supervisor or tutor or for WP of group
coordination, complete staff in part B2). CO: coordinator, EX: Chair of executive committee. GL:
group leader. Publications (ISI): C: total citations; H: h factor, P: number of publications. Super:
number of past and current supervised PhDs (*: or with significant contribution to the supervision).
W: women involved. The figure shows the distribution of supervisions as a function of age.



Quality of the joint supervision arrangements

The ESRs will spend 18 months in the first co-direction institution and 18 in the second. Their work
will be supervised by a Student Advisory Team (SAT) gathering 6 members (2 co-supervisors, 2
tutors, 2 associated, see section 3.2), from various countries and disciplines. Each SAT is headed
by the two co-supervisors. The responsibilities of SAT members will be reminded in the Consortium
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Agreement (CA). For each ESR, in the framework of the co-tutelle agreement, the two partner
doctoral schools will organize a yearly presentation to be made by the ESR in front of a PhD
committee composed of the SAT and external members selected by the doctoral school. The PhD
committee will assess the progress of the PhD work, help the ESR by suggesting orientations for
the work, detect possible risks of conflict, and any other problem the ESR might have, and inform
the direction of the doctoral school. The ESRs will develop a Personal Career Development Plan
(PCDP) that will be discussed and updated every 6 months during a meeting with the SAT and
experts who will be invited by the SAT on the basis of the topical interest expressed by the ESR.
This is expected to facilitate the contact between the ESR and scientists, companies and industries
from the domains of interest of the ESR in the two countries where he/she will prepare the PhD.

Local scientific training for graduate students. At ENS, UNISTRA, ULR, UCA, UNIBO,
TVU, UNINA, CUP, UPAT, HUA, NKUA, the ESRs will have access to the courses for graduate
students offered by the host institution. At GEOMAR the ESRs will have access to courses of the
Kiel University, partner of GEOMAR for education. At INGV the ESRs will have access to the training
programme of the local university (UNIBO, TVU or UNINA). At NOA the ESRs will have access to
the courses of both NKUA and HUA. At NIGGG access to courses of the local University will be
organized. All MOSAIC participant institutions awarding PhDs also have a programme of doctoral
training for their PhD students. The selection of the attended courses will be made with the SAT
consistently with each ESR background and objectives to provide additional skills and fill gaps. We
foresee the following gaps to be filled depending on the ESRs: mathematics (e.g. for linear/nonlinear inversions), geodesy (GNSS, InSAR, …), seismology, geology, programming (especially
Python). The ESRs will also attend the regular seminars of their host institution. All ESRs will have
access to language courses to allow them to master the language of their host country.

Network wide training will be done through 3 schools, 3 workshops, 1 mid-term course and
30 monthly web-seminars. The first school will be combined with a CRL science meeting, so as to
provide the ESRs an immediate full immersion in the targeted area and within the CRL science
community. Some selected highly recognized scientists will be also invited to join the team at each
of the events. Globally, each ESR will benefit from three months of network-wide training during
the life of the network (see Gantt Chart in page 35). The ESR will also benefit from the large
number of high level scientists regularly visiting the several top-level European institutions partner
of the project. Each project comprises two 1 ½ month secondments (all described in Table 3.1.d)
to enhance and widen the vision of the ESRs, complete their skills and/or help the PhD work. The
secondments will also boost inter-sectoral exchanges. Mechanisms will be setup to allow the ESR to
regularly discuss their research and training progress among themselves, with others members of
the consortium and with external experts. There is a high complementarity among the 20 partners
of MOSAIC for making the training program extremely attractive. The supervisors experience is
high and many of them have a strong experience of training within international collaborations at
master and doctoral level. There is also a very long experience of joint work in the field, and in
marine geophysics a strong tradition of international cruises involving students onboard. Many
skills developed in MOSAIC will be transferable by both the ESRs and the SATs afterward.

1.4


Quality of the proposed interaction between the participating
organisations
Contribution of all participating organisations to the research and training

All participating organisations are involved in the research and training program with the
responsibility of WPs and tasks inside the WPs, deliverables, PhD supervisions and hosting
secondments, and in the organisation of the MOSAIC schools and workshops. The precise definition
of the target area, its spatial uniqueness, and the precise science objectives, facilitate the
distribution of tasks among the team. The long experience of collaboration and the existence of the
NFO CRL and its infrastructure, also facilitate the interaction.



Synergies between participating organisations

The partners have worked together for 20+ years, operating joint networks and producing high
quality data and publications. The team has strength and experience. The Figures 3, 5 and 6 show
from different points of view the existing and foreseen synergy among the MOSAIC partners. For
both research and training, this synergy between partners and ESRs is a key feature which makes
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the whole MOSAIC much stronger than its individual members. This is reflected in the content of
the WPs bridging expertises and teams and in the structure of the deliverables.
MOSAIC synergy is built on several strands:
1) research takes place through WPs targeting methods (WP4,5,6) and theories (WP7,8) aspects;
2) each ESR's project is tailored and supported by an interdisciplinary team;
3) the MOSAIC team will meet twice a year during MOSAIC schools and MOSAIC workshops, and
during scientific assemblies like the EGU. It will meet also every month during the webseminar. Half of the web-seminars will be given by ESRs and half by the training team;
4) secondments will be organized to maximize interdisciplinary;
5) there will be group evaluations during the MOSAIC schools 2 and 3.
The MOSAIC members are working efficiently across disciplines. MOSAIC has a healthy mix of
young and senior researchers (Tab. 1.3). Adequate gender balance is ensured at all levels of staff,
including supervisory and managerial boards.



Exposure of recruited researchers to different (research) environments,
and the complementarity thereof

The ESRs will be exposed to academic / non-academic environments. The science domain of
MOSAIC will also permit to offer to the ESRs a triple approach of the geophysical problems with:
1) the geological objects in the field, their observation, deciphering in the geology/geomorphology
information on the physical processes at long time scales, learning methods to understand the
geological structures in 3D in the field;
2) the deployment and use in the field of a large panel of very recent geophysical instruments and
techniques, some of them being highly innovative (e.g. real time kinematic GNSS millimetric
positioning, sea bottom geodesy, seafloor sensing using optic fiber cables, absolute gravity);
3) the geophysical modelling and the analysis of the geophysical processes with a multi-scale
vision in the time dimension and in the space dimension. During each MOSAIC school, 2 days
will be on modelling issues, and the last workshop will be fully dedicated to modelling.
Several of the partner universities possess dedicated incubator services for their PhD students.

2.

Impact

2.1

Enhancing the career perspectives and employability
researchers and contribution to their skills development

of

MOSAIC will enhance the career of its ESRs in different manners:
- by giving them a broad scientific culture. Indeed, beyond the specificity of each PhD, all the 15
Individual Research Projects (IRP) are subtended by a wide scientific approach considering
earthquakes and the earthquake cycle as processes that require a multi-temporal approach, based
on multiple methodological approaches, and involving diversified collaborations;
- by giving them a leading edge knowledge of the most up to date technologies in space, land and
marine geodesy. This leading edge knowledge will not be limited to geodesy and also include
several aspects of seismology, signal processing, real time modelling, cluster processing;
- by giving them the culture of international collaboration, understanding the difference in culture,
economy, vision, between the partner countries, and the benefits of those differences;
- by giving them very strong skills in communication, at the highest scientific level in specialized
conference, at the level of the universities, in particular to communicate with students being in
master classes, at the level of the schools to be able to transmit knowledge and ideas to young
students and their teachers, at the level of the public;
- by giving them a culture of interaction with the industry, and the space and marine agencies.
We are confident on the fact that the spectrum of high level skills developed within MOSAIC will
give to the ESR the best chances to start a brilliant career both in the industry and academic world.

2.2

Contribution to structuring doctoral/early-stage research training
at the European level and to strengthening European innovation
capacity, including the potential for:
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a)

Meaningful contribution of the non-academic sector to the doctoral training

Four non-academic institutions participate to MOSAIC. They will contribute to the training, the data
processing, and the innovative sensors development and deployment. They will attend the MOSAIC
schools for teaching and bringing their technological expertise. They will host some of the ESRs for
secondments. We have not involved more non-academic partners in the project because the joint
doctorates imply complexities and challenges that have to be taken into account first. More SMEs
will be involved in the side projects that we will prepare for the implementation of new sensors,
and we already have the support of several of them (see support letters). With this association of
SMEs and industries, the ESRs will have the opportunity to experiment the working methods of
those non-academic partners, their pragmatism and organisation, possibly their weaknesses also.

b)

Developing sustainable joint doctoral degree structures and link with
masters

MOSAIC will be a milestone of a long term and sustained international educational structure in the
project area. The exchanges at doctoral level through the NFO CRL, initiated with MOSAIC, will
bridge our laboratories on the long term with win-win impact on education and on the Observatory.
Our educational initiative will not be limited to the doctorate level but also bridge our institutions at
the master level because is is crucial to attract students early to the geosciences. In 2016 we
started the organisation of “CRL Schools”, a 1-week master class in the lab and in the field at CRL
(see https://nfo.crlab.eu/crl-school-2017). MOSAIC will be in synergy and boost this dynamics. We
will open our MOSAIC schools and workshops to a limited number of master students from our
Universities (~10 per events) with the possibility to receive ECTS. This action will require minor
extra-funding which will be request to our Universities. MOSAIC creates a dynamics of joint
delivery of doctorates, and will pave the way for the joint delivery of master among our universities
in the future. At master level our methodology for funding will be based on ERASMUS and
ERASMUS+ with mobility of students and mobility of teachers as well.

2.3

Quality of the proposed measures to exploit and disseminate the
results
 Dissemination of the research results

The dissemination will be made through publications in highly cited journals, oral presentations and
posters to high level conferences (e.g. the EGU and AGU annual assemblies), and presentations
topical workshop specific for each ESR. Due to the strong link between ESRs (Fig. 3), we expect
clusters of ESRs to attend those workshops, with the possibility of collective debriefings afterward,
and spreading of the discoveries to all the team. A special issue will be proposed to a highly cited
journal to gather the main outcomes of MOSAIC. A special event will be organized with NEREUS for
the GNSS related aspects of the project. There will be a web portal for sharing data, products,
articles, meeting memoranda, minutes of project meetings, background information on the project,
open position announcements, research calls of interest for MOSAIC, podcasted presentation, and
news. The team will also communicate through the EGU blog http://blog.eug.eu and there will be a
MOSAIC Facebook group. During each MOSAIC school and workshop the knowledge will be spread
among the whole team. The ESRs will receive courses on the communication techniques (written
and oral) to promote their knowledge towards both the science community and the society. An
electronic newsletter will be published every four months with contributions from all teams.

 Exploitation of results and intellectual property
In the field of technology and innovation, we expect our research results to be of high interest for
several industries and SMEs. This concerns the advances linked to the new European GALILEO
constellation, those linked to the Sentinel satellites of ESA and PLEIADES of CNES, and this is
particularly important for all marine technologies where the feedback from our prototype
experiments, performed by the ESRs during their PhDs, is expected to have strong impacts. For
some of the innovative aspects of the project, we foresee the possibility to patent our discoveries.
We will also develop different software. Some of them might be of interest for companies and
industries for further integration in operational and/or commercial services (e.g. with ESA GEP).
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2.4

Quality of the proposed measures to communicate the activities to
different target audiences
 Communication and public engagement strategy

In the MOSAIC target area, the authorities and the public know the existence of the NFO CRL,
understand its importance and support it routinely by many means. The MOSAIC website will have
a public section where our scientific results will be disseminated by the ESRs to the public and the
various stakeholders. The ESRs will be largely involved in those activities of communication with
freedom and capacity of innovation. This will raise their awareness on the importance of
communicating scientific data and results to the society. We have contacts with several scientific
journalist and we will invite our ERSs to establish contacts with them. We would like to favour
communications including videos, e.g. YouTube pitchs of 3 minutes on different topics, to be hosted
in the project web site. MOSAIC news will be broadcasted via Twitter.
In 2020, at the time of the European Research Night (ERN) there will the MOSAIC school 2 in
Kalavrita where we will organize an event for the public. ESRs and teachers will also make a
conference in Antikira on occasion of the 50 years of the M=6.2 1970 earthquake that occurred
there. Similarly as part of the 3rd school in Patras there will be a MOSAIC ERN event at UPAT, and a
conference in Amfilochia on occasion of the 100 years of the destructive earthquake of Sept. 13,
1921. MOSAIC and the ESR will also participate to the dissemination of the Pint of Science project.
The ESRs will be also in contact with school teachers through the channel of the GIFT (Geoscience
Information for Teachers) initiative of the EGU. At their arrival, the ESRs will be immediately
incorporated in the dynamics of the CRL School 2019 where they will discover and learn but also be
themselves teachers for the master students. We pursue here the objectives to also create synergy
between doctorate and master students for communication to the public and to schools. This link
will contribute piecing together the whole chain of education in Geosciences and we expect this to
contribute bringing inside brilliant students. One of the team partners, the IPG of Strasbourg, is
embedded in a unique structure, EOST (“School and observatory of Earth sciences”), which is at
the same time one of the best schools for engineers/doctors in Geophysics in Europe and a leading
geophysical observatory. In a different perspective, but with the same philosophy, MOSAIC aims to
create a steady flux of master and PhD students educated within the CRL and surroundings. This
will be a pillar of the NFO CRL for its vitality and for its sustainability. The CRL School is inspiring
similar initiative elsewhere, e.g. on Etna, within a collaboration with EGU-GIFT and EDU-MED
(http://univ-cotedazur.fr/edumed), a project leaded by the UCA. The MOSAIC ESRs will have to
opportunity to join this dynamics either for CRL or others areas in Europe.

3.

Quality and Efficiency of the Implementation

3.1

Coherence and effectiveness of the work plan
 Work Packages (WPs) description

The project is organised in 9 WPs (Tab. 3.1a). WP1 and WP9 are for management and outreach (to
the science community and the public). WP2 and WP3 are for the MOSAIC schools and workshops,
and the WP4 to 8 are scientific WPs. The first three of scientific packages are related to the three
main geodetic techniques: InSAR (+ tropospheric corrections) in WP4, GNSS & gravity in WP5, Sea
geodesy (off-shore, sea bottom, tide gauges, coastal and in-situ observations, relative sea level) in
WP6. WP7 is related to earthquakes and faults, and the constraints of the Geodesy through
enhanced models (that will benefit from more and more accurate data and refine rheological
modelling). WP8 is related to the large scale and long term ground deformations and their
modelling, including also landslides, land subsidence, erosion processes. The MOSAIC schools
(WP2) are dedicated to teaching in the lab and in the field in the targeted areas; the workshops are
dedicated to giving support to the PhDs works of each student and creating synergy between
students for their PhD works. The workshops (WP3) will be organized with appropriate computer
facilities allowing maximum efficiency for teaching and training on the various numerical aspects of
the project. The timing and content of each task has built carefully and so as to warrant efficiency
and avoid any critical inter-dependences.
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Table 3.1 a Description of Work Packages See Table 1.1 for the ESR
involvement of the ESRs in the WPs
WP Number

1

WP Title

Start Month – End Month 1-48
Project management

Lead Beneficiary

CNRS

Objectives: Project management, including the recruitment and management of the ESR. Link with
the project’s governing bodies. Periodic reporting. Consortium agreement. Property rights.
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T1.1 Project management and reporting, leader CNRS
T1.2 ESR recruitment, leader CNRS, participants all
T1.3 Monitoring the ESRs activity, leader CNRS, participants all
Description of Deliverables
D1.1 Consortium agreement, month 1, responsible CNRS
D1.2 Final definition of the 15 ESR positions, month 1, resp. CNRS
D1.3 Data management plan, month 3, resp. CNRS
D1.4 List of the selected ESR, month 7, resp. CNRS
D1.5 Periodic report n°3 (interim report), month 24, resp. CNRS
D1.6 Final report, month 48, resp. CNRS
WP Number

2

WP Title

Start Month – End Month 1-48
MOSAIC schools

Lead Beneficiary

UPAT

Objectives: Organize the three MOSAIC schools: roadmap, logistics of the school, related field
trips, school web site and documents.
- 1st school (Patras): partly joint with a workshop of the NFO CRL in preparation) followed by 3 days
of courses in the field in the CRL area. This first school will allow the entire team to know each other
and for all to know the targeted area. It will give a vision of the complementarity between space,
land and marine observations, and the link between models and data.
- 2nd school (Kalavrita + training on board Milady Mylord vessel http://upat-vessel-2015.crlab.eu).
- 3rd School (Patras Univ + field trips): and a NFO CRL conference will be organized at the same
time, with reciprocal interest for the PhD students and all the other scientists; the PhD students will
present their work to a wide audience working in the area
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T2.1 Detailed design of the three MOSAIC schools, leader: CNRS, participants: all
T2.2 Organisation of the MOSAIC school n°1 at UPAT (month 10): leader: UPAT
T2.3 Organisation of the MOSAIC school n°2 at Kalavrita (month 22): leader: HUA
T2.4 Organisation of the MOSAIC school n°3 at UPAT (month 34): leader: UPAT
Description of Deliverables
D2.1 Roadmap for the three MOSAIC schools, month 3, resp. CNRS
D2.2 Proceedings of the MOSAIC school n°1, month 12, resp. UPAT
D2.3 Proceedings of the MOSAIC school n°2, month 24, resp. HUA
D2.4 Proceedings of the MOSAIC school n°3, resp. UPAT
WP Number
WP Title
Lead Beneficiary

3

Start Month – End Month 1-48
Workshops
NOA

Objectives : Train students during three 10-days workshops in the target area
- 1st workshop (NIGGG, Blagoevgrad): focus on space data and link space / land observations,
followed by 3 day field trip in the active faults and geodetic infrastructure of SW Bulgaria
- 2nd workshop (GEOMAR): focus on marine Geodesy
- 3rd workshop (CUP): workshop on models for earthquakes and geodynamics. Part of the time will
be dedicated to helping the fellows to make a synthesis of their works and completing manuscripts.
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T3.1 Detailed design of the three workshops, leader: CNRS, participants: all
T3.2 Organisation of the workshop n°1 at NIGGG (month 17): leader: NIGGG
T3.3 Organisation of the workshop n°2 at GEOMAR (month 29): leader: GEOMAR
T3.4 Organisation of the workshop n°3 at CUP (month 41): leader: CUP
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Description of Deliverables
D3.1 Roadmap for the three workshops, month 3, resp. CNRS
D3.2 Proceedings of the workshop n°1, month 19, resp. NIGGG
D3.3 Proceedings of workshop n°2, month 31, resp. GEOMAR
D3.4 Proceedings of workshop n°3, month 43, resp. CUP
WP Number
WP Title

4

Start Month – End Month 1-48

Satellite Radar Interferometry (InSAR)

Lead Beneficiary

NIGGG

Objectives : SAR Interferometry (long time series 1992-2020, advanced InSAR (PS, SBAS, …),
improving atmospheric correction, tie with GNSS, …)
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T4.1 Gathering the available SAR (and DEM) data over the targeted area (all missions X, C, L band
since ERS1), leader HUA, participants INGV, TVU, CNRS, NOA, NIGGG
T4.2 Defining a global strategy for the reprocessing of all data with regular and advanced InSAR
including the tropospheric delay using various techniques (GNSS, meteorological models,
correlation fringe/elevation, …), leader INGV, participants NIGGG, TVU, HUA, CNRS, NOA
T4.3 Processing all data with regular and advanced InSAR, leader NIGGG, participants INGV, HUA,
CNRS, NOA
T4.4 Correction from the tropospheric effect, leader CNRS, participants HUA, NOA, INGV
T4.5 Validation / tie with GNSS (static and kinematic), leader NOA
Description of Deliverables
D4.1 SAR data repository, month 9, resp. NOA
D4.2 Processing strategy with regular and advance InSAR and tropospheric correction, month 9,
resp. INGV
D4.3 Repository of regular and advanced interferograms integrated in EPOS, month 19, resp. INGV
D4.4 Co-seismic deformation fields from InSAR (+ tie to GNSS) for the earthquakes of Galaxidi
1992, Aigion 1995, Lefkada 2003, Movri 2008, Efpalio 2010, Cephalonia 2014, Lefkada 2015,
month 24, resp. NIGGG
D4.5 Observed post-seismic motions, landslides and subsidence, month 24, resp. HUA
WP Number

5

WP Title
Lead Beneficiary

Start Month – End Month 1-48
Precise Positioning (GNSS)
UNIBO

Objectives : GNSS (static with permanent and campaign observations, long time series 19902020, kinematic (techniques and applications, high rate) and gravity (absolute and relative,
network and continuous).
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T5.1 Gathering the GNSS and gravity data to be used by the ESRs and the project team, leader
NOA, participants CNRS, CUP, NKUA
T5.2 Defining the additional data to be acquired during the project, leader INGV, participants all
T5.3 Defining a joint data processing and analysis strategy, leader INGV, participants all
T5.4 Scheduling and performing fieldwork, leader CNRS, participants NOA, NKUA, CUP, INGV
T5.5 Vertical GNSS component and the troposphere, leader NOA, participants CNRS, UNIBO, UPAT
T5.6 High rate and kinematic GNSS processing and applications, leader UNIBO, participants CNRS,
NOA, INGV, UNINA
T5.7 Structuring data and products within the EPOS NFO CRL, leader NOA, participants all
Description of Deliverables
D5.1 GNSS data and products repository, month 9, responsible NOA
D5.2 Plan for additional GNSS observations (campaigns and permanent) during the time of the
project, month 9, responsible CNRS
D5.3 Enhanced GNSS products, month 19 (i.e. 10 months after PhDs start), resp. UNIBO
D5.4 Report on high-rate GNSS, observation, methods, models, month 19, resp. INGV
D5.5 Report on kinematic GNSS data and link with topography, month 19, resp. UNIBO
D5.6 Report on the GNSS observations performed during the project, month 36, resp. NOA
WP Number
WP Title
Lead Beneficiary

6

Start Month – End Month 1-48
Marine Geodesy
NKUA
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Objectives : Geodesy at sea (sea level, sea-bottom geodesy (1D & 3D positioning), sea-bottom
strain measurements)
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T6.1 Accurate definition of targets, implementable technologies, deployment plan, leader GEOMAR,
participants all
T6.2 Gathering available tide gauge and off-shore data to be used by the ESRs and the project
team, leader NKUA, participants UPAT, NOA, CNRS
T6.3 Requested pre-deployment campaigns and integration with the MOSAIC school n°2, leader
NKUA, participants UPAT, GEOMAR, CNRS, INGV, NOA
T6.4 Performing pre-deployment campaigns, leader UPAT, participants NKUA, CNRS, GEOMAR, NOA
T6.5 Design of off-shore geodesy (in-situ test will depend on D6.4 and the available equipment and
resources), leader GEOMAR, participants CNRS, NKUA, UPAT, UNINA, NOA, INGV
T6.6 Test of off-shore strain measurements, leader CNRS, participants NKUA, UPAT, UNINA, INGV
Description of Deliverables
D6.1 Accurate definition of targets and implementable technologies, off-shore deployment plan,
month 7, resp. GEOMAR
D6.2 Existing tide gauge and off-shore data available, month 9 (i.e. at the time of the first
workshop), resp. NKUA
D6.3 Scheduled road-map for pre-deployment campaigns, month 9, resp. NKUA
D6.4 Report on the pre-deployment campaigns, month 23, resp. UPAT
D6.5 Report on the design of off-shore geodesy, month 46, resp. GEOMAR
D6.6 Report on the test of off-shore strain measurements, month 46, resp. CNRS
WP Number

7

WP Title

Start Month – End Month 1-48
Earthquakes and faults

Lead Beneficiary

NOA

Objectives : Earthquakes (observations and models 1990-2020, includes tsunami), transients (and
their observation with geodetic sensors), localized deformation, faults
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T7.1 Gather existing literature and models for co- and post-seismic deformations of the
earthquakes of 1992, 1995, 2003, 2008, 2010, 2014, 2015, leader NOA, participants all
T7.2 Analyse the gaps in the existing models used to analyse the co-seismic deformations and
develop new models using a more realistic rheology of the crust, leader INGV, participants all
T.7.3 Using the new reference displacement fields and the enhanced models, re-analyse the past
earthquakes, leader CNRS, participants all
T.7.4 Impact of the improved model results to quantify the hazard related to secondary effects,
such as tsunamis, both in the near and the far field, leader UNIBO, participants NOA, CNRS
Description of Deliverables
D7.1 Review analysis of the large events of the period 1990-2018, month 9, resp. NOA
D7.2 Review of the existing models and their application to the targeted area, month 9, resp. INGV
D7.3 Characteristics of the models used for the re-analysis, month 19, resp. CNRS
D7.4 Selected scenarios of tsunami generation, propagation and impact, resp. UNIBO, month 46
D7.5 Reanalysis of the past earthquakes, resp. NOA, month 46
WP Number
WP Title
Lead Beneficiary

8

Start Month – End Month 1-48
Geodynamic models
CUP

Objectives: Deformation at large scale and long term (models of strain distribution and changes),
connexion between rift, CTF, subduction. Continuity geomorphology (DEM), erosion (DEM changes),
upper crust (structure, rheology), lower crust (rheology), mantle.
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T8.1 Gather existing literature and models for the large scale and medium & long term deformation
of the area (in the range 1kyears – 1Myears), leader CUP, participants all
T8.2 Analyse the gaps in the existing models and develop enhanced approaches, leader CUP,
participants all
T8.3 Produce a reference model for the distributed deformation of the area and the relation
between localised and distributed deformation, leader CNRS, participants all
Description of Deliverables
D8.1 Review of the models of deformation / evolution of the targeted area, month 9, resp. CUP
D8.2 Characteristics of the reference model to be used in the project, month 19, resp. CUP
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D8.3 Models for the post-seismic deformations, month 40 (i.e. before 3rd workshop), resp. CNRS
D8.4 Deformation model of the area using the enhanced modelling, month 40 (i.e. before the 3rd
workshop), resp. CUP
WP Number

9

WP Title
Lead Beneficiary

Start Month – End Month 1-48

Outreach: dissemination (web), communication (web-seminars,
sessions at international conferences, special volumes), exploitation
CNRS

Objectives: Disseminate to science community and to the public
Description of Work and Role of Specific Beneficiaries / Partner Organisations
T9.1 Project web site, leader CNRS
T9.2 Project communication to the science community, leader CNRS, participants all
T9.3 Project communication to the public, leader NOA, participants all
T9.4 PhDs valorisation, leader CNRS, participants all
Description of Deliverables
D9.1 Project web site, month 1, resp. CNRS
D9.2 Communication plan, month 1, resp. CNRS
D9.3 Action plan for the dissemination of the PhDs and results, month 40, resp. CNRS
D9.4 Report on the awarding of the doctoral degrees to the ESRs (including actions of dissemination
& valorisation of the PhDs), month 48, resp. CNRS

 List of major deliverables
Table 3.1 b Deliverables List (E=integrated in EPOS, I=involves industrial partners,
*=until M45). We give confidential status to several deliverables until M45 to protect the work of
our ESRs until the completion of their PhDs. At M45 most of the project data will be transferred to
the NFO and EPOS open data bases, except some information related to the sea investigations that
may require longer time confidentiality because of the involvement of industrial partners
Management, Training, Recruitment and Dissemination Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

WP
No.

Lead
Beneficiary
Short Name

Type

Dissemin
ation
2
Level

Due
Date

D1.1

Consortium agreement

1

CNRS

ADM

CO

1

D1.2

Definition of the 15 ERS positions

1

CNRS

ADM

PU

1

D9.1

Project web site

9

CNRS

ADM

PU

1

D9.2

Communication plan

9

CNRS

ADM

PU

1

D2.1

Roadmap for the MOSAIC schools

2

CNRS

R

PU

3

D3.1

Roadmap for the three workshops

3

CNRS

R

PU

3

D1.3

Data management plan

1

CNRS

R

PU

3

D1.4

List of selected ESR

1

CNRS

ADM

PU

7

D2.2

Proceedings MOSAIC school n°1

2

UPAT

R

PU

12

D3.2

Proceedings of the workshop n°1

3

NIGGG

R

PU

19

D1.5

Interim report

1

CNRS

R

PU

24

D2.3

Proceedings MOSAIC school n°2

2

HUA

R

PU

24

D3.3

Proceedings workshop n°2

3

GEOMAR

R

PU

31

D2.4

Proceedings MOSAIC school n°3
Action plan for the dissemination
of the PhDs and results
Proceedings workshop n°3

2

UPAT

R

PU

36

9

CNRS

R

PU

40

3

CUP

R

PU

43

Final report
Report on the awarding of the
doctoral degrees to the ESRs

1

CNRS

R

PU

48

9

CNRS

R

PU

48

D9.3
D3.4
D1.6
D9.4
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Scientific Deliverables
Deliv
n°

D6.1
D4.1
D4.2
D5.1
D5.2
D6.2
D6.3
D7.1
D7.2
D8.1
D4.3
D5.3
D5.4
D5.5
D7.3
D8.2
D6.4
D4.4
D4.5
D5.6
D8.3
D8.4
D6.5
D6.6
D7.4
D7.5

Deliverable Title

WP
No.

Lead
Beneficiary
Short
Name

6

Accurate definition of targets, implementable
technologies, off-shore deployment plan
SAR data repository
Processing strategy with regular and
advance InSAR and tropo. correction
GNSS data and products repository
Plan for additional GNSS observations
Existing tide gauge and off-shore data
available
Road-map for pre-deployment campaigns
Review analysis of the large events of the
period 1990-2018
Review of the existing models and their
application to the targeted area
Review of the models of
deformation/evolution of the targeted area
Repository of regular and advanced
interferograms integrated in EPOS
Enhanced GNSS products
HR GNSS, observation, methods, models
Kin. GNSS data and link with topography
Definition of models used for re-analysis
Characteristics of the reference model to be
used in the project
Report on the pre-deployment campaigns
Co-seismic deformation fields from InSAR &
GNSS for the 1990-2018 earthquakes
Postseismic motions, landslides, subsidences
GNSS observations performed during the
project
Models for the post-seismic deformations
Global deformation model of the area
Report on the design of off-shore geodesy
Test of off-shore strain measurements
Scenario of tsunami
Reanalysis of the past earthquakes

 List of major milestones (Table 3.1 c
N°

Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Kick off meeting
Recruitment
MOSAIC school 1
Workshop 1
MOSAIC school 2
Workshop 2
MOSAIC school 3
Workshop 3
PhD defences

Related Work
Package(s)
All
WP1
WP4,5,6,7,8
WP4,5
WP4,5,6,7,8
WP6
WP4,5,6,7,8
WP7,8
WP1

Type
2

Dissem
ination
Level

Due
Date

GEOMAR

R

CO

7

4
4

NOA
INGV

PDE
R

PU
CO

9
9

5
5
6

NOA
CNRS
NKUA

PDE
R
R

PU (E)
CO
CO *

9
9
9

6
7

NKUA
NOA

R
R

PU
PU

9
9

7

INGV

R

PU

9

8

CUP

R

PU

9

4

TVU

PDE

CO *

19

5
5
5
7
8

UNIBO
UNIBO
CNRS
CNRS
CUP

PDE
R
R
R
R

CO *
CO *
CO *
PU
PU

19
19
19
19
19

6
4

UPAT
NIGGG

R
R

PU
CO *

23
24

4
5

NOA
UNIBO

R
R

CO *
CO *

24
36

8
8
6
6
7
7

CNRS
CUP
GEOMAR
CNRS
UNIBO
NOA

R
R
R
R
R
R

CO *
CO *
CO (I)
CO (I)
PU
PU

40
40
46
46
46
46

Milestone list)

Lead
Beneficiary
CNRS
CNRS
UPAT
NIGGG
NOA
GEOMAR
UPAT
CUP
CNRS

Due
Date 3
1
7
10
17
22
29
34
40
43-46

Means of Verification4
Minutes of the meeting
Recruitment committee
D2.2
D3.2
D2.3
D3.3
D2.4
D3.4
D9.4

 Fellow's individual projects (please include table 3.1d);
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Each ESR in doing his or her research work in the framework of 2, 3 or 4 science WPs, one at least
on the methodology side (WPs 4, 5, 6) and one at least in the theoretical side (WPs 7, 8)

Figure 4: Targeted area for each individual research project. Project 7 and 15 target two different
areas. For the project 10, there are two options for the deployment of the instruments. The
decision to instrument one or both sites will be made at M9 during the first MOSAIC school.
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Figure 5: Geodetic techniques (GNSS, InSAR, Gravity, Sea level, Off-shore geodesy, Tilt/strainmeters), Geophysical questions (Earthquake dynamics, Co-seismic deformations, Post-seismic
deformations, transients and time-dependant deformations, Strain accumulation across faults,
geodynamics, erosion), Location of the 15 individual research projects with respect to the scientific
questions and the geodetic methods, and their integration within the 3 methodological WPs 4, 5
and 6. ESR 10 and 14, both on off-shore geodesy, have been put together as they will strongly
interact for logistical reasons.
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Figure 6: Linkage between the ERSs and their integration in the two theoretical WP7 and 8. In the
table below we have selected the 3-4 main links only. Although there are links, the ESRs will have
to rank them and their interactions within the network of ESRs in order not to dilute their work.

Table 3.1 d Individual Research Projects
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR1
NIGGG-CNRS
NIGGG-ENS
8
18+18
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 8.4
Supervisors: I. Georgiev, P. Briole, Tutors: M. Ilieva, C. Bignami, Associated: P. Elias, E.
Serpelloni
Project Title: InSAR & GNSS for long term changes in 3D / Links with WP 4, 8
Objectives: Produce a reference grid of the long-term deformation of the area a wide scale tied
to GNSS.
Expected Results: Reference grid of ~30 years of ground deformation of the area to be used as
input information by the modelling teams.
Targeted area: CRL + Katouna fault area. Too challenging in the Ionian islands because of the
low expected coherence. This will come in a second phase that might start at the end of the PhD.
Primary data involved: SAR images available since 1992 (all available missions).
Secondary data involved: GNSS, meteorological
Foreseen data processing: Re-analysis of all available data since 1992, starting with the ESA
missions as a backbone (SENINEL, ENVISAT, ERS2, ERS1), and using open source code from ESA
(SNAP), the consortium (GEP) and from others (e.g. http://comet.nerc.ac.uk/COMET-LiCS-portal/)
Main link with other ESRs: 3 (for meteo corrections), 12 (for GNSS), 6 (sea level and vertical)
Link with space agencies: Automated or semi-automated processing of full data bases.
Secondments: Terradue, Rossi, M17, 1.5 months, operational use of the GEP-TEP / ULR,
Woppelmann, M29, 1.5 months, GNSS processing and link with tide gauges for vertical monitoring
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR2
NOA-NIGGG
HUA-NIGGG
8
18+18
4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 7.4
Supervisors: I. Parcharidis, M. Ilieva, Tutors: P. Elias, M. Polcari Associated: V. Sakkas, A.
Avallone
Project Title: InSAR & transient deformations / Links with WP 4, 7
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Objectives: Use multi-temporal Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellite data sets and SAR

interferometric techniques to obtain information on the dynamics of the deformation occurring during
the various phases of the seismic cycle, especially the large past earthquakes.
Expected Results: Review of data, methods and applications, to explore advantages and limits of
InSAR measurements for the investigation of transient surface deformation patterns -report the
occurrence of crustal deformation transients in the inter-seismic and post-seismic periods, and
speculate on their significance in the earthquake preparation processes.
Targeted area: CRL and Ionian
Primary data involved: ESA and other missions
Secondary data involved: GNSS, characteristics of the earthquakes
Foreseen data processing: Reanalysis of the major events (1992, 1995, 2008, 2010 at CRL,
2014, 2015 Ionian), with combination ascending-descending, time series analysis, use of new
coherence maps, etc…Careful look at the post-seismic if any.
Link with other ESRs: 1 (for integration short term / long term), 7 (for knowledge of the
characteristics of the earthquakes), 6 (sea level and vertical)
Link with space agencies: Developments of methods to improve quick and automated fringe
picking for feeding quick inversion procedures.
Secondments: FUGRO, Carme, M17, 1.5 months, combining InSAR and GNSS in various
industrial contexts with extraction or injection of fluids as source of deformations / GSH,
Charalampopoulou, M29, 1.5 months, InSAR mapping linked with the International Charter Space
and Natural Disasters
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR3
NOA-INGV
HUA-TVU
8
18+18
4.2, 4.3, 5.2, 7.4
Supervisors: P. Elias, F. Del Frate, Tutors: A. Montuori, D. Katsanos, Associated: S.
Stramondo, P. Briole
Project Title: Methodology in InSAR, coherence, troposphere / Links with WP 4, 5, 7
Objectives: Estimate the tropospheric effect in the interferograms of the CRL and Ionian Islands
area from GNSS tropospheric delays and from meteorological models. Correct those effects in past
interferograms for the past “era” of INSAR satellites back to 1992. Set-up automated procedures
to run tropospheric models over CRL and correct the tropospheric effect in InSAR routinely.
Expected Results: New release of interferograms with better correction of the troposphere with
impact on the improvement of the accuracy in the determination of the vertical motions.
Targeted area: Wide (CRL, Katouna-Stamna, Ionian) in the case of SENTINEL. Specific small
targets (TBD) in the case of TerraSAR and Cosmo.
Primary data involved: Improving the quality of the past and future interferograms by
implementing an a priori tropospheric correction, by applying an accurate coherence map, by
hardwiring in the processing a tie to the GNSS.
Secondary data involved: GNSS, meteorology
Foreseen data processing: Focus on SENTINEL (C-band), TerraSAR and Cosmo (X-band) and
ALOS2 (L-band). Application to the previous missions ENVISAT and ERS1-2 to go back 1992.
Link with other ESRs: 1 (for comparing « standard » procedures and advances procedures), 11
(for the merging with GNSS), 2 (synergy between ERS2 and ERS3)
Link with space agencies: Yes and will involve also meteorologists.
Secondments: IGN, Nahami, M17, 1.5 months, GNSS tropospheric models / GNSS, Terradue,
Pacini, M29, 1.5 months, integration of meteorological models in the GEP-TEP.
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (se
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR4
NKUA-CNRS
NKUA-UNISTRA
8
18+18
5.2, 6.2, 8.3
Supervisors: A. Tzanis, F. Masson, Tutors: V. Sakkas, J. Hinderer, Associated: F. Gallovič, L.
Fleitout
Project Title: Gravity structure. Improving the gravity model of structure of the area,
merging with the new model from seismology. Absolute gravity and gravity changes /
Links with WP 5, 6, 8
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Objectives: Work on the gravity data combined with topography and stratigraphy. Together with
seismic and high rate GNSS for continuous gravity.
Expected Results: New reference gravity model for the CRL area merged to a new reference
model based on seismology. Data base of campaign gravity data and multi-temporal analysis.
Comparison of the two epochs of absolute gravity measurements.
Targeted area: CRL
Primary data involved: Campaign gravity data, past and new data to be acquired. Tie to the
absolute gravity points established in 2013. Supra-conductor gravimeters would be great, useful
for many aspects from transients to seasonal changes. Repeated campaign gravity data. Data
from permanent gravimeters to deploy in the area.
Secondary data involved: Seismic structure. Models of deformations for gravity changes.
Foreseen data processing: Work on the gravity data combined with topography and
stratigraphy. Together with seismic and high rate GNSS for continuous gravity.
Link with other ESRs: 8 (link with the global model of CRL), 7 (link with seismic activity), 6 (link
with vertical changes and relative sea level changes
Link with space and marine agencies: Perhaps GRACE if looking at the temporal changes at
the broad scale. Marine gravity data welcome as well.
Secondments: IGN, l’Ecu, M17, 1.5 months, GNSS and geoid / INGV, Iannacone, M29, 1.5
months, observation and modelling of gravity changes at Phlegraean fields.
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR5
CNRS-UNINA
ENS-UNINA
8
18+18
6.1, 6.2, 7.1, 7.4
Supervisors: P. Bernard, A. Zollo, Tutors: A. Emolo, G. Iannaconne, Associated: F. Boudin, H.
Lyon-Caen
Project Title: Tilt and strain / Links with WPs 5, 7
Objectives: Bridge surface GNSS and InSAR with existing and new tilt and strain data at CRL.
Based on know slow events (e.g. January 2002), define the required sensor resolution and
redundancy required to tackle significant and reliable signal associated with slow transients.
Continuous gravity monitoring with supra-conductor will be considered to complete the array.
Instrumental and scientific knowledge will be transfer to other NFOs and other sites worldwide.
Expected Results: Improved understanding of the already existing data and comparison with
GNSS and InSAR. Reanalysis of the creeping event of 2002 in the western Corinth rift and analysis
of possible other transients. Modelling. This PhD will be made in close link with P. Bernard at IPGP.
Targeted area: CRL & prior experimentation with the physicists of the FixO3 observatory of Pylos
(contacts already established for inland and offshore experimental deployments)
Primary data involved: Strain and tilt data (from sensors at the surface or in boreholes).
Secondary data involved: Data from the Irpinia NFO + Naples area.
Foreseen data processing: Available CRL data.
Link with other ESRs: 7 (link with the models of earthquakes), 15 (link with high rate GNSS), 13
(potential application to the shallow creeping at Patras)
Link with marine agencies: Link with off-shore strain measurements.
Secondments: GEOMAR/UCA, Lange/Sladen, M17, 1.5 months, offshore strain measurements
technologies, INGV, Anzidei, M29, 1.5 months, application of the technique to the Ionian Islands
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

ESR6

INGV-CNRS

TVU-ULR

Start
(month)
8

Duration
(months)

Deliverables
(se
numbers in tab 3.1b)

18+18

5.2, 6.1, 6.5, 8.4

Supervisors: M. Anzidei, G. Woppelmann, Tutors: N. Pinardi, G. Schiavon Associated: G.
Papatheodorou, L. Testut
Project Title: Sea level change and tectonics in the targeted area (vertical movements) /
Links with WP 5, 6, 8
Objectives: Analyse jointly the sea level changes and the vertical land motions at present (from
instrumental data) and in past (from geological and archaeological quantitative data and models).
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Expected Results: Rates of relative sea level trend and vertical tectonics along the coasts (from
par millennia to projections for 2100).
Targeted area: Primarily the Ionian area and then CRL.
Primary data involved: Tide gauges for recent period, possibility of installing more instruments.
Geological and other observations for past centuries and more.
Secondary data involved: In situ observations of relative sea level indicators.
Foreseen data processing: Together with long term InSAR and GNSS in the vertical, and digital
elevation models.
Link with other ESRs: 8 (link with the model of structure and long term evolution of the rift), 1
(link with long term InSAR), 11 (link with GNSS, and co-location of instruments)
Link with space and marine agencies: Monitoring of sea level also made from space. Tide
gauges and other sensors, sea floor mapping.
Secondments: UPAT, Papatheodorou, M17, 1.5 months, in-situ observations / NKUA, Nomikou,
M29, Link sea-level – off-shore geodesy.
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (se
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR7
INGV-CNRS
UNIBO-UCA
8
18+18
4.4, 4.5, 5.3, 7.1-4, 8.3
Supervisors: A. Avallone, M. Vergnolle, Tutors: A. Ganas, A. Armigliato, Associated: H. LyonCaen, M. Polcari
Project Title: Modelling of co-seismic and post-seismic deformation using a consistent
framework and a more realistic rheological structure / Links with WP 4, 5, 7, 8
Objectives: To retrieve the distribution and history of co- and postseismic slips on the fault and
surrounding. To assess the co- and postseismic redistribution of stresses. To investigate the
potency distribution with depth to reveal possible coseismic slip deficit at shallow depths (0-3 km).
To analyze the effects of the inverted coseismic slip distribution on the tsunami models.
Expected Results: Obtain and model geodetic displacement time series and retrieve time decay
law. Infer maximum coseismic slip & postseismic slip distributions at depth and level of (anti-)
correlation. Assess how slip deficit at shallow depth could be compensated by postseismic and
interseismic creep. Develop tsunami scenarios based on the observed and expected co-seismic slip
distributions that can be used for further tsunami hazard assessment in the target area.
Targeted area: Ionian and CRL, the 2014 and 2015 earthquakes in the Ionian islands deserve
trying such improved models. Also the 1995 Aigion earthquake could be re-analyzed.
Primary data involved: All available geodetic data, and mostly GNSS/InSAR-derived coseismic
and postseismic displacements.
Secondary data involved: Earthquake catalogues (main shocks and their aftershocks) and
seismological data for the main events. Tsunami catalogues.
Foreseen data processing: Geodetic data analysis. Spatio-temporal kinematic inversion and
modelling using complementary multi-geodetic data, 2D/3D model, « realistic » rheology and
testing the hypothesis of planar fault. Use of numerical models of tsunami.
Link with other ESRs: 2 (InSAR transients), 8 (Reference 3D rheological model), 10 (off-shore
geodesy), 11 (re-measurements of the dense GNSS array), 15 (strong motions)
Link with space and marine agencies: Combination InSAR and GNSS for quick assessment.
There might be also important data or observations in the off-shore domain.
Secondments: UNIBO, Armigliato & al., M17, 1.5 months, Advanced tsunami modelling / ENS,
Rigo, M29, 1.5 months, Application to hypothetic events in the Katouna-Stamna area.
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR8
CUP-CNRS
CUP-ENS
8
18+18
4.4, 4.5, 5.3, 8.1-4
Supervisors: O. Čadek, L. Fleitout, Tutors: M.E. Belardinelli, E. Serpelloni, Associated: N.
Chamot-Rooke, F. Masson
Project Title: Modelling of the long term deformation, link with topography. Creation of
a reference 3D model of the CRL to be shared within the community / Links with WP 4,
5, 8
Objectives: Model the deformation of the area at the large scale. Assess the impact of the models
used for the lower crust and upper mantle. Is there a decoupling between lower and upper crust?
Is the deep strike slip fault of the Movri earthquake connected to the North Anatolian fault through
passing beneath the western Corinth rift?
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Expected Results: Reference 3D model of the CRL to be shared within the community.
Targeted area: Entire area with Ionian Islands and Corinth Rift.
Primary data involved: All available structural and kinematic input data for feeding the model.
Foreseen data processing: Mechanical modelling with the various constraints in input.
Link with other ESRs: 1 (long term InSAR), 9 (erosion, geomorphology), 11 (GNSS velocity and
localisation of the deformation across active structures), 6 (sea level and vertical)
Secondments: UNISTRA, Hinderer, M17, 1.5 months, constraints from gravity in the models /
UNIBO, Belardinelli, M29, 1.5 months, link with ESR7, comparison of developed models with
constraints from an elastic-block model accounting of surface velocity, faults and crustal structure.
Fellow

Host institution

PhD awarded
by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR9
CNRS-NOA
ENS-HUA
8
18+18
4.5, 5.3, 5.5, 8.1
Supervisors: M. Rodriguez, E Karybmalis, Tutors: M. Moro, C. Chalkias, Associated: I.
Parcharidis, N. Chamot-Rooke
Project: Erosion, subsidence of deltas, transport of material, shallow instabilities, geomorphological changes in land and at shallow depth/ Links with WP 4, 5, 8
Objectives: Map and interpret the ground deformations at local scale due to subsidence (from
both natural and human-induced origins), landslides, erosion processes, inland and offshore.
Expected Results: Quantification of the ground subsidence inland and offshore. Separation of the
tectonic and compaction sources. Link between tectonics and sub-surface deformations in and
around the river deltas. Off-shore ground instabilities. Temporal variations. Link with meteorology.
Targeted area: CRL and Gulf of Patras
Primary data involved: InSAR, high resolution digital elevation models, erosion rates from
various methods, sedimentation rates at sea. High resolution bathymetry. Geotechnics data (e.g.
from PENFELD penetrometer) acquired from companion campaigns.
Foreseen data processing: Exploitation of InSAR coherence maps and their temporal evolution.
Use of optical data (e.g. Sentinel) to detect and quantify changes at very shallow depth at sea.
Link with other ESRs: 1 (InSAR changes related to rain events), 6 (sea level and vertical), 8
(link with the long-term modelling), 14 (off-shore geodesy).
Link with space and marine agencies: Coherence in InSAR. Shallow depth marine geotechnics.
Secondments: GSH, Charalampopoulou, M17, 1.5 months, Mapping subsidence with InSAR /
FUGRO, Carme, M29, 1.5 months, instabilities at the sea floor in exploitation areas
Fellow

Host institution

PhD awarded
by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR10
CNRS-GEOMAR
UCA-GEOMAR
8
18+18
6.1-6, 7.2
Supervisors: A. Sladen, H. Kopp, Tutors: P. Nomikou, N. Chamot-Rooke, Associated: Y. Hello,
P. Bernard
Project Title and Work Package(s) to which it is related: Off-shore strain measurements
/ Links with WP 6, 7
Objectives: Localize and quantify deformation along and across underwater fault systems.
Develop and qualify new instrumentation on sea floor for deformation measurements. Interaction
with SMEs for technological developments necessary to approach on shore/off shore Geodesy.
Expected Results: Off shore deformation measurements integrated with land based data for
broader modelling, evidence of new signals related to earthquake process. Evaluate whether the
1.5 cm of extension per year of the Corinth rift is distributed or localized along specific fault
structures. Identify the level of stress accumulation along the major underwater fault structures.
Targeted area: CRL and the Cephalonia-Lefkada fault systems are two great candidates. We aim
to instrument both areas but ultimately this will depend on the logistic conditions and the
complementarity with other ESR projects.
Primary data involved: Measuring strain and transients with distributed fibre optic sensors to be
installed off-shore.
Secondary data involved: Land observations (seismology, GNSS and deformation).
Foreseen data processing: Signal processing to improve signal-to-noise ratio. Possibility to
work with raw backscattered light spectra to improve the quality of the strain measurement.
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Link with other ESRs: 11 (link with the surface array of permanent and campaign GNSS), 2 (link
with tht InSAR deformations), 5 (link with the tilt and strain measurements onshore)
Link with marine agencies: Crucial for their experience and for logistics.
Secondments: ULR, Ballu, M17, 1.5 months, Learning from ULR experience of seafloor geodesy
in the Marmara sea / UPAT, Geraga, M29, 1.5 months, analysis of the pre-survey campaign
Fellow

Host institution

PhD awarded
by

ESR11

CNRS-NOA

ENS-UPAT

Start
(month)
8

Duration
(months)

Deliverables
(see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

18+18

4.2, 5.1-6, 7.4, 8.3

Supervisors: P. Briole, A. Ganas, Tutors: V. Sakkas, A. Avallone, Associated: V. Plicka, P. Elias
Project Title: Dense GNSS array, exploitation of the existing and densification. Tie to
permanent GNSS array / Links with WP 4, 5, 7, 8
Objectives: Facilitate new research and educational applications of GNSS data, such as

receive/process European Union Galileo satellite signals which are not in full functionality yet.
Achieve a greater density of the CRL GNSS Network in an effort to address specific geoscience
aspects such as tectonic plate motion, block boundary interaction and deformation, including the
understanding of earthquake cycle processes; the estimation of active fault slip rates, surface
subsidence, etc. Provide GNSS data to CRL group and the international community.
Expected Results: Time series of the stations coordinates and inferred velocities, which are needed
for local studies of crustal deformation, local geoid configuration and for geodynamics studies of the
CRL/Ionian Sea area. Determination of micro-plate / block boundaries and rotation rates.
Targeted area: Whole CRL and Ionian area and the east of CRL including Evvia Island.
Dissemination activity in school with the Region of Central Greece region (see support letter).
Primary data involved: GNSS campaigns archive, site reoccupation, and new observations.
Foreseen data processing: From Patras Gulf & Katouna-Stama area to the east of the Gulf of
Corinth, where many second order points need to be re-occupied. East of the Corinth Rift deserves
also new campaign of measurements. Cephalonia and Lefkada could be densely measured as well.
Link with other ESRs: 1 (link with InSAR), 6 (link with the observation of vertical movements of
the shoreline), 4 (link with gravity, including methodology for kinematic observations)
Link with space agencies: Yes if we perform measurements using the new Galileo constellation.
Secondments: NIGGG, Georgiev, M17, 1.5 months, integration of the CRL – Ionian array with
the Balkan array / INGV, Serpelloni, M29, 1.5 months, integration at the scale of the
Mediterranean and looking at the vertical motions
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR12

UPAT-CNRS

UPAT-ENS

8

18+18

4.2, 5.2, 5.6, 7.3

Supervisors: E. Sokos, A. Rigo, Tutors: F. Gallovič, G. Festa, Associated: A. Deschamps, J.
Zahradnik,
Project Title: Locking depth, shallow seismicity, and what do we learn with geodesy in
the Katouna-Stamna fault system / Links with WP 4, 5, 7
Objectives: Analyse seismicity of the Katouna-Stamna fault system and the deformation across
the fault, quantify active deformation, constrain locking depth and seismic potential of the area.
Expected Results: Identification of the segments of the faults currently active, comparison with
the geological record, locking depth, estimation of the maximal expected magnitude.
Targeted area: The grabens located between Etoliko to Amfilochia
Primary data involved: GNSS, InSAR, geomorphology, fault map. Combined analysis of the new
seismic data, available GNSS, InSAR data, structural data, historical catalogue of earthquakes.
Foreseen data processing: Seismic data acquired in the ongoing MADAM campaign
(Microsismicité Actuelle et Déformation de surface entre Amfilochia et Mesolonghi).
Link with other ESRs: 1 (long term InSAR), 11 (GNSS array), 7 (possible models of earthquakes
in the Katouna area)
Link with space agencies: InSAR will be very important for constraining locking depth.
Secondments: UNINA, Picozzi, M17, 1.5 months, monitoring of a seismic zone during rest /
CNRS, Lyon-Caen, M29, 1.5 months, contribution to seismological analysis
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Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR13

UPAT-CUP

UPAT-CUP

8

18+18

4.5, 5.2, 5.6, 7.2

Supervisors: E. Sokos, F. Gallovič, Tutors: H. Lyon-Caen, M.E. Belardinelli, Associated: V.
Plicka, V. Anastassopoulos
Project Title: The creeping fault of Rio. Where is it? how dip? how shallow? Is creeping
steadily? / Links with WP 4, 5, 7
Objectives: Investigate the creeping fault of Rio-Patra. This fault runs beneath the University
campus and could constitute a threat for the city of Patras.
Expected Results: Spatiotemporal mapping of the ground deformation and the creeping process.
Relation between seismicity and deformation. Triggering of the creeping events. The evolution of
this fault will be compared with the evolution of other comparable creeping faults in the world.
Targeted area: Rio (UPAT campus and surrounding)
Primary data involved: InSAR, dense GNSS to be set-up inside and around the University
Campus of Patras, geo-radar.
Secondary data involved: Various geophysical prospection at shallow depth.
Foreseen data processing: Data acquired over the fault in the UPAT Campus and around (partly
acquired during ESRs training). Comparison compare with other shallow creep areas.
Link with other ESRs: 1 (long term InSAR), 5 (tilt, stain and applied geophysics tools for the
fault monitoring), 4 (continuous gravity measurements)
Link with space agencies: Link with DLR-Germany for routine acquisition of high resolution
TerreSAR-X data over the area (2 project already support by DLR for CRL in 2017 and 2017).
Secondments: CNRS, Deschamps, M17, 1.5 months, Analysis of seismic data over the area /
Terradue Pacini, M29, 1.5 months, Retrieving fault motion record in InSAR time series with GEP
Fellow

Host institution

PhD awarded
by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR14

GEOMAR-NKUA

GEOMAR-NKUA

8

18+18

5.2, 6.1-6, 7.2

Supervisors: H. Kopp, P. Nomikou, Tutors: G. Papatheodorou, L. Beranzoli, Associated: A.
Sladen, M. Rodriguez
Project Title: Off-shore deformation across the Cephalonia fault / Links with WP 5, 6, 7
Objectives: The Cephalonia fault is probably one of the most active in Greece, however its
characteristics are still very poorly known. The objective of this ESR project is to gain knowledge
on the fault characteristics, its long-term behaviour from existing marine geophysical data, collect
new data if possible and to prepare the monitoring of its present-day deformation through the
design of a seafloor geodesy experiment.
Expected Results: Quantitative assessment of strain build-up along the Cephalonia fault zone.
Targeted area: Ionian between Cephalonia and Lefkada.
Primary data involved: Data giving long term information (morphology of the fault zone), and
data giving information on on-going deformation (sea bottom geodesy).
Foreseen data processing: Processing tools specific to this application, inversion of data.
Link with other ESRs: 11 (GNSS), 7 (knowledge from the modelling of the earthquakes), 2
(constraints from co-seismic InSAR on the expected deformation offshore)
Link with marine agencies: Crucial
Secondments: UPAT, Geraga, M17, 1.5 months, seafloor imagery / GEOMAR/NKUA,
Petersen/Sakkas, M29, 1.5 months, GNSS at Cephalonia and Lefkada, link with the off-shore work
Fellow

Host
institution

PhD awarded by

Start
(month)

Duration
(months)

Deliverables (see
numbers in tab 3.1b)

ESR15

NOA-UNIBO

UPAT-UNIBO

8

18+18

5.2-6, 7.2-5

Supervisors: K. Chousianitis, S. Gandolfi Tutors: A. Avallone, L. Rolland, Associated: A.
Montuori, A. Emolo
Project Title: Joint use of strong motion and high-rate GNSS data for seismological
applications / Links with WP 5, 7
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Objectives: Improve methods and software for high rate (HR) GNSS processing with precise
point positioning, multi-constellation, clocks stabilization, and new innovative approaches. Merge
with strong motion (accelerometric). Estimate and assess experimentally the magnitude threshold
accessible to HR GNSS as a function of the distance to the source. Evaluate the possible impact of
high rate GNSS for early warning, assuming the possibility of arrays of many low cost instruments.
Expected Results: HR GNSS co-seismic dynamic displacements for the large earthquakes in the
target areas during the project. Noise assessment on the HR GNSS waveforms and on low cost
accelerometers. First results after the deployment of a first prototype array
Targeted area: Ionian sea and CRL.
Primary data involved: Strong motion data, high rate GNSS.
Secondary data involved: Local Geology.
Foreseen data processing: Re-analysis of available data since 2010.
Link with other ESRs: 7 (knowledge from the modelling of the earthquakes), 5 (onshore tilt and
strains sensors), 2 (constraints from InSAR on the sources geometry)
Link with space and marine agencies: Link with the development of the applications of
GALILEO to natural hazards. In the marine domain, strong motion sensors could be installed
offshore the Cephalonia fault.
Secondments: UCA, Rolland, M17, 1.5 months, analysis of the impact of ionosphere/troposphere
conditions on the HR GNSS waveforms and feasibility of using low cost GNSS receivers,
advantages of the multi-constellation / UNINA, Festa, M29, 1.5 months, synthetic tests on high
rate GNSS sensitivity of minimum magnitude and focal mechanisms detection; integration of the
high GNSS technology in the Near Fault Observatories.

3.2

Appropriateness of the management structures and procedures,
 Network organisation and management structure

The coordination will be made by P. Briole, project leader and a European Project Manager (EPM)
recruited on project funds, supported by CNRS services. P. Briole has already coordinated EU
projects and WPs of EU projects since 20+ years. He will dedicate 80% of his time to the project.
The project manager will be in charge of the project’s daily management, of the technical
organization of the recruitment process and of all technical aspects of the project management and
administrative overall monitoring of the ESRs and their motion from one laboratory to another.
Financial management: CNRS will keep centrally 35% of the budget category management and
indirect costs for the EPM and all related actions costs. Details are given in the sections below.

 Joint governing structure
Several partner institutions have already an experience of joint PhDs (e.g. CNRS-UPAT or NIGGGCNRS). All partner Universities have the experience of co-direction PhDs within institutions of the
EC and all of them aim to promote joint actions at the doctoral level and co-directions. Difficulties
may arise from the different regulations between countries (or University), but our experience with
past co-directions has shown that they are usually overcome with limited efforts. Several of the
partners do not deliver PhDs (CNRS, NOA, INGV) and they are linked with partner Universities for
awarding the co-direction PhDs. Those partner Universities (ENS, UNISTRA, ULR, UCA, UNIBO,
TUV, UNINA, HUA, UPAT) will be fully involved in the project for the supervision of the ESRs, for
the MOSAIC schools and workshops, and for the overall scientific project.

 Joint admission, selection, supervision, monitoring and assessment
procedures
The boards defined below will have high level of connexions and wide spectrum of competences.

 Supervisory board (SB)
The Supervisory Board (SB) is the decision-making body of MOSAIC. It will be chaired by the
project coordinator, and gather one representative per partner (Beneficiaries and Partner
Organisations) with voting rights, the European Project Manager (EPM) without voting rights and
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two yearly elected ESRs with voting rights. The SB will seek consensus when making decisions and
will decide by qualified majority all matters dealing with strategic operations of the project. It will
meet during the kick-off and interim meetings and during the annual MOSAIC schools. It will
maintain regular communications among the whole team. The SB takes all decisions for the project
management (updating of and contributions to the project tasks, budget). It is also in charge of
monitoring reports and schedules from ESRs and supervisors to ensure that ESRs meet training
goals and are progressing well. Yearly check of the ERSs advancements will be realized at the time
of each MOSAIC school. The SB will be solicited in case of conflict (between partners or between an
ESR and its supervision team of host) and try to solve the conflict by simple and fair means. In
case of an unresolved conflict, decisions will be made by a simple (two-thirds quorum) majority,
with facility for secret ballots if required and details on the methodology to resolve conflicts will be
written in the Consortium Agreement (CA). The SB tasks will be detailed in the (CA). Specific
aspects of the supervisory board action can be negotiated based on the DESCA model.

 Executive board (EB)
The Executive Board will execute and monitor the actions. It will be chaired by A. Zollo and it will
gather the other WP leaders. It will convene twice a year (including once before each annual
workshop), with additional ad hoc meeting when and if needed. Specific extra-meetings will be
organized at the start of the network for recruitment procedures. The SC is responsible for:
Preparing and implementing the decisions on which the SB deliberates, coordinating the work
performed in all WPs, validating and reporting to the SB the technical status of this work;
Ensuring the scientific consistency of approaches taken in the course of the project to the SB
for cost and administrative aspects;
Interacting closely with the supervising team of each ESRs, and ensuring that skills are
monitored according to the procedure detailed in a section below;
Approving all reports and plans to be addressed to the EC, notably the Annual Management
and Activity Report;
Receiving advice and recommendations from the Advisory Board and EPM. The EB has a key
role in the project, promoting overarching contributions and strengthens network
achievements. It ensures continuous communication among the participants. It verifies that
the schedule is met both in terms of research and training. At the end of the contract, the SC
and the Advisory Board will evaluate the experience matured by the ESRs during the project,
and help their integration in the professional world and discuss future plans and perspectives.

 Advisory board (AB)
The Advisory Board (AB) will be composed of five external experts who will meet three times
during the project at M10, 22 and 34 during the MOSAIC schools at which they will be invited to
attend. The experts will be discussed and defined during the first SB meeting. The AB will review
annually, through specific reports, the scientific, training, and administrative activity realized by
MOSAIC. The AB will provide advice on new directions and opportunities for innovation. Joint
activities with other ITN projects could be suggested by the AB. In order to reduce the project
costs and optimize the AB’s time, the AB will be consulted by email and teleconferences, but will be
strongly invited to participate to annual workshops.

 Training Committee (TC)
The training committee will supervise the overall organization of the MOSAIC schools, workshops,
web-seminars. It will include the co-supervisors of each ESR, the leaders of WP2 and WP3, four
external experts. It will meet every 6 months at the time of the MOSAIC schools and workshops.

 Recruitment strategy

This is crucial and we give below a detailed plan.

To attract the best students, our recruitment agenda must be phased very well with the timing of
the master graduations in Europe (and elsewhere). Most of the masters end in June, and in general
students start looking for doctorate in January. Therefore it is very important for our call for ESR to
be open very early in 2019, and the process built accordingly, with PhDs starting in July (M8).
The profiling of the open positions will start before the KO meeting so as to arrive at the KO
meeting ready for making final discussion and decisions. We will close the receiving of applications
around March 31 and finalize the selection around May 15, in advance of one month with respect to
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most of the other selection channels of students preparing master graduation. This strategy is very
important for ensuring the best recruitment. Our agenda is consistent also with a ending month of
the PhDs in the middle of the last year (July 2022) which will give time to complete the project
after the PhD defences and have 3 security months for PhD that would, exceptionally, last 2 or 3
more months than the 3 years. The precise agenda is as follows:
1) Early December 2018: KO meeting of the project;
2) Early January 2018: Publication of the open positions (D1.2). Publicity through the major
international web lists in seismology, geodesy, geosciences, remote sensing. All partners will
broadcast the call in their countries, especially in all the relevant master programmes of their
universities. We will also use the EC Researcher Mobility Portal (http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess),
undergraduate and PhD student associations, specialized sites (e.g. Earthworks-jobs, science
careers, etc). We believe that a time span of 3 months between advertisement and call closure
will ensure equal opportunity to all potential candidates. Advertisements will describe the
projects and network structure, knowledge and competencies required, working conditions and
entitlements (including career development prospects), and full details about the recruitment
process and selection criteria. Candidates will submit their CV, a letter of application, two
letters of reference (describing the candidates' learning, research and communication skills,
independence and motivation), and academic credentials (mark sheets and degree statements)
through an web-application hosted at the MOSAIC website;
3) 31 March 2019: deadline for receiving applications of the PhD candidates;
4) 4 April - 10 May 2019: evaluation of the applications, interviews;
5) 13 May 2019: publication of the results of the evaluation. Our target is to have 4 to 12
applications for each position (average 8), which means 120 applications in total;
6) Selection phase 1 (April 4 - 19, 2019), made by e-mail and teleconferences: pre-selection of 3
candidates for each position, which means pre-selected candidates. Committee for the phase 1:
24 members (1 member from each partner institution (= 12) + 12 who will also be member of
the second phase (see composition below (in section 11) for those 12 members)). Each of the
24 members will have to review 10 applications (during the 2 weeks period 4-18 April 2018)
and send a written report for each. One day meeting (of all the 24, it can be organized with
teleconference, provided that there are cluster of people in a limited number of places (e.g. all
Greek colleagues all together at NOA) to finalize the list of the pre-selected candidates.
Partners from the non-academic sector (e.g. ESA) not members of the committee but can be
approached, for providing advices, by the committee members while they make their reviews;
7) 24 April: Short-listed candidates will be invited for a personal interview while the others will be
informed about the failure of their application;
8) Audition of the selected candidates in the week 6-10 May 2019. We plan to have the 12
committee members (for 2nd phase) attending physically as well as the candidates. It is more
demanding, and with a cost (~30k€ covering part of the candidates travel expenses, and travel
and subsistence for the committee members), but we believe that this selection is crucial and
deserves making the maximum effort. Procedure for the audition of 45 candidates in the week
7-11 may: 4 days for the auditions, 1 day (Friday) for the decisions. Two sub-committees (with
6 members in each) will listen half of the candidates each (i.e. 5-5 per day). For each position
the committee can rank several candidates. In this manner, in case the first one would decline,
the post could be offered to the next. If no satisfactory candidate is found for a given project
after this first campaign, the empty position will be re-advertised following the same rules and
procedures. The SB will verify the accuracy of the recruitment process. Once a consensus is
reached, the ranking and comments will be recorded. After the selection, all short-listed
applicants will be informed about the strengths and weaknesses of their application;
9) Communication of the decision on May 14, 2019 (D1.2)
10) Start of the PhDs in July 2019
Constitution of the committee: 12 member and participation of the project leader in the last day
for the final decision meeting.
- Origin of the committee members: 8 from inside the partner institutions (4 being directly involved
in the project and 4 not being directly involved in the project) + 4 external members (those
external members must be independent from the team members, i.e. not having been involved
together with the main scientist involved (Tab. 1.3) in scientific projects and/or publications in the
last 8 years).
- 6 women and 6 men, retired and emeritus scientists not allowed as members of the committee.
- Rank of the committee members: half with status of Professor (or Research Director/Senior
Researcher), half with the status of Associate/assistant Professor (or Junior Researcher).
- Status of the committee members: half being faculty members in their institution (i.e. will full
teaching duty), half with the status of researcher (with no mandatory teaching duty (although they
might be involved in teaching activity)).
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- At least one person from each of the five participating countries.
- Project leader not member of the committee (present only the last day for the final decisions
(may vote in exceptional cases of equal number of votes between candidates for a position)).
- 8 additional members (one for each internal member) should be identified to replace the regular
member in case of need [optional].
- No plan to replace the external members in case of absence (we must choose them well and
make sure that they fully commit to come for the whole audition week).
- The list of the proposed committee will be submitted by the project leader to the ITN executive
committee during the KO meeting.

 Student Advisory team (SAT) and Supervision of the ESRs
Each ESR will benefit from her/his Student Advisory Team (SAT) which will comprise 6 persons in
general (2 co-supervisors, 1-2 tutors, 1-3 associated). The co-supervisors will be the two scientists
more involved in the PhD supervision regardless the fact that they are or not the formal PhD
directors for the University. They are the two prime responsible persons. The tutors will be selected
based on their scientific qualification, for filling the administrative gaps if needed, and with
complementary skills. Those teams of four involve senior and junior supervisors and in 7 cases
women. The orientations of the PhD are defined by the two co-supervisors, the tutors and the ESR
him(her)self. The additional members of the SAT will be 1 to 3, in general belonging to different
institutions and different countries, and with complementary background and skills.

 Link with the doctoral schools
The doctoral schools partners of this project (and the Universities) have already experiences of codirection PhDs. We have gathered their internal regulations and verified that they comply with the
Bologna process for education within Europe. It is globally the case, and moreover the local
regulations mention explicitly the need to find ad-hoc arrangements when the rules of the two
countries are still different. This coordination is particularly important at the beginning of the PhD
when the co-direction agreement is signed between the partner Universities, at the end of the PhD
for the composition of the PhD defence committee, which has to comply at best with the
regulations of the two sides, and for the yearly monitoring of the ESRs progresses. When the
doctoral schools themselves request their own monitoring committee to interview their PhD
candidates, arrangements will be found to avoid multiplying the ESRs interviews within and outside
MOSAIC, possibly by inviting representatives of the doctoral schools to join the yearly interview of
the ESR performed by the project. Representatives of the doctoral schools will also participate to
the recruiting committee so as to be associated right from the beginning and also to indicate their
requirements. The doctoral schools have their own regulations for the courses, seminars, activities,
to be attended by their PhD candidates during their doctoral studies. Our ESRs will comply with
those rules on the best efforts and arrangements will be found when the fusion cannot be
complete. In particular, when doctoral schools organise a yearly doctoral congress gathering all
their PhD candidates, the attendance of our ESRs belonging to those schools will be mandatory.

 Progress monitoring and evaluation of individual projects
This is a key aspect of the project and it requires special care given the context of co-direction. The
partner academic institutions have a very good experience in handling international students and
projects, which guarantees that each ESR will be warmly welcomed and carefully looked after. Skill
monitoring will take place through several actions:
1) Monitoring of fellow skills by the local supervisor and tutor who will observes the skills of the
ESR on a weekly basis. Strengths and weaknesses will be identified and appropriate action will
be taken, e.g. sending the ESRs to local training centres in order to overcome weaknesses.
2) Monitoring of fellow skills by the associated mentors and external scientists. The secondment
mentors will observe skills during the ESR visits, in close contact with the co-supervisors, and
also during the MOSAIC schools and workshops.
3) Coordination between the co-supervisors: A video conference will be held every 1 month
between the SAT and the ESR for guidance, strategy and to record the fellow’s progress.
4) Monitoring of fellow by the Training Committee (TC). Regular meetings of the TC (twice a
year, at the time of the annual workshops) will allow identifying any fellow needing specific
training on identified weaknesses (according also to reports from co-supervisors and tutors)
and may then give appropriate advice for local or secondment training of the fellow.
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5)

6)

Self-evaluation of fellow and advices from the private sector. Fellows will create a portfolio of
their progression during MOSAIC network years. The portfolios will include self-evaluations, a
skill that will be taught during the first management schools. Fellows will evaluate their own
progress in skill development and project progression and will present appropriate selfreflection and resulting action plans to maximize project performance and career prospects
with advices from the non-academic partners where they will make inter-sectoral visits.
Group evaluation. In addition to their self-evaluations the ESRs will take part in group
evaluations. ESRs will be segmented in three peer-groups of five ESRs with a junior partner
scientist of the project also in each group. Group evaluation will take place during each
network-wide event. Within these groups the ESRs will discuss skill and project progression of
single fellows and the whole group and will pass the outcome on to the skill committee. In this
way the fellows themselves have a significant influence on the development of the different
training schools and will actively learn group skills.

 Risk management at consortium level
InSAR: No risk, a very large amount of date exists. GNSS: No risk, most of the needed GNSS data
are available and only a limited number of observations are needed at new permanent and
campaign points. Moreover, GNSS data will be also provided by 2 private networks METRICANET
and TREE. Those networks share an open-data policy with NOA and CNRS with 30-s data always
and high-rate (1s or faster) data available upon request. Marine geodesy: this is the most
challenging aspect as it is related to off-shore technologies. However, the planned PhDs are not
tailored for operational deployments but for prototype experimentations to take place after M21
only. The distributed optical fiber measurements setup (strain and temperature) is being tested
ahead of MOSAIC with a large scale deployment offshore the Nice airport, France, started in 2017.
These deployments are financially supported by the University Côte d'Azur Excellence initiative
program (UCA-JEDI, see official letter attached) and follows several small-scale test deployments
in 2014-2015. The project involves two engineering SME specialized in distributed fibre optic
measurements: SITES S.A. (www.sites.fr) and SILIXA Ltd (www.silixa.com). Our primary contact
at SILIXA Ltd, A. Chalari, is Greek and has led some seafloor geophysical studies using optic fiber
(Chalari et al., AGU fall meeting 2012). One senior engineer specialized in marine instrumentation
(Y. Hello, IRD, France) is attached to the project and will contribute to the experiment.
Dependence between WPs and ESRs projects development: not a risk because of the size of the
team and its capability to adjust the work all along the time of the project.

Table 3.2a Implementation Risks
Risk
No.

Description
of Risk

WP
Number

Proposed mitigation measures

R1

Delay
in
recruitment

WP1

(1) For each position, there will be a complementary list. (2)
In case of position not filled at the first call we will have time
to issue a second call for recruitment a M10.

R2

Experimental
conditions for
the
marine
geodesy
experiment
(ESR10 and
ESR14)

WP6

For ESR10 the work plan cannot be defined completely at the
time of the submission. It will depend on the pre-experiments
surveys (T6.6, D6.5) and the details of the experiment will be
defined at M23 before the interim meeting. For ESR14 the PhD
will not be based on the existence of new off-shore data but
on the design of the experiment. In the favorable case of data,
sensors, and field ready for an experiment after M24 this
might be decided as an extra aspect of the doctorate.

 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
The project will be based on data collected within the EPOS Near Fault Corinth Observatory and
surroundings (Ionian Islands and Corinth Rift GEO Supersite). The data from permanent networks
are freely available. The campaign data acquired during the project will be released at the end of
the project (M48) after completion of the PhDs and along with publications. At the end of the
project, all data acquired during the project and with the resources of the project, will feed the
EPOS NFO CRL data base. The data will be referenced using DOIs. As example the data from the
CRL NFO can be cited using the following DOI http://data.datacite.org/10.15778/RESIF.CL. We will
also be compliant with the rules of the EC directive INSPIRE including its aspects related to the IPR.
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 Gender aspects
The total project gathers 20 women among 103 persons, 16 among 76 of those with more than
10% workload, 10 among 50 of those performing supervision or tutoring listed in Table 1.3. This is
typical of the ratio women/men in the advanced and senior geosciences community in Europe. This
ratio is progressively increasing with the increase of women enrolled in master and doctoral
programs in Geosciences, which is now 50-50% in average in our universities. There are three
women WP leaders and five thesis co-supervisor. The recruitment committee will strictly gather the
same number of men and women and great care will be given to giving equal chances to female
and male candidates.

 Data management plan (DMP)
The DMP MOSAIC will be compliant with the rules of EPOS, those of the European INSPIRE directive
(http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/), and based on a "green access" to publicly funded science
material. The data of all permanent instruments of CRL are delivered openly to the science
community. This will be the case for all data acquired in MOSAIC. All data will be made available at
the end of the project, yet we will apply an embargo for some data until M45 so as to protect the
work of the ESRs and give them the time to publish their results. Should data be acquired in
collaboration with the industrial partners, special rules may be applied. This will be finalized in the
consortium agreement. The MOSAIC DMP will be sustainable with a MOSAIC portal that will keep
available the project data and products up to 3 years after the project closure and updated with
new available data. Beyond this time, the data will be available through the CRL and EPOS portals.
Appropriate policy for data preservation will be set-up in synergy with EPOS and the CRL NFO.

3.3

Appropriateness
organisations

of

the

infrastructure

of

the

participating

More explanations concerning the infrastructures can be found in the partners’ description in
section B5. Five of the beneficiary institutions (CNRS, NOA, NKUA, UPAT, CUP) operate most of the
permanent geophysical arrays and campaign arrays of the NFO and Ionian Islands (details on the
NFO web site). At a larger scale the Greek laboratories operate nation-wide networks of seismic
(http://bbnet.gein.noa.gr), strong motion, (https://accelnet.gein.noa.gr), and tide gauges and
GNSS stations (http://www.gein.noa.gr/gps.html). NOA has a national mission in this domain and
the universities are also deeply involved. Many data from the NFO and the national arrays are
available in near real time. For observation data, its status, as a Supersite, confer privileged access
to data and products. The existence of this well-developed array at various scales ensures the
availability of past and future data meaning that the risk of the ESR lacking data is very low.

3.4

Competences, experience and complementarity of the participating
organisations and their commitment to the programme

We have a high level of complementarity and our team is strong at all level of observation,
education, science and innovation. In addition to universities, our team comprises two engineering
schools (Ecole des Sciences de la Terre, which is associated to UMR 7516, Ecole Nationale des
Sciences Géographiques, present within IGN). We believe that the project size, and the links and
confidence already existing among partners, make the initiative strong, safe and well manageable.

 Consortium composition and exploitation of participating organisations'
complementarities
The WPs are distributed among the whole team, taking into account the following parameters:
the fact that the target area is in Greece necessitates the leadership of the Greek teams in the
organisation of the MOSAIC schools, and HUA will take the lead for the workshops, seconded
by the local organisers for each workshop;
the competences of the teams and leaders, e.g. WP6 is headed by the team that will be at the
barycentre of the future planned actions in marine geodesy in the target area.
The supervision and tutoring of the PhDs students have been driven by science and the capacity
and commitment of the foreseen supervisors to take on this responsibility and also to establish and
develop links between the partner institutions.
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There is a long experience of collaboration among the partners at both the national and European
levels, and the teams share the will to build this project with a long-term ambition. MOSAIC will be
the flagship and backbone of the educational component of the EPOS CRL NFO.
For the percentages of time, we used the following figure based on our experience. We consider
that supervising a PhD student requires 30% of the full time of a scientist/supervisor (i.e. 1 ½ day
per week with the student and working with him or her on the corresponding research project).
Therefore, for a co-direction, we count 15 % + 5 % of extra-time needed for the co-direction effort
and networking = 20%. We count 10% for tutors and 5% for other individuals who are associated
with the PhD supervision. The MOSAIC schools and workshops will represent 3 weeks per year in
total, plus the time needed to prepare those events, especially for the host institutions and WP2
and 3 leaders; this represents an average of 10% for each person involved in the training. We have
counted 10% of the time for the WP leaders, and 5% for the group leaders. The project leader will
spend 80% of his time on the project. He has already been involved in 6 co-directed PhDs, two of
them with UPAT and NOA and one with NIGGG. Four of these ex-students are now members of the
team. He knows and has worked with most of the partners and partner institutions. He also has
experience in the administration of research and education structures. The total estimated effort of
the permanent staff of the entire team is equivalent to 19.25 full-time. With 74 people involved at
more than 10% (and 30 others), this represents 26% on average per person, and each ESR will
benefit from ~1.3 full time position equivalent to accompany his or her research and training.
There is also a ratio of greater than 2 for the participation of the partner institutions in the PhD
supervision. This ensures an efficient exchange within the team. For the secondments we have
considered two during the thesis, of 1 ½ month each. As co-directions imply complexity as
compared to regular PhDs, we do not want to increase by too much the weight of the secondments
in MOSAIC. We will use the experience of this project to fine tune this aspect later.

Participant
ENS
UNISTRA
UCA
ULR
NOA
HUA
UPAT
NKUA
CUP
INGV
UNIBO
UNINA
TVU
NIGG
GEOMAR
TERRADUE
IGN
GSH
FUGRO

Full time
permanent
staff
2.75
0.7
1.15
0.5
1.7
1.0
1.4
1.35
1.3
2.75
1.1
1.0
0.5
1.05
1.
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
19.25

Team member
with more than
10%
6
3
4
2
5
4
7
5
4
14
4
5
2
3
4

74

ESR in codirection
6
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

Participates
in SAT of N
PhDs
12
2
5
1
5
2
4
4
5
11
4
3
2
2
2

Secondment
hosted (details
in B2)
3
1
4
2
1
3
1
3
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
2

15 (30/2)

Table 3.4: Man power dedicated to the project and number of supervisions and secondments.

Commitment of beneficiaries and partner organisations to the programme (for
partner organisations, please see also sections 5 and 7).
This is defined in the section 5 below. In addition to the partner organisations, several institutions
have expressed their interest in the project and have sent support letters, including the European
Space Agency (ESA), the Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization of Greece (EPPO) which
is in charge of formulating of the national earthquake policy for earthquake risk management and
reduction in Greece. The region of central Greece and the municipality of Kalavrita (where the 2nd
MOSAIC school will be organized) will support scientific activities and outreach.
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Researcher Recruitment

Data release
to EPOS NFO

Science

Public

Meetings

ESR 1
ESR 2
ESR 3
ESR 4
ESR 5
ESR 6
ESR 7
ESR 8
ESR 9
ESR 10
ESR 11
ESR 12
ESR 13
ESR 14
ESR 15
Main event
Field
Conference
E-seminars
Doct. school
Host Univ-H
Manag.

Months

1
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N
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1
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M
M
M
M
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M
M
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T
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26

21
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9

8
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5
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Reflecting ESR recruitments, secondments, training events, management and dissemination / public engagement
activities
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A = American Geophysical Union general assembly, C = MOSAIC school, D = Doctoral congress in the host University, E = European Geosciences Union
general assembly, F = Field training (including marine on board of QUARTETTO vessel), H = Period for attending courses in the host Universities, I =
Interim meeting at M24, K = Kick-off meeting, L = European Space Agency Conference (Fringe / Living Planet), M = Submit thesis manuscript, N =
Newsletters, P = ESRs make public presentations in Greek cities, S = Secondment, T = Thesis defence, W = workshop, Z = Final meeting, Blue = ESR
at host 1, Yellow = ESR at host 2, Orange = Dissemination period (web, scientific, public, e-diffusion (will be continued by the team after the departure
of the ESRs)), Green = Science communication all along the project (dark = period of publications and conferences), Data and products released
progressively (100% after M45) and accessible via CRL (http://crlab.eu) and EPOS portals
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5.

Participating Organisations

Contact person first and in bold, women participants in italics
Participant 1 (beneficiary) : Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
General Description
CNRS is a public organization of the French Ministry of Education and
Research founded in 1939. With an annual budget of more than 3 billion
Euros and over 32,000 employees including 11,000 researchers, the
CNRS is the largest public research institution in Europe.
Role and
[Please see the ENS, ULR, UCA, UNISTRA sections]
Commitment of key
P. Briole (80%, CNRS senior researcher) coordinates the project and the
links between CNRS and the partner Universities
persons (including
supervisors)
Key Research
Related to this proposal, CNRS manages the following facilities:
permanent arrays deployed in the EPOS Near Fault Observatory CRL
Facilities,
Infrastructure and
(http://crlab.eu with 25 permanent GPS, 20 seismic stations, 4 tide
gauges, 4 strain-meters in boreholes, 1 meteo station) ; permanent
Equipment
sea-level stations; computation clusters; massive storage devices;
SONEL (www.sonel.org) sea- and land level observation infrastructure,
component of the GLOSS (Global sea level observing) program of
IOC/UNESCO and of the IGS (International GNSS Service) associated
GNSS analysis centres; sets of instruments for measurement campaigns
in geodesy, seismology, gravimetry, oceanography, meteorology,…;
Technical department dedicated to Earth and Universe Sciences
Status of Research
According to the various situations, premises are owned by CNRS or by
Premises
the Universities hosting the common laboratories.
Previous Involvement CNRS was involved in numerous international and national projects. For
in Research and
example, in 2015, the CNRS has obtained a 15% success rate at the
Training Programmes ERC. See ENS, ULR, UCA and UNISTRA description for details
Current Involvement
See ENS, ULR, UCA and UNISTRA description for details on the current
in Research and
international and national financial supports in research projects and
Training Programmes trainings. CNRS is also one of the actors of the BLUEMED initiative
(http://www.bluemed-initiative.eu).
Relevant Publications CNRS signs and co-signs 43,000 peer-reviewed articles per year. See
and/or Research /
ENS, ULR and UNISTRA description for the relevant publications related
Innovation Product
to this proposal.
Participant 2 (beneficiary) : National Observatory of Athens (NOA)
General Description
NOA is the oldest public research centre in Greece (est. 1843;
www.noa.gr). Its three institutes cover a wide spectrum of researches
from deep Earth to outer space. The Institute of Geodynamics (IG)
focuses in solid Earth science and geophysics, IERSD focuses in
meteorology and environment, IAASARS is active in Astronomy and
remote sensing of the Earth. Other activities of NOA include education,
training and supervision of under/post-graduate students and providing
data/services to national and international organizations and the public.
Role and
Res. Dir. Dr. A. Ganas, IG (55%, geodynamics), ESR11 supervisor,
Commitment of key
ESR7 tutor, WP7 Leader, training / Assist. Res. Dr. K. Chousianitis, IG
persons (including
(25%; GNSS), ESR15 supervisor, training / Res. Sci. Dr. P. Elias,
IAASARS, (50%, remote sensing), ERS3 supervisor, ESR2 tutor, ESR1,
supervisors)
ESR11 associated, training / Res. Sci. N. Roukounakis, IERSD (15%,
meteorology) ESR3 associated, training / Assist. Res. Dr. A. Retalis,
IERSD (5%; meteorology), training / Res. Sci. Dr. D. Katsanos, IERSD
(20%; meteorology), ESR3 tutor, training
Key Research
The IG is hosting the computers, 24/7 data analysis and instrumentation
Facilities,
facilities of the national seismological, strong motion, tide gauge and
Infrastructure and
continuous GNSS network. There are also available portable GNSS
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Equipment

Status of Research
Premises
Previous Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes

Current Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

receivers and related field equipment and off-road vehicles. New offices
that will host the IG with plenty or space with modern facilities will be
ready during 2017 including a modern amphitheatre. IAASARS hosts a
number of ground receiving stations of satellite data and the SENTINEL1 mirror site for Southeast Europe. IERSD operates a nation-wide
meteorological network and calculates weather predictions over Greece.
All the beneficiary’s research facilities are owned by the beneficiary
27 various GSRT (national) and international (EU, NATO etc.) projects
http://members.noa.gr/aganas/en/Projects.htm; FP6 project PREVIEW;
FP7 RASOR http://www.rasor-project.eu/; GEOTROPAT (Tropospheric
correction in time series and combined GPS InSAR around the city of
Patras); ANR SISCOR Hazard, seismogenic dynamics, and seismic
aseismic coupling of an active fault system in the western Corinth Rift
ESA Geohazards Exploitation Platform (GEP) - Corinth Rift Laboratory
Pilot Project”; ESA Alcantara project “InSAR for Indonesia”; H2020
project European Plate Observing System (EPOS) – Implementation
Phase; GSRT/municipalities projects
Ganas et al. 2016, Coseismic deformation, geo-environmental effects
and seismic fault of the 17 November 2015 M=6.5, Lefkada Island,
Greece earthquake. Tectonophysics, 687, 210–222; Ganas el al. 2016,
Left-lateral shear inside the North Gulf of Evia Rift, Central Greece,
evidenced by relocated earthquake sequences and moment tensor
inversion, Tectonophysics, 682, 237-248; Ganas et al., 2015,
Displacements recorded on continuous GPS stations following the 2014
M6 Cephalonia (Greece) earthquakes: dynamic characteristics and
kinematic implications. Acta Geodyn. Geomater., 12, 1 (177), 5–27;
Boncori et al. 2015, The Feb 2014 Cephalonia Earthquake (Greece):
3D Deformation Field and Source Modeling from Multiple SAR
Techniques, Seismological Research Letters 86, 1, 124-137

Participant 3 (beneficiary) : University of Patras (UPAT)
General Description
The UPAT contribution to MOSAIC comes from the departments of
Physics and Geology. Physics department, (Electronics Lab) research
interests include satellite image processing, SAR interferometry etc. Two
laboratories from the Geology department will be involved in MOSAIC.
The Seismology and Geophysics lab is focused in seismology research,
i.e. source studies, microseismicity monitoring, seismotectonics etc. The
Marine Geology and Physical Oceanography lab is focused in marine
geology and environmental oceanography research.
Role and
Prof V. Anastassopoulos, (25%, geodetic data interpretation) WP2
Commitment of key
leader, ESR13 associated, / Prof G. Papatheodorou, (25%, marine data
persons (including
interpretation), ESR14 tutor, ESR6 associated and secondment, training,
supervisors)
Assoc Prof E. Sokos, (45%, seismic data interpretation, station
maintenance), ESR12, ESR13 supervisor, training / Assoc Prof M.
Geraga,(15%; marine geology), ESR10, ESR14 secondments, training /
Technical scientist A. Serpetsidaki (10%, seismologist), training /
Technical scientist P. Paraskeupoulos (10%, seismologist), training /
Technical scientist G. Koukiou (10%, physicist), training
Key Research
The campus is located at a few km from Patras and covers all student
Facilities,
needs e.g. library, accommodation, transportation. Physics and geology
Infrastructure and
departments are located in their own buildings that cover all educational
Equipment
and research needs. Laboratory of Seismology is operating a network of
broad band, strong motion and GNSS stations in western Greece. Other
Equipment that belong to the departments are: 1) Ground Penetrating
Radar, 2) a 17m long vessel fully equipped for marine geophysics
Status of Research
The campus is owned by the University of Patras. Geology and physics
Premises
departments were founded in 1964. The new buildings of the
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Previous Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Current Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

departments were constructed in 1985 (Physics) and 1999 (Geology).
REAKT, (2011-14, EU FP7), The “Landslide Vulnerability Model –
LAVMO”, THALES, National Project, SASMAP EU FP7 (2012-15), HYPOX
Project (2009-12, FP7), Benthic obervatories in seabed fluid flows sites
in Western Greece. EU ASSEM project (2002-05), Benthic observatories
in Patras Gulf and Gulf of Corinth
HELPOS (Greek componenent of the project EPOS); Hydrocarbons and
CO2 evolution in submarine mafic and ultramafic rocks (Gas ConsultingPetrobras).
Sokos et al. 2016, Asperity break after 12 years: The Mw6.4 2015
Lefkada (Greece) earthquake, Geophys. Res. Lett., 43, 6137-6145;
Sokos et al. 2015, Rupture process of the 2014 Cephalonia, Greece,
earthquake doublet (Mw6) as inferred from regional and local seismic
data, Tectonophysics, 656, 131-141; Tsagaris et al., 2005, Fusion of
hyperspectral data using segmented PCT for color representation and
classification, IEEE Transactions on Geosciences and Remote Sensing,
43, 10, 2365-2375; Beckers et al. 2016, Influence of bottom currents
on the sedimentary processes at the western tip of the Gulf of Corinth,
Greece, Marine Geology, 378, 312-332; Fakiris et al. 2016, An
Automatic Target Detection Algorithm for Swath Sonar Backscatter
Imagery, Using Image Texture and Independent Component Analysis,
Remote Sens., 8(5), 373

Participant 4 (beneficiary) : Ethniko kai Kapodistriako Panepistemio Athens (NKUA)
General Description
NKUA is the largest state institution of higher education in Greece with
~125,000 students, ~2,000 academic staff, ~1,300 administrative and
other staff. NKUA aims at excellence in both teaching and research in a
significantly varied range of disciplines. The Dept. of Geology and
Geoenvironment (DGG) is a member of the UNICA Network (www.unicanetwork.eu) that maintains 12 laboratories and 2 museums, among
which the Laboratories of Seismology, Geophysics and Remote Sensing.
Role and
Prof. N. Voulgaris (10%; Geophysics, Seismology), project
Commitment of key
administration / Assoc Prof. A. Tzanis (30%; Geophysics), ESR4
persons (including
supervisor, training / Assist. Prof. P. Nomikou (50%; Physical
Geography, Geological Oceanography), ESR14 supervisor, ESR10
supervisors)
associated, WP6 leader, training / Dr. V. Sakkas (35%; Geophysics,
Geodesy), ESR4, ESR11 tutor, ESR5 associated, ESR14 secondment,
training / S. Chailas (10%; Geology), training
Key Research
GNSS receivers and permanent GNSS stations in the target area, GNSS
Facilities,
processing s/w BERNESE v5.2, partner of the EPOS NFO CRL with
Infrastructure and
several seismic stations, computer facilities for the data acquisition
Equipment
(GNSS and seismological) from the target area (jointly with CNRS), a
Lacoste-Romberg gravity meter, s/w for processing gravity data,
computing facilities (servers, clusters, workstations). 3D modelling and
visualisation s/w. Survey swath and seismic equipment. S/w packages
(MBSystem, Seismic Unix, Petrel, HIS Kingdom, ProMax, ArcGIS)
Status of Research
Premises are owned by NKUA
Premises
Previous Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Current Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

(Co)supervision of PhDs, MSc and BSc students working in the broader
target area. Teaching activities at undergraduate and graduate level at
NKUA and in international training events (Erasmus+).
European Plate Observatory System (EPOS) (Associate Partner), NSF
project: PROTEUS: Crustal magma plumbing of the Santorini volcanic
System (Associate Partner), FP7 project: “ASTARTE”Assessment,
STrategy and Risk Reduction for Tsunamis in Europe (WP2-Task 2.2)
Nomikou et al. 2016, Post-eruptive flooding of Santorini caldera and
implications for tsunami generation. Nature Communications, 7,13332;
Vilaseca et al. 2016, Oceanographic Signatures and Pressure
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Monitoring of Seafloor Vertical Deformation in Near-coastal, Shallow
Water Areas: A Case Study from Santorini Caldera: Marine Geodesy, 39,
6, 401–421; Parks et al. 2015, From quiescence to unrest-20 years of
satellite geodetic measurements at Santorini volcano, Greece. J.
Geophys. Res., 120; Sakkas & Lagios 2015, Fault Modelling of the
Early-2014 ~M6 Earthquakes in Cephalonia Island (W. Greece) Based on
GPS Measurements, Tectonophysics, 644-645, 184-196; Lagios et al.
2013, SqueeSARTM Analysis and GPS Measurements in Santorini
Volcano (1992-2012), Tectonophysics 59, 38-59.
Participant 5 (beneficiary) : Charles University Prague (CUP)
General Description
The focus of the Department of Geophysics, Faculty of Mathematics and
Physics, Charles University has developed from pure seismology and
geomagnetism in the beginning of 20th century to the present broad
range of research covering all the main branches of theoretical
geophysics including geodynamic modelling. Bachelor, Master and PhD
students are inherently involved in the research.
Role and
Assoc Prof F. Gallovič (50%, seismic and geodetic data
Commitment of key
interpretation), ESR13 supervisor, ESR12 tutor, ESR4 associated,
persons (including
training / Prof. O. Čadek (40%; geodynamic modelling), ESR8
supervisor, WP8 leader, training / Researcher V. Plicka (20%,
supervisors)
administration, station management) ESR111, ESR13 associated,
training / Prof. J. Zahradník (20%, seismic and geodetic data
interpretation), training
Key Research
The dpt., located in a modern campus, occupies ~10 offices in the
Facilities,
topmost floor of 12-floor departmental building. It includes a lecture
Infrastructure and
room and 2 offices for PhD students. Each PhD has a private desk with
Equipment
all necessary IT infrastructure. Apart from ~30 individual workstations,
the dpt. owns a small cluster of 12 2x8-core Linux PCs connected by
InfiniB and devoted to simulations. Jointly with UPAT, it operates 10
seismic and 6 GNSS stations in Greece and Research Inst. of Geodesy,
Topography and Cartography (http://seis12.karlov.mff.cuni.cz/greece/).
Status of Research
The campus, owned by the Charles University, opened in 1979
Premises
Previous Involvement RTD Magma (2003-2005, EU FP5), 3HAZ-CORINT (2004-2006, STREP of
in Research and
EC6, coordinated by IPGP, France), MC-RTN SPICE (2004-2007, EU FP6,
Training Programmes MRTN-CT-2003-504267, coordinated by LMU, Munich), MC-RTN c2c
(2007-2010, MRTN-CT-2006-035957, coordinated by U. of Bayreuth,
Germany); several projects of The Czech Research Foundation
Current Involvement
CzechGeo (ESFRI, EPOS, FP7)
in Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications Maierová et al. 2016, European Variscan orogenic evolution as an
and/or Research /
analogue of Tibetan-Himalayan orogen: Insights from petrology and
Innovation Product
numerical modeling, Tectonics, 35, 1760-1780; Pizzi et al. 2017, Fault
segmentation as constraint to the occurrence of the main shocks of the
2016 Central Italy seismic sequence, Tectonics, 36, 2370-2387; Sokos
et al. 2016, Asperity break after 12 years: The Mw6.4 2015 Lefkada
(Greece) earthquake, Geophys. Res. Lett., 43, 6137-6145; Sokos et al.
2015, Rupture process of the 2014 Cephalonia, Greece, earthquake
doublet (Mw6) as inferred from regional and local seismic data,
Tectonophysics, 656, 131-141.
Participant 6 (beneficiary) : National Institute of Geophysics Geodesy and Geography –
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (NIGGG)
General Description
National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Geography (NIGGG) is
specialized in fundamental and applied research in the field of
geophysics, seismology, earthquake engineering, geodesy, and
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Role and
Commitment of key
persons (including
supervisors)
Key Research
Facilities,
Infrastructure and
Equipment
Status of Research
Premises
Previous Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Current Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

geography. The Institute operates seismic, strong motion, GNSS and
tide gauge national monitoring networks. Along with research and
monitoring activity the data are widely used for education purposes and
PhD theses. The data are used also to provide scientific services to
governmental and non-governmental bodies, including monitoring and
expert information, analyses and assessments. NIGGG fosters
international collaborations with other universities, organisations and
institutions, e.g. NOA, MIT, ENS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.
Prof I. Georgiev (45 %; Geodesy, geodynamics), ESR1 supervisor,
ESR11 secondment, training / Assoc Prof. M. Ilieva (40%; SAR
interferometry, modelling of earthquake deformations); ESR2
supervisor, ESR1 tutor, WP4 leader / Em. Prof. D. Dimitrov (20%,
geodesy, seismo-tectonics), training
NIGGG operates seismic, strong motion, GNSS and tide gauge national
monitoring networks. The Institute has long experience in supervising
research, monitoring and educational activity. Currently the Institute
has 19 PhD students.
All the NIGGG facilities are its own and are independent from other
beneficiaries and/or partner organisations in the consortium.
CRNS Programme Reseau Formation Recherche two joint doctorate
NIGGG-ENS and University of Savoy, 2007 – 11; GAMIT for advanced
users, GAMIT/GLOBK Workshop and training, Nov 30 – Dec 1, 2007,
Sofia, Bulgaria
7th ESA Radar Remote Sensing Course, May 30 –June 4, 2016, Sofia,
Bulgaria
Metois et al. 2015, Insights on Continental Collisional Processes from
GPS Data: Dynamics of the Peri-Adriatic Belts. J. Geophys. Res.; Ilieva
et al. 2016, Fault plane modelling of the 2003 August 14 Lefkada
Island (Greece) earthquake based on the analysis of ENVISAT SAR
interferograms, Tectonophysics; Serpetsidaki et al., 2014, New
constraints from seismology and geodesy on the Mw = 6.4 2008 Movri
(Greece) earthquake: evidence for a growing strike-slip fault
system. Geophys. J. Int. 198 (3): 1373-1386

Participant 7 (beneficiary) : Università di Bologna (UNIBO)
General description
UNIBO, with 87000 students and 1600 PhDs, is the 2nd largest university
in Italy and one of the largest in EU. It is among the most active in
research and technology transfer. It offers 51 doctoral degree programs
and 64 master degree programs. It is 2nd in Italy and 37th in Europe in
the ranking of top 50 Higher or secondary education organizations in
FP7 signed grant agreements. It is involved in 270 FP7 projects (88 M€)
41 of which are PEOPLE projects, with 11 ITN (3 coordinated by UNIBO).
In H2020, it is involved in 147 projects (52 M€), 31 of which are MSCA
projects (16 ITN -3 of which coordinated by UNIBO-, 8 RISE -3 of which
coordinated by UNIBO, 2GF, 4 EF, 1 NIGHT coordinated by UNIBO). It
ranks 1st university in Italy participating in MCA. It is member of the
3rd cohort of the EC Institutional Human Resources Strategy Group for
the alignment of its policies and practices to the principles of the
European Charter for Researcher & the Code of Conduct and it has been
awarded by the EC DG Research & Innovation the use of the logo
Human Resources Excellence in Research. At UNIBO, research
activities are promoted, coordinated and supported by the 33 Scientific
Departments and by the Research and Knowledge Transfer Division,
with the support of the European Research & Innovation Office which
has more than 10 years experience with European projects. The project
will be coordinated by the Department of Civil, Chemical, Environmental
and Materials Engineering that has been involved in several European
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Key Persons and
Expertise

Key Research
Facilities,
Infrastructure and
Equipment

Status of Research
Premises
Previous and Current
Involvement in
Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

projects related to Geomatics from remote Sensing to GNSS for
monitoring and precise positioning.
Assoc. Prof. S. Gandolfi (40%; geomatics, geodesy, coordinator for
the MSc degree in Environmental Engineering; monitoring deformation
processes of structures, was involved in 6 Antarctic Expeditions), ESR15
supervisor, WP5 leader / Assoc. Prof. M.-E. Belardinelli (25%, fault
mechanics, interpretation of geodetic data, deformation source models),
ESR8, ESR13 tutor, ESR8 secondment, training / Assoc. Prof. A.
Armigliato (25%; modelling of co-seismic displacements, modelling of
tsunami generation by earthquakes and landslides, modelling of tsunami
propagation and inundation, tsunami hazard assessment), ESR7 tutor,
ESR7 secondment, training, Assoc. Prof. N. Pinardi (20%, ocean
numerical modelling and forecasting, sea level analysis from satellites
and tide gauges, modelling of the mean sea level, data assimilation of
sea level data in ocean numerical models), ESR6 tutor, training
UNIBO offers special access to supercomputing facilities at CINECA, one
of the largest European supercomputing research infrastructures. It
offers office space and technical support for visiting scholars and
researchers, as well as PhD students. It offers a specialized Geophysics
library and a centralized library service. It collaborates closely with the
local INGV section of Bologna where computing facilities for the
elaboration of geodetic data are available to ESRs.
UNIBO’s research facilities where the fellows will be hosted are owned
by UNIBO and its research premises are wholly independent from other
beneficiaries and partner organizations
Members of the Ph.D. in Geophysics Academic Board were involved in
the following EU projects: ASTARTE, TRIDEC, Ice2sea, SPARTACUS
(FP7), MONITOR (GJU), 3HAZ-Corinth, SCHEMA, DEWS and TRANSFER
(FP6), PREPARED (FP5), SELF and SELF II (FP4).ETN 2017 projects:
IMforFUTURE (DIFA), TRANSMIT, PHOTOTRAIN, PAIN-Net, ERICA.
Anderlini et al. 2016, Creep and locking of a low-angle normal fault:
Insights from the Altotiberina fault in the Northern Apennines (Italy).
Geophys. Res. Lett., 43(9), 4321-4329; Gandolfi et al. 2016,
Improved PPP performance in regional network, GPS Solut. 20: 485;
Tinti et al. 2007, Tsunamigenic landslides in the western Corinth Gulf:
numerical scenarios. In: Lykousis V., Sakellariou D., and Locat J. (Eds),
“Submarine Mass Movements and Their Consequences. Advances in
Natural and Technological Hazards Research”, 27, 405-414, Springer,
Dordrecht. Bonaduce et al. 2016. Sea‑level variability in the
Mediterranean Sea from altimetry and tide gauges, Climate Dynamics 116, doi: 10.1007/s00382-016-3001-2

Participant 8 (beneficiary) : University Degli Studi di Napoli Federico II Naples (UNINA)
General Description
UNINA is one of the largest higher academic institution in Italy. The Dpt.
of Physics ‘Ettore Pancini’ of is specialized in many fields of Physics. In
particular, the seismology research group in the Dpt. is mainly
specialized in the study of seismic source by the inference of the
earthquake source rupture processes from strong motion and
deformation data, in the elastic/inelastic imaging of the propagation
medium, in the induced seismicity characteristics, and in the earthquake
early warning, thus covering the main branches of both theoretical and
applied seismology. Bachelor, Master and PhD students, and Post-doc
researchers are inherently involved in the research.
Role and
Ass. Prof. A. Emolo (30%, data interpretation and modeling), ESR5
Commitment of key
tutor, ESR15 associated, training, Prof. A. Zollo (20%, data
interpretation and modeling), ESR5 supervisor / Prof. G. Festa (20%,
persons (including
data interpretation and modeling, seismic network management),
supervisors)
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Key Research
Facilities,
Infrastructure and
Equipment

Status of Research
Premises
Previous Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes

Current Involvement
in Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

ESR12 tutor, ESR5 secondment, tranning / Ass. Prof. M. Picozzi (10%,
data interpretation and modeling), ESR12 secondement, tranning,
Ass.Prof. G. Russo (5%, attenuation tomography, numerical modelling
of gravity and ground deformation data), training / Res. S. Colombelli
(10%, real-time analysis of seismic and geodetic signals), training, Res.
O. Amoroso (5%, 3D and 4D velocity/attenuation tomography), training
The dpt. of Physics is located in a modern campus where it occupies a
whole building. It hosts a library and several physics laboratories
(computing centre facilities). The seismology team occupies an ~300 m2
space devoted to offices, laboratory, computing facilities for the
management of the Irpinia Seismic Network and research activities. PhD
students are hosted in a dedicated comfortable room (~100 m2). Each
of them has a private desk with all necessary infrastructure.
The campus is owned by UNINA. All facilities are owned by the Dpt. of
Physics. All research premises are independent from other beneficiaries
and/or partner organizations in the consortium
Partner of EU RTN – SPICE. Third Party of AMRA in EU infrastructure
project NERA. Host institution of several Marie Curie Post-Docs. PhD
program in Seismic Risk at the University Federico II of Naples. PhD
program in Geophysics at the University of Bologna (consortium INGV,
UniNa and Roma Tre). PhD program in Structural Engineering,
Geotechnics and Seismic Risk at the University Federico Ii of Naples
PhD programme in Structural, Geotechnical and Seismic Engineering.
Master in Applied Geophysics at the CGT University of Siena
Toraldo et al. 2013, Combining strong-motion, InSAR and GPS data to
refine the fault geometry and source kinematics of the 2011, Mw 6.2,
Christchurch earthquake (New Zealand). Geophys. J. Int. 194, 1760–
1777; Colombelli et al. 2013, Application of real-time GPS to
earthquake early warning in subduction and strike-slip environments ,
J.Geophys.Res., 118,7, 3448-3461, Maercklin et al. 2012, Twin
ruptures grew to build up the giant 2011 Tohoku, Japan, earthquake. In
Scientific Reports, 2, Art n° 709; Colombelli et al. 2014, Evidence for
a difference in rupture initiation between small and large earthquakes,
3958. In Nature Communications; Amoroso et al. 2014, Seismic
imaging of a fluid storage in the actively extending Apennine mountain
belt, southern Italy Geophys. Res. Lett. 41, 11, 3802-3809

Participant 9 (beneficiary) : Università degli Studi Roma Tor Vergata (TVU)
General description
TVU is a member of the Young European Research Universities Network
(YERUN). The Earth Observation group performs research on remote
sensing with active and passive sensors since 30 years, participating or
leading international projects. It has published 500+ papers on refereed
international journals, books and conference proceedings. It receives
contracts from important international institutions such as ESA and EU.
Research and application topics include: modelling of mono-static and
bi-static scattering and of microwave emission from surfaces covered
with vegetation, processing and interpretation of airborne and satellite
radar and radiometer data, classification of urban and land surfaces and
change detection from radar and very high-resolution optical data,
estimate of agricultural and forest biomass and soil moisture, radar
interferometry for landslide and tectonic fault characterization, oil spill
and ship detection, atmospheric ozone retrieval.
Key Persons and
Prof. G. Schiavon (25%, Remote Sensing, previous coordinator of
Expertise
"Computer Science, Control and GeoInformation" PhD course) ESR6
tutor, tranning / Prof. Fabio Del Frate (25%, Image Processing, Remote
Sensing Inversion Problems, Neural Networks, Classification algorithms,
Associate Editor for Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters, Training
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Key Research
Facilities,
Infrastructure and
Equipment
Previous and Current
Involvement in
Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

activities in International Schools at PhD level) ESR3 supervisor, training
Receiver of METEOSAT and other Copernicus data; computer facilities

Coordinator of the ERA-ORA project (FP4), Member of the Copernicus
Academy Network, Partner in the Horizon 2020 Fabspace project
Stramondo et al. 2011, Seismic Source Quantitative Parameters
Retrieval from InSAR Data and Neural Networks, IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 49, 1, pp. 96-104; Licciardi et al.
2014, A novel approach to polarimetric SAR data processing based on
nonlinear PCA, Pattern Recognition, 47, 5, 1953–1967; Matteo et al.
2012, Features extraction from SAR interferograms for tectonic
applications, EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing,
EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing

Participant 10 (beneficiary) : Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel (GEOMAR)
General description
GEOMAR is among the largest non-university research institutions in the
field of marine sciences in Germany. The centre’s mandate is the interand multi-disciplinary investigation of all relevant aspects of modern
marine sciences. It cooperates closely with national and international
research institutions and with a number of SMEs active in marine
technology and science. It bridges successfully the gap between basic
and applied science in a number of research areas, such as gas hydrate,
volcanic / seismic hazard, marine substances and onshore aquaculture
research. This scientific breadth and the state-of-the-art infrastructure,
particularly adapted for deployments in the open ocean and the deep
sea, gives GEOMAR a unique profile and a central collaborative role
within the German and international marine science community.
Key Persons and
Prof. Dr. habil. H. Kopp (50%, seafloor geodesy, marine seismology),
Expertise
ESR10, ESR14 supervisor / Dr. D. Lange (30% seafloor geodesy,
marine seismology), training / MSc. F. Petersen (20%; seafloor
geodesy), training
Key Research
Seafloor geodesy array (35 stations), wave glider, ocean bottom
Facilities, and
seismometer pool (~85 OBS), seismic processing center
Equipment
Previous and Current
GEOMAR is successful in acquiring external funding from both, national
Involvement in
and international sources. With regard to EU programmes, GEOMAR has
Research and
been involved in about 45 EU-FP7-projects and currently runs 20 H2020
Training Programmes projects, incl. Marie-Curie Initial Training Networks (in CALMARO and
BaseLineEarth as coordinator, in CASE, GATEWAYS, CACHE and MarPipe
as partner). Collaborative projects relevant to this proposal: FLOWS
(EU, COST Action), BMBF Project GeoSEA
Relevant Publications Sakic et al. 2016, First insights on motion across the underwater
and/or Research /
Istanbul-Silivri segment of the North Anatolian Fault: results of 6
Innovation Product
months of seafloor acoustic ranging. G. Res. Lett., 43-13; Lange et al.
2016, Aftershock seismicity and tectonic setting of the 16 September
2015 Mw 8.3 Illapel earthquake, G. J. Int.; Kopp, et al. 2011, Trail and
Thales teams, Deep structure of the central Lesser Antilles Island Arc:
relevance for the formation of continental crust, EPSL, 304, 121-134;
Gutscher et al., Active tectonics of the Calabrian subduction revealed
by new multi-beam bathymetric data and high-resolution seismic
profiles in the Ionian Sea (Central Mediterranean), Earth Planet. Sci.
Lett., 461, 61-72.
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Partner organisations:
Participant 11 (partner) : Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV)
General Description
INGV has a long lasting experience in geodesy and remote sensing
techniques. It will provide expertise in training activities in geodesy at
sea, relative sea level, GNSS, high rate GPS and InSAR. It will also
participate in the Outreach actions and the dedicated Internet pages.
Role and
Dr. M Anzidei (35%, Geodesy and sea level analysis / forecast), ESR6
Commitment of key
supervisor, ERS5 secondement / Dr. S. Stramondo (10%; SAR-based
persons (including
seismic and coastal monitoring), ESR3 associated, training / A. Avallone
supervisors)
(45%; Transients of crustal deformation), ESR7 supervisor, ESR11,
ESR15 tutor, ESR2 associated / A. Montuori (20%; SAR-based land
/marine /maritime monitoring), ESR3 tutor, ESR15 associated, tutoring
/ C. Bignami (25%, Radar & Optical monitoring of seismic and volcanic
areas), ESR1 tutor, training / M. Moro (20%; Active tectonics,
interpretation of seismic-related deformations, stratigraphy and geomorphological analyses), ESR9 tutor, training / M. Polcari (25%; SAR &
GPS for crustal deformation analysis), ESR2 tutor, ESR7 associated,
training / M. Albano (10%; Numerical modeling of ground deformation
from GPS and InSAR measurements), training / M Saroli (10%, Active
tectonics, Geology for microzonation and subsidence analyses), training
/ Dr. E. Serpelloni (25%, geodesy, geodynamics), ESR8 tutor, ESR1
associated, ESR11 secondment, training / Dr. G. Iannaccone (25%; offshore geodesy, link with seismology); ESR5 tutor, ESR4 secondment,
training / Tech. P. De Martino (10%), training / Dr. L. Beranzoni (15%,
marine geophysics), ERS14 tutor, training
Key Research
INGV is the largest European body dealing with research in Geophysics
Facilities,
and Volcanology and is equipped with own research facilities,
infrastructures and equipment. Among the others, for the MOSAIC
Infrastructure and
Equipment
initiative they consist in GPS and Remote sensing data analysis centers,
GPS and seismic monitoring networks and mobile receivers, HW & SW,
conference rooms and vehicles.
Status of Research
INGV is fully independent from other beneficiaries and/or partner
Premises
organisations in the consortium.
Previous Involvement INGV has been leading and participating the following projects: Preview,
in Research and
SAFER, APhoRISM (Leader INGV), PON MASSIMO, TERRAFIRMA.
Training Programmes
Current Involvement
INGV is currently participating to the following EC projects: Marie Curie
program , EPOS; EMSO, SAVEMEDCOASTS, FIXO3; NOFEAR, VRE4EICin Research and
Training Programmes EPOS, EVER-EST, ENVRI PLUS, EUCISE 2020, MEMPHIS, SAFE,
TSUMAPS-NEAM
Relevant Publications Lambeck et al. 2004, Sea-level in Roman time in the Central
and/or Research /
Mediterranean and implications for recent change. EPSL, 224, 563-575;
Innovation Product
Avallone et al. 2011, Very high rate (10 Hz) GPS seismology for
moderate-magnitude earthquakes: The case of the Mw 6.3 L'Aquila
(central Italy) event, J. Geophys. Res., 116, B02305; Stramondo et al.
2016, Uncovering deformation processes from surface displacements.
Journal of Geodynamics; Stramondo et al. 2014, X- and C-Band SAR
Surface Displacement for the 2013 Lunigiana Earthquake (Northern
Italy): A Breached Relay Ramp?, IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in
Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing; Serpelloni et al.
2007. Kinematics of the western Africa-Eurasia plate boundary from
focal mechanisms and GPS data, Geophys. J. Int., 169(3), 1180–1200.
Participant 12 (partner) : Ecole Normale Supérieure (ENS)
General description
The Laboratoire de Géologie (http://www.geologie.ens.fr) is specialized
in the study of the Earth deformation at all ranges of timescale, from
second (seismology) to million years (mantle rheology). One of its
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Key Persons and
Expertise

Key Research
Facilities
Previous and Current
Involvement in
Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

research axes is Earth dynamics and earthquakes. The laboratory has
worked or is working on the several large earthquakes that occurred in
the last decades and in particular the three giant earthquakes of
Sumatra (2004), Chile (2010) and Japan (2011), with particular focus
on the ground deformations observed with GPS and SAR interferometry.
The laboratory is involved in field GPS monitoring with campaign and
permanent GPS in Chile, Indonesia, Greece, Bulgaria, Guatemala. It
occupies a leading position in two observatories, the Laboratoire
International Associé "Montessus de Ballore" (https://www.lia-mb.net/)
in Chile and the Corinth Rift Laboratory (http://crlab.eu) in Greece.
Dr. P. Briole (80%, Geophysics, Geodesy, Remote sensing), project
leader, ESR1, ESR11 supervisor, ESR3 associated, WP1 leader, training
/ Dr. A Rigo (30%), ERS12 supervision, ESR7 secondment, training /
Ing. F. Boudin (15%), ESR5 associated, training / Dr. L. Fleitout
(25%), ESR8 supervisor, ESR4 associated / Dr. N. Chamot-Rooke
(25%), ESR10 tutor, ESR8, ESR9 associated, training / Dr. H. LyonCaen (35%), ESR13 tutor, ESR7 associated, ERS2, ESR5 secondment,
WP9 leader / Dr. M. Rodriguez (30%), ESR9 supervisor, ESR14
associated, training / Dr. P. Bernard (30%, seismologist), ESR5
supervisor, ESR5 associated, training / Dr. Javier Escartin (5%, marine
geophysicist), training [also included in this table the personal of CNRSIPGP as they are involved jointly with ENS in the doctoral school ED560]
Computer facilities with a cluster
CRNS Programme Reseau Formation Recherche two joint doctorate
NIGGG-ENS and University of Savoy, 2007 – 11; MEDSUV FP5
(www.med-suv.eu), leader of WP5 (Etna); GEP-TEP (ESA project)
leaded by Terradue
Briole et al., 2015, The seismic sequence of January-February 2014 at
Cephalonia Island (Greece): constraints from SAR interferometry and
GPS, Geophys. J. Int., 203, 1528-1540; Ilieva et al. 2016; Fault plane
modelling of the 2003 August 14 Lefkada Island (Greece) earthquake
based on the analysis of ENVISAT SAR interferograms, Tectonophysics;
Lambotte et al. 2014, Reassesment of the rifting process in the
western Corinth rift from relocated seismicity, Geophys. J. Int.,
197,1822-1844, Escartín et al. 2016, First direct observation of
coseismic slip and seafloor rupture along a submarine normal fault and
implications for fault slip history. Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 450, 96–107

Participant 13 (partner) : Université de la Rochelle (ULR)
General description
LIENSs is a joint research unit between CNRS and the University of La
Rochelle with expertise in several fields associated with coastal sciences,
in particular Earth sciences. The Earth science team of LIENSs has been
top ranked (A) in the latest evaluation exercise carried out by the
French Evaluation Agency for Research and Higher Education. The team
focuses on sea- and land-level changes at the coast, as well as impacts
in terms of coastal erosion and marine flooding.
Key Persons and
Prof G. Wöppelmann (35%, sea level changes and interpretation,
Expertise
array of tide gauges), ESR6 supervisor, ESR1 secondment / Dr. L.
Testut (10%, GNSS), ESR6 associated, training / Dr. V. Ballu (5%; offshore geodesy), associated to ESR10
Key Research
LIENSs operates a permanent sea-level station nearby La Rochelle with
Facilities,
several tide gauges (pressure, radar, etc), a permanent GNSS station,
Infrastructure and
an absolute gravity point. A computation cluster and massive storage
Equipment
devices are available for the data analysis and numerical simulations.
These facilities are part of SONEL (www.sonel.org) sea- and land level
observation infrastructure, which is a component of the GLOSS (Global
sea level observing) program of IOC/UNESCO and one of the IGS
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Previous and Current
Involvement in
Research and
Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

(International GNSS Service) associated GNSS analysis centres.
National ANR CECILE (2010-2013): (Coastal Environmental Changes:
Impact of Sea Level Rise). ANR STORISK (2016-2019): (Small Islands
addressing climate change : towards storylines of risk and adaptation).
ANR MAREGAMI (2017-2020), ANR SEAFOOD (2017-2020). The LIENSs
team has 6 PhD completions.
Sakic et al. 2016, No significant steady state surface creep along the
North Anatolian Fault offshore Istanbul, GRL, 43, 6817-6825;
Wöppelmann et al. 2013, Is land subsidence increasing the exposure
to sea level rise in Alexandria, Egypt? GRL, 40, 2953–2957;
Wöppelmann & Marcos 2016, Vertical land motion as a key to
understanding sea level change and variability. Reviews of Geophysics,
54, 64-92.

Participant 14 (partner) : Université Côte d’Azur (UCA)
General description
UCA is one of the 8 French universities awarded the excellence initiative
label (IDEX). Its main Earth science component, Géoazur, hosts 70
researchers and 35 PhD students. It has a strong focus on seismic
rupture and crustal deformation studies using multidisciplinary
observations and modelling approaches.
Key Persons and
Dr. A. Sladen (40%; seismology, seafloor instrumentation), ERS10
Expertise
supervisor, ESR14 associated, ERS15 secondment / Dr. M. Vergnolle
(25%; GNSS, geophysical modelling, EPOS data portal), ERS7
supervisor ESR7, training/ Dr. L. Rolland (20%; GNSS metrology),
ESR15 tutor and secondment, training/ Dr. A. Deschamps (15%;
Seismology, Corinth Rift, seafloor instrumentation), ERS12 associated,
ESR13 secondment, training / Y. Hello, senior research engineer (15%;
seafloor instrumentation, optical metrology), ESR10 associated, training
Key Research
Géoazur is co-head of the French seismic and geodetic networks of
Facilities,
EPOS and will host the EPOS GNSS data portal. It has a R&D team
specialized in seafloor instrumentation and optical metrology.
Infrastructure and
Equipment
Researches have access to local and regional computing facilities.
Previous and Current
Involved in seismology and geodesy in the Gulf of Corinth for more than
Involvement in
25 years and contributor to numerous EU projects: EPOS, EMSO, FixO3,
Research and
CORSEIS, SAFER, ASTRATE, 3HAZ, REAKT... Relevant current National
Training Programmes ANR projects: E_POST (The Early POSTseismic Deformation: a Key
Process in the Earthquake Cycle. From Observation to Modeling, PI M.
Vergnolle), WP2 PI A. Sladen, 2015-2019, 2 postdocs, 2 PhDs),
SEAFOOD (SEA-bottom Fiber Optic Observatory for distributed
Deformation measurements, PI A.Sladen, 2018-2020, 1 postdoc, 400k€)
Relevant Publications Deschamps et al. 2008, A real time seismological station at 2500 m
and/or Research /
depth in front Toulon, IEEE; Bletery et al. 2014, A detailed source
Innovation Product
model for the Mw9. 0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake reconciling geodesy,
seismology, and tsunami records. J. Geophys. Res.; Vergnolle et al.
2010, Slow slip events in Mexico revised from the processing of 11-year
GPS observations, J. Geophys. Res.
Participant 15 (partner) : Université de Strasbourg
General description
Institut de Physique du Globe Strasbourg (http://ipgs.unistra.fr) is
specialized on the structure and dynamic of the Earth, including a large
team studying global geodynamics and active deformations. The used
tools are gravimeters (absolute and relative), GNSS monitoring and SAR
interferometry. The team has a strong experience in absolute gravity
field measurements in several countries (Taiwan, Iran, Chile, Greece,
Antartic, …).
Key Persons and
Pr. F. Masson (35%, Geophysics, Geodesy), ESR4 supervisor, ESR8
Expertise
associated / Dr. J. Hinderer (20%, gravity), ERS4 tutor, ERS8
secondements, training / Ing. J.-D. Bernard (10%, geodesy, gravity),
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Previous and Current
Involvement in
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Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

training / Ing. P. Ulrich (5%, GNSS), training
IPGS own an absolute gravimeter FG5 and several relative gravimeters
CG5. IPGS has computer facilities with a cluster
Involvement in the ITN program Flowtrans

Masson et al. 2012, Time-lapse microgravity study of the Strengbach
catchment (Vosges mountains, France), CR Géosciences, 344, 357-365;
Masson et al. 2012, Lithospheric structure of Taiwan from gravity
modeling and sequential inversion of seismological and gravity data,
Tectonophysics, 578, 3-9; Mouyen et al. 2014, Investigating possible
gravity change rates expected from long-term deep crustal processes in
Taiwan, Geophys. J. Int., 198 (1), 187-197.

Participant 16 (partner) : Harokopio University (HUA)
General Description
HUA founded in 1990, is one of the youngest state Universities in
Greece. Its ratio of journal publications per academic member of staff
ranks it 4th among the 21 Greek Universities. During the last 10 years,
over 300 national, European and company funded research programs
were implemented by HUA, giving it one of the highest ratios of projects
among Greek Universities. The laboratory of geo-informatics is
specialized in Space E.O. Applications. Synthetic aperture radar
interferometry and very high spatial resolution remotely sensing data for
natural disaster assessment and monitoring.
Role and
Assoc. Prof. I. Parcharidis (45%, Remote sensing, geology), ESR2
Commitment of key
supervisor, ESR9 associated, WP3 leader / Assoc. Prof. E. Karymbalis
(25%, geography) ESR9 supervisor, training / Assoc. Prof. C. Chalkias
persons (including
(20%, geography), ESR9 tutor, training /Res. T Perrou (10%), training
supervisors)
Key Research
The Dept of Geography is equipped by the following hardware and
Facilities,
software: Multiple high performance work stations (personal computers)
for extensive processing requirements, GAMMA software including IPTA
Infrastructure and
Equipment
(multiple indoor installations), SNAP, ENVI, ERDAS Imagine, ESRI
ArcGIS. , MatLab, SPSS.
Status of Research
The research premises located in Athens are owned by HUA.
Premises
Previous Involvement Novel methodologies for the assessment of risk of ground displacement
in Research and
(GSRT, Bilateral Greece-China, 2013-15); Earth surface displacement
Training Programmes and related risks based on space SAR interferometry (TERRAFIRMA-X
GMES project, 2009-11); Continuous risk assessment of structures and
plants in areas of ground deformation susceptibility by space-based
SAR/ASAR Interferometry. (TERRAFIRMA GMES project, 2007-09);
Ground Deformation Monitoring in the Greater Cairo Metropolitan Region
(Egypt) by SAR interferometry (ΝΑΤΟ Collaborative Linkage Grant,
2009-10,). On July 2013 the Dept. organized in collaboration with ESA
and GSRT the 4th Advanced Land Remote Sensing.
Current Involvement
HUA is actually involved in Supersite - Corinthian Golf (CRL) project.
in Research and
HUA also through ERASMUS plus displacement program and ERASMUS
Training Programmes exchange program, a number of graduate students are trained as
outcoming and incoming.
Relevant Publications Ganas et al. 2016, Coseismic deformation, geo-environmental effects
and/or Research /
and seismic fault of the 17 Nov 2015 M=6.5, Lefkada Island, Greece
Innovation Product
earthquake. Tectonophysics, 687, 210–222; Neokosmidis et al.,
2016, Deformation estimation of an earth dam and its relation with
local earthquakes, by exploiting multitemporal synthetic aperture radar
interferometry: Mornos dam case (Central Greece), J. Appl. Remote
Sens. 10(2), 026010; Briole et al. 2015, The seismic sequence of Jan
Feb 2014 at Cephalonia Island (Greece): constraints from SAR
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interferometry and GPS, Geophys. J. Int., 203, 1528-1540; Parcharidis
et al. 2014, Time series synthetic aperture radar interferometry over
the multispan cable-stayed Rio-Antirio Bridge (central Greece):
Achievements and constraints. Journal of App. Remote Sensing, 9(1).
Participant 17 (partner) : GeoSystemsHellas (GSH)
General description
Member of GEOSYSTEMS EU GROUP (www.geosystems-group.eu) acting
commercially as Hexagon Geospatial solutions, Hexagon Airborne
solutions sole authorized reseller and as a consultant in Greece and
Cyprus. GSH is a funded member of the si-cluster, www.si-cluster.gr/en
and The Hellenic Association of Space Industry. It is one of the primary
testers and debuggers of the solutions of Radar Mapping Suite and
Interferometry tools in ERDAS Imagine upgraded for Sentinel family in
2016 and sole distributor for Greece and Cyprus for R & D and product
services of the GPS manufacture COMNAV, www. comnavtech.com.
Key Persons and
V.
Charalampopoulou
(5%,
CEO
and
President
geology,
Expertise
geoenvironment, development Manager), training at MOSAIC schools
and tutoring of hosted ESR 1, 2, 9 / E. Maltezos (5%, Surveying
Engineer and Civil Engineer, NTUA PhD candidate with subject:
“Automatic Change Detection at Images and Point Clouds”) ; training/
C. Kontopoulos (5%; Surveying Engineer, SAR processing &
GPS/GNSS); training / K. Apostolopoulos (5%; Surveying Engineer,
NTUA PhD candidate, Geospatial expert, big data, web-gis applications,
data bases, crowdsourcing); training.
Key Research
2 servers 3 workstations, 4 laptops with 7 ERDAS IMAGINE and add on
Facilities,
modules, 7 Geomedia Platform Desktop, 2 Geomedia Platform Server, 7
Infrastructure and
ERDAS Photogrammetry, 2 Image Station, 2 ERDAS APOLLO, 2 Smart
Equipment
Client, 1 GEOMEDIA WebServer, 1 COMNAV GPS GNSS T300.
Previous and Current
INDES – MUSA: www.indes-musa.gr, Establishment of integrated tools
Involvement in
and models for large-scale multi-risk assessment in urbanized
Research and
environments prone to ground subsidence and seismic motion by means
Training Programmes of innovative, multi-sensor and cost effective monitoring solutions.
5DMuplis: www.5dmuplis.gr : Development of an advanced 5D MultiPurpose LIS (Land information System 3d spatial dimensions + time +
scale) & SEN4RUS, H2020ERANET : Exploiting Sentinels for supporting
urban planning applications at city and regional levels in Russia.
Relevant Research
INDES-MUSA: Integrated monitoring of subsiding coastal areas prone to
Products
large earthquakes; Airborne LiDAR and field data combination towards
SSI applications at large-scale; Land subsidence in southwest Cyprus
revealed
from
C-band
radar
interferometry;
EOmag!
51
http://eomag.eu/articles/4157/landslide-detection-using-sentinelsmonitoring-the-june-2017-disaster-event-in-amyntaio-mine
Participant 18 (partner) : TerraDue
General description
Terradue is a leading Cloud Services provider expect in environment
data. It develops a could-platform supported by ESA and EC FP7/H2020
projects. Since 2011 it supported the onboarding of 30+ complex EO
applications with 80+ developers from different institutions and
companies. Terradue will bring its expertise in the provision of EO data
and distributed computing platforms, enabling scientific applications to
exploit distributed processing capabilities without re-engineering them.
It will provide its cloud platform and framework for integrating and
running geophysical analysis services in a fully scalable environment in
support of the training and educational activities of MOSAIC.
Key Persons and
Dr. Pedro Gonçalves (5%, Terradue founder and Chief Technical
Expertise
Officer, Environmental Engineer, Geospatial Expert), MOSAIC schools,
training hosted ESR 1 and 2 / Fabrice Brito (5%, CEO and President,
Forestry Engineer, Geospatial Expert, big data), training / Cesare Rossi
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Equipment

Previous and Current
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Training Programmes
Relevant Publications
and/or Research /
Innovation Product

(10%, Platform Engineering Manager, Computer Engineer and Cloud
Computing expert), MOSAIC schools, ESR1, ESR3 secondements
The core services of the Terradue Cloud Platform are located at Hetzner
OnlineAG facilities, Germany. The ICT facility is a Private Cloud platform,
delivering PaaS and SaaS resources to the Earth Observation scientific
community. It is built as a cluster of management servers and 10+ high
performance nodes. It includes a Simple Storage Service (S3) elastic
storage with 20TB for reference datasets and a cluster of storage nodes
of about 60TB, and different VM configs. to serve different requirements
EC FP7 GENESI-DEC and DR: aimed at establishing open Earth Science
access for science users of data, information, products and knowledge
originating from space, airborne and in-situ sensors, ESA Geohazards
Exploitation Platform (GEP): aimed at defining, implementing and
validating a platform for effective exploitation of EO data sources and
services in the geohazards domain.
GEP Sentinel-1 Medium-Resolution InSAR Browse Service: detection of
deformations and surface changes over time. This service processes
systematically EO data from Sentinel-1 over the area of the CEOS
European seismic mask.

Participant 19 (partner) : Institut national de l’information géographique et forestière
(IGN)
General description
IGN (France) is able to give courses, theoretical and applications, in
GNSS computing and in reference systems. IGN experience in GNSS is
wide and covers permanent networks, campaign-specific handling, PPP,
geophysical studies or satellite orbits and clocks computations.
Key Persons and
Ing. F. l’Ecu (5%; GNSS), head of the studies unit of the geodesy and
Expertise
levelling department (SGN), ESR4 secondment, / Ing. S. Branchu (5%;
GNSS), training/ Ing. R. Fages (5%; GNSS), training / Ing. Lila J.L.
(5%; GNSS), training / Ing. & teacher J. Beilin (5%, GNSS), training /
Dr S. Nahmani (5%, GNSS processing, geophysics), ESR3 secondment /
Ing. J. Chenal (5%; GNSS orbits), training / Dr & teacher X. Collilieux
(5%; reference systems), training
Key Research
The French GNSS permanent network (RGP) has more than 400
Facilities,
stations, which observations are handled by hourly, daily and weekly
sessions, with the Bernese GNSS Software 5.2. This software is also
Infrastructure and
Equipment
used for online automatic computations, for specific campaigns, as for
commercial contracts. Geophysical studies at IGN often use GAMIT
software; hourly zenithal tropospheric delay estimations, based on the
RGP, are computed with the Bernese. GNSS satellites orbits and clocks
are also a field of studies at IGN, based on the Bernese GNSS Software
and on NAPEOS 3.3.1. Once GNSS computations are achieved, it is
necessary to handle with great care the problem of the reference in
which expressing the results.
Previous and Current
Support to ITRS product center (International Terrestrial Reference
Involvement in
Systems for the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Research and
Service). IGN operates the National School of Geographic Science
Training Programmes (ENSG) including master degrees, one of them taught in English.
Relevant Publications Altamimi et al. 2016, ITRF2014: A new release of the International
and/or Research /
Terrestrial Reference Frame modeling nonlinear station motions , J.
Innovation Product
Geophys. Res.; Ray et al. 2013, Subseasonal GNSS Positionning Errors
, Geophysical Research Letters, 40, 22, 5854-5860; Schmid et
al.,2016, Absolute IGS antenna phase center model igs08.atx: status
and potential improvements, Journal of Geodesy, 90, 4, 343-364
Participant 20 (partner) : Fugro
General description
Fugro (France), is specialised in geodesy, topography, hydrography,
dimensional control (lasergrammetry and photogrammetry) airborne
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6.

surveys (LiDAR, photogrammetry, RADAR), terrestrial and subsea
metrology,
geophysics,
geology,
geoconsultancy
(geohazard
assessment) and geomonitoring.
Eng. J.-L. Carme (5%, geodesy, geomonitoring), training / D.
Beaumont
(5%,
geohazard
assessment,
seismology),
ERS2
secondement / S. Doucet (5%, GNSS, InSAR, gravimetry), ESR9
secondement / X. Wanner (5%, geodesy, geoid modelling), training / O.
Groult (5%, underwater acoustics, subsea metrology), training
Geodesy and geophysics equipment and software, data processing and
analysis capacities in several offices.
Ongoing: ITN-ETN SUBITOP project (Tectonics and Topography of the
Orocline systems), PhD CIFRE in partnership with Univ. Montpellier
(combination of geodetic measurements, InSAR, GNSS, gravimetry, for
the estimation of millimetric vertical ground motion). Previous:
Optimisation of an airborne strap-down gravimetry system (ENSTABrest Master Thesis 2017), Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (Gravimetric Geoid Modelling for Precise Digital
Terrain Mapping Applications (2011-14)), several PhDs and Master
Theses in partnership with INSA-Strasbourg engineering college and
Montpellier University, Geosciences Department (last MSc-2016 :
Improvement of a geoid model in Sri Lanka)
Ameri et al. 2015, On the choice of maximum earthquake magnitude
for seismic hazard assessment in metropolitan France – insight from the
Bayesian approach (AFPS 2015 IFSTTAR 9th National Colloquium);
Doucet et al. 2017, Multi-Temporal-InSAR (Envisat & Sentinel), GNSS,
Levelling And Micro-Gravimetry Study Of Subsidence In Vauvert, South
Of France. Poster at ESA FRINGE International Workshop, Helsinki, Jun.
2017; Martin et al. 2016, Probabilistic seismic hazard assessment for
South-Eastern France, Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering.

Ethics Issues

No ethic issues have been entered in the ethical issues checklist on Part A of the proposal.

7.

Letters of Commitment

Please use this section to insert scanned copies of the required Letters of Commitment from
partner organisations. These should be on headed paper and signed in order to demonstrate the
credibility of the organisation's commitment to the ITN.
For EJD, Letters of Institutional Commitment must also be included from those academic
beneficiaries that will award the doctoral degrees. These letters should be signed by an authorised
legal representative of the organisation in question so as to offer reasonable assurance regarding the
commitment to award the joint, double or multiple doctoral degree(s). There is no specific template
for these letters.
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7.1

Commitment letters of the Beneficiaries and Partner Organisations

Beneficiaries
1. CNRS (n/a)
2. National Observatory of Athens
3. University Patras
4. National and Kapodistrian University Athens
5. Charles University Prague
6. National Institute of Geophysics Geodesy and Geography, Sofia
7. University of Bologna
8. University of Naples Federico II
9. University degli studi di Roma Tor Vergata
10. GEOMAR
Partners
11. Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia
12. Ecole Normale Supérieure
13. Université de La Rochelle
14. Université Côte d’Azur
15. Université de Strasbourg
16. Harokopio University
17. Geosystems Hellas
18. Terradue
19. Institut national de l’information géographique et forestière
20. FUGRO Geoid SAS
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7.2

Complementary specific letters from the CNRS laboratories and the
University of Patras (for the access to the UPAT marine vessel)

1. UMR 8538 Laboratoire de Géologie de l’ENS, Paris
2. UMR 7266 Littoral, Environnement et Sociétés, La Rochelle
3. UMR 7329 Letter of Université Côte d’Azur about the support of the SEAFOOD
project to MOSAIC
4. Letter of University of Patras about the access to the MILADY MYLORD marine
geophysics vessel

7.3

Support letters from SMEs, ESA, Cities and regions, and others

1. European Space Agency
2. Earthquake Planning and Protection Organisation, Greece
3. European Geosciences Union (GIFT)
4. Science Park Patras
5. City of Kalavrita
6. Metrica Company
7. HAGS (Hellenic Military Geographical Service)
8. Region of Sterea Ellada
9. SILEXA
10. TREE Company
11. Academician Jean Iliopoulos
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HELLENIC REPUBLIC

National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens
SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR R E S E A R C H GRANTS
SECRETARIAT OF THE R E S E A R C H COMMITTEE

Ref.: Commitment to participate to the Innovative Training Networl< - European Joint
Doctorate "MOSAIC"

,

To Whom It May Concern,
I, the undersigned, hereby confirm that National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
(NKUA) is delighted to join the European Joint Doctorate MOSAIC under the H2020-MSCAITN-2018 call as a Partner Organization of the academic sector, linked to the project leader
CNRS.
National

and

Kapodistrian

University

of

Athens,

Department

of

Geology

and

Geoenvironment, having its headquarters in Athens Greece is actively involved in research
pertaining to Geophysics, Seismology and Tectonics, using ground (on-shore and offshore)
and space based techniques in geophysics. Especially gravity, microgravity, seismological
research is combined with space geodesy and radar Interferometry aiming to investigate
seismic active areas, as is the area of research. Several doctorate theses were completed
over the last years targeting this type of research. Department of Geology and
Geoenvironment

fosters

international

collaborations

with

other

universities

and

organisations, as exemplified by co-operations with National Observatory of Athens,
European Space Agency, CNRS etc.
We believe that the project will have an important impact on our future research and
educational activity in Geophysics and Seismology since new approaches on combined
interpretation and modelling of gravity, seismological, tectonic and geodetic data will be
applied and developed in an area of complex tectonic settings and high seismic potential.
Additionally new techniques will be developed for investigating off shore deformation.

Commitments and contributions to the ITN network that we offer are:
NKUA will deliver joint doctorate degrees with partner institutions which have the legal
possibility to award joint doctorate degrees, should the EJD receive EU funding.
NKUA certifies that ESRs recruited in the EJD will be eligible for a joint doctorate degree by
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NKUA provided that they fulfil the requirements of NKUA. We agree with the principle that
awarding such degrees is a precondition for funding.
Two individual ESR will be admitted as PhD students based on an individual Joint Doctorate
Agreement between the candidates, the universities and the supervisors and the PhD
Program in Geophysics. Such an agreement includes provisions concerning the ESR project,
supervision, training and education, assessment and graduation (joint diploma) and the
assignment of these aspects among the partner institutions involved.
The Joint Doctorate Agreement will endeavour to provide the ESR with optimal work
environment so as to assist in the further development of their career.
NKUA will be a Beneficiary of the MOSAIC project, and contribute by participating actively in
the Supervisory Board, the Training Committee and the Recruitment Committee.

Commitment for participants awarding a joint PhD degree
I u n d e r s i g n e d . P r p f e s s g r . T h o m a s . V i c e ^ R e c t p . r . . o . f .Resear^

in

my quality of Legal Authorized Representative of ..Natipna| .and..Kappdis^^^^^^
Athens, commit to set up all necessary provisions to award a joint research doctoral degree
in the frame of the EJD proposal MOSAIC submitted within the call H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018
should the proposal be funded.
I am aware of, and agree with the principle that the setting up of such provisions is a
precondition for funding.

.: -

;

The research doctoral degree will be awarded to those Marie-Sktodowska Curie researchers
who will fulfil, at the end of their research work, the requirements as set out in the formal
agreement to establish the joint research doctoral degree between the relevant
participating organisations.
I am aware that the formal agreement to establish the joint research doctoral degree is due
by month 6 from the start date of the project and I will commit to comply with this deadline.

Signature: [SIGNATURE]
[If applicable, STAMP]
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Professeur P. Bustamante
Ecole Doctorale N°523
Sciences pour l’Environnement Gay Lussac
23 Avenue Albert Einstein
Université de La Rochelle
17000 La Rochelle
pbustama@univ-lr.fr
tél : +33 546 507 6 25
Ref.: Commitment to participate to the Innovative Training Network - European Joint
Doctorate “MOSAIC”
To whom it may concern,
I, Professor Paco BUSTAMANTE, Director of the Doctoral School N°523 “Sciences pour
l’Environnement, Gay Lussac” based in the University of La Rochelle, hereby confirm that the
Doctoral School is willing to join the European Joint Doctorate (EJD) project MOSAIC under the
H2020-MSCA-ITN-2017 call, as a Partner organization of the academic sector.
Our doctoral school will take part in the MOSAIC EJD project through providing support to
LIENSs UMR 7266 for various aspects of the project, and in particular the hosting of 1 ESR
(Early Stage Researchers).
The doctoral school “Gay Lussac” may deliver joint doctorate degrees with partner institutions
associated to the project and having the legal possibility to award joint doctorate degrees.
ESRs recruited in the project will be accepted in a joint doctorate degree providing that they
fulfil the requirements for acceptance in a doctoral program as stated in the regulations of the
French government, the University of La Rochelle and in accordance with the study rules of
the doctoral school “Gay Lussac”.
A recruitment committee, set up within the EJD project, will make the scientific evaluation of
the ESR.
Individual ESRs may be admitted as PhD students based on individual Joint Doctorate
Agreement (or equivalent, e.g. Cotutelle) between the fellow, the two universities he/she will
be enrolled in, and his/her supervisors. Such an agreement will include provisions concerning
the ESRs project, supervision, training and education, assessment and graduation (joint
diploma) and the assignment of these aspects among the partner institutions involved.
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I undersigned, Professor Paco BUSTAMANTE, in my quality of Legal Authorized
Representative of the Doctoral School N°523 “Sciences pour l’Environnement, Gay Lussac”
based in the University of La Rochelle, commit to set up all necessary provisions to award a
joint research doctoral degree in the frame of the EJD proposal MOSAIC submitted within the
call H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018 should the proposal be funded.
I am aware of and agree with the principle that the setting up of such provisions is a
precondition for funding.
The research doctoral degree will be awarded to those Marie-Skłodowska Curie researchers
who will fulfil, at the end of their research work, the requirements as set out in the formal
agreement to establish the joint research doctoral degree between the relevant participating
organisations.
I am aware that the formal agreement to establish the joint research doctoral degree is due
by month 6 from the start date of the project and I will commit to comply with this deadline.

Yours faithfully,
Name: BUSTAMANTE, Paco
Position of the authorized signatory: Director of the Doctoral School N°523 “Sciences for the
Environment, Gay Lussac”
Date: 29/12/2017
Signature:
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Université Côte dAzur
28 avenue de Valrose,
BP 2135, 06103 Nice cedex 2

Rel.: Commitment

oMosAtc'
To

to pørtícipote to the lnnovøtìve TrøínÍng

Network - Europeøn

toint Dodorate

Whom lt May Concern,

l, the undersigned, hereby confirm that Université Côte dAzur is delighted to join the European Joint
Doctorate (EJD) project MOSAIC under the H2020-MSCA- ITN-2018 call as a Partner organization of

the academic sector.
Université Côte dAzuç having

its headquarters in Nice, fosters international collaborations in
/ organisations. This includes joint projects, exchange of students

Geophysics with other universities
and the enrolment of joint PhDs.

Université Côte dAzur willtake part ¡n the MOSAIC EJD project through providing support to its UMR
7329 Géoazur for the various aspects of the project.
Our commitments and contributions to the ITN network:
Université Côte dAzur will deliver joint doctorate degrees with partner institutions associated to the
project and having the legal possibility to award joint doctorate degrees.
Université Côte dAzur certifies that ESRs recruited in the project will be accepted in a joint doctorate
degree provided that they fulfil the requirements for acceptance in a doctoral programme as stated in

the regulations of University Côte d'Azur and in

accordance

with the Ecole Doctorale

Sciences

Fondamentales et Appliquées (EDSFA) N" 364 ( https://www.ed-sfa-unice.fr/1.

The scientific evaluation of the
project.

ESR

will be made by a recruitment committee set up within the

EJD

An individual ESR will be admitted as PhD student based on an individual Joint Doctorate Agreement
(or equivalent, e.g. Cotutelle) between the fellow, the two universities he/she will be enrolled in, and
his/her supervisors. Such an agreement will include provisions concerning the ESRs project,
supervision, training and education, assessment and graduation (joint diploma) and the assignment
of these aspects among the partner institutions involved.
Our commitments regarding the joint PhD deerees:
I undersignedJean-Marc Gambaudo, in my quality

of LegalAuthorized Representative of
provisions to award a joint research
to
set
all
necessary
Université Côte dAzur, commit
up
doctoral degree in the frame of the EJD proposal MOSAIC submitted within the call H2O2OMSCA-|TN-2018 should the proposal be funded.
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I am aware of and agree with the principle that the setting up of such provisions is
precondition for funding.

a

The research doctoral degree will be awarded to those Marie-Sktodowska Curie researchers
who will fulfil, at the end of their research work, the requirements as set out ¡n the formal
agreement to establish the joint research doctoral degree between the relevant participating
organisations.

to establish the joint research doctoral degree is due
by month 6 from the start date of the project and I will commit to comply with this deadline.
I am aware that the formal agreement

Yours sincerely,

Jean-Marc Gambaudo
President of University Côte dAzur

Date: January 9th
Signature:
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FUGRO GEOID SAS
12 rue des frères Lumière

34830 JACOU

FRANCE
T +33 (0)4 67 59 26 44
F +33 (0)4 67 59 28 42

Réf. : Commitment to participate to thé Innovative Training Network - European Joint Doctorate "MOSAIC"

To Whom It May Concern,

l, thé undersigned, hereby confirm that Fugro is delighted to join thé European Joint Doctorate (EJD)
project MOSAIC under thé H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018 call as a partner organisation of thé non-academic
sector.

Fugro (France), having its headquarters in Jacou (France), is specialized in geodesy, topography,
hydrography, dimensional control (lasergrammetry and photogrammetry) airborne surveys (LiDAR,
photogrammetry, RADAR), terrestrial and subsea metrology, geophysics, geology, geoconsultancy
(geohazard assessment) and geomonitoring. Fugro fosters international collaborations with other
institutions and universities, as exemplified by partnership with University of New Brunswick, Canada

(geoid modelling), participation to thé ITN-ETNSUBITOPproject (Tectonics and Topographyof thé Orocline
Systems), as well as by long term collaborations with several French universities and engineeringcollèges :
PhDs and Master Thèses with University of Montpellier, France (ongoing PhD about InSAR, GNSS, levelling
and micro-gravimetry combination), several Master Thèses with INSA Strasbourg (last one about geoid
modelling improvement) and ENSTA Brest (last one about strapdown airborne gravimetry).

We believe that thé project will hâve an important impact on our future research and educational activity
in geophysics and geodesy. Indeed, long-term geomonitoring projects require keeping at thé forefront of ail

major measurement techniques (GNSS, InSAR, tiltmetry, seismology... ), leading to improve our knowledge
about crustal déformation in industrial backgrounds (typicallyOil & Gas).
For seconded ESR, thé interest of thèse contexts is obvious, as thé related déformation processes are often

much fasterthan their natural counterparts, with significantground motion and induced seismicity. Indeed,
stress changes induced in thé ground by pressure depletion due to fluid extraction cause compaction,
which is visible at thé surface as subsidence. Close to existing faults, compaction induces shear stress
changes on thé fault because of thé initial inability offaults to move. Depending on friction of thé faults and
magnitude of thé stress change, faults can slip, resulting in seismic events. As a result, thèse studies are
often reduced models of larger natural déformation phenomena.

Commitments and contributions to thé ITN network that we offer are:

Hosting for two 1. 5 months seconded ESR to train them on applied geodesy and geophysics. During thèse

training periods, Fugro will train ESR to applied geodesy and geophysics (GNSS, InSAR, gravimetry,
seismicity) in industrial contexts.

FUGROGEOIDSAS, Trade Register No.335 087 839 00064- RCS Montpellier B
A member of thé Fugro Group of Companies with offices throughout thé world
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FUGRO GEOID SAS
Training will include geomonitoring network design, data acquisition, data processing, analysis and
interprétation.

As a global leader in geosciences operating worldwide, Fugro can also provide careers opportunities to ESR.

Yours sincerely

Name: Jean-LouisCarme

Position of thé authorized signatory: Technical director, Fugro GEOID

Date: 12thJanuary 2018
Signature:

FUGRO GEOID SAS
12, rue des Frères Lumière

34830JACOU- FRANCE
Tél. 04.67. 59.26.44
Fax04.67.59.28.42
SAS 368 000 - RCS Montpellier B
SIRET : 335 087 839 00064
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COTE D'AZUR

Nice, January 9th, 2018

As Research Program Director of UCN"di - lnitiative of Excellence coordinated by the
University Côte d'Azur (UCA) - I hereby certify that one of our transdisciplinary

structuring programs is dedicated to study the natural risks in North-Mediterranean
Area. We are particularly interested by the development of new instrumentation in
order to measure sea-bottom deformation and by the implementation of signal
processing tools necessary for qualifying the acquired data.
ln such an objective, the program UCAredi has funded the Mr Sladen's project SEAFOOD
(SEA-Bottom Fiber-Optic Observatory for distributed Deformation measurements)
dedicated to the first deployment of the instrument, which is a necessary element for

the MOSAIC- H2020-MSCA- ITN-2018 Project. With this funding, the implementat¡on of
the sea-bottom instrumentation is secured in the coming year and the proposed ESR
work will have access to instrument and data to validate experimental methodology,
observations and analyses.
Further, the project SEAFOOD is supported by the LabEx "FIRST-TF" and funded by the
French National Research Agency (ANR).
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Department of Geology
School of Natural Sciences
Rio, Patras, 26504 Greece
gpapathe@upatras.gr

Patras 28-11-2017

To whom it may concern

As director of the Laboratory of Marine Geology and Physical Oceanography
(LMGPO) of the Geology Department at the University of Patras, I would like to
guarantee that the vessel “MY LORD MYLADY”, fully equipped with marine
geophysical instrumentation, will be available to support the activities of MOSAIC,
ITN (H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018) and more precisely: (i) the three MOSAIC schools in
2019, 2020 and 2021 and (ii) the pre-deployment surveys that will be carried out in
Ionian Sea, Patras Gulf and Corinth Gulf.

Prof. George Papatheodorou
Director of LMGPO
Head of the Department
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Letter of support for project « MOSAIC »
January 9, 2018
I am writing this letter to support project « MOSAIC » which is submittted to the
European Unionfor many reasons.
This project is a massive and collaborative scientific and instrumental effort at an
European level, over one of the most active seismic zones of Europe and addresses
disciplines most significant in EGU sustained disciplines.
One of the main targets of this program is to set up a unique educational training
system in the framework of the Corinth Rift Laboratory, associating in the same
dynamics PhD and Ms students and High School teachers, thereby creating increased
attractivity for the young people towards Earth sciences. This is also one of the main
objectives of EGU Educational activities and therefore I strongly support this project.
Three members of the EGU Committee on Education participated as observers to the
2017 edition of the school. Their unanimous conclusion was to support up to six
teachers, together with a member of the Committee on Education, in future editions of
this excellent teacher experience.
It must also be emphasized that this project is positioned mainly in Greece, which is
presently a largely disadvantaged region where programs in science, innovation and
education, particularly in geosciences, are crucial for the future of this country.
Yours sincerely

Carlo Laj
Chairman
Committee on Education
European Geosciences Union
education@egu.eu
Information on Geosceinces Information for Teachers (GIFT) workshops can be
downloaded at:
http://www.egu.eu/education/gift/workshops/
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Athena Chalari
Silixa Ltd.
Silixa House
230 Centennial Park
Centennial Avenue
Elstree WD6 3SN
UK
08th January, 2018
Dr. Antony Sladen
Campus Azur CNRS Bat. 4
250 rue Albert Einstein
Sophia-Antipolis
06560 Valbonne,
FRANCE
Dear Dr. Antony Sladen

RE: Letter in support for the European Commission
This letter confirms our intent to support the application to be submitted in response to the H2020-MSCA-ITN-2017 call for
European Joint Doctorate (EJD) entitled “MOSAIC”.
Information about Silixa Ltd
Silixa is developing and commercialising a range of sensing solutions for Energy, Security and Environmental applications.
Silixa is a manufacturer of both distributed acoustic (iDAS TM) and distributed temperature sensor systems (ULTIMA TM
DTS). The iDAS and ULTIMA DTS are proven sensor systems with deployment throughout the oil & gas and energy sectors,
including down hole flow assurance, distributed flow measurement, vertical seismic profiling, process and infrastructure
monitoring for suppliers, service providers and system integrators. In addition, Silixa is dedicated to environmental
research and solutions since its launch.
The iDAS measures the acoustic field along an optical fibre, offering a measurement range limit of 120 km and resolution
down to 1m. The principle is based on optical time domain reflectometry: the measurement of naturally occurring light
backscattered along the optical fibre. iDAS, unlike all other distributed acoustic sensors, simultaneously measures the true
acoustic amplitude, frequency and phase at every point along the optical fibre. The ULTIMA DTS offers the best
performance DTS, with a class leading temperature resolution (0.01°C) and sampling resolution (from 12.5 cm) in short
measurement time intervals.
Role of Silixa in the proposed project
Subject to the project proposal being funded by the European Commission, we confirm we will provide support and
expertise on fibre optic distributed sensors for the research of the postgraduates throughout the MOSAIC. Moreover, we
will provide training during MOSAIC’s summer school and contribute to the joint field experiment.
We consider close interaction with research vital for developing our product range further, and we are looking forward to
participate in the ITN. Therefore, we strongly endorse the application by the MOSAIC consortium.

Yours Sincerely,

Athena Chalari, PhD
Environmental Engineer
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TREE COMPANY CORPORATION SA (Head Office)
27, Ag Kiriakis 27 str.
17564 P. Faliro
Athens, Greece
Phone: (+30) 210 9473600
Fax:
(+30) 210 9473617
E-mail: info@treecomp.gr
Website: www.treecomp.gr
16 January 2018
To Whom It May Concern,
Tree Company CO. S.A is delighted to support the European Joint Doctorate (EJD) project
MOSAIC submitted by the project leader CNRS to the H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018 call.
We believe that the project MOSAIC will have an important impact on the state-of-the-art in
the technical field of Geodesy but also to the research and educational activity in Geophysics
and Geodynamics, in Greece and in all of Europe.
Tree Company CO. S.A will contribute to the ITN-EJN network in the following way:
- by providing to the ESRs, during the summer schools, experience in the fields of surveying
geodesy, technical aspects of instrumentation, GPS applications, machine control and
navigation systems, GIS applications, 3D imaging scanners, U.A.V. systems, e.t.c.
- by hosting secondements for two ESR involved in GNSS technology who will obtain with us
experience of hands-on procedures and will acquire a vision of the labour market in their field
of expertise.
- by participating to workshops and other training and dissemination events proposed by
MOSAIC.

Yours sincerely
George Polykretis
Managing Director

1

ATHENS: 27, Ag. Kiriakis, P.Faliro, P.C. 17564, Tel.:+30 2109473600, Fax.:+30 2109473617, email: info@treecomp.gr
THESSALONIKI: 30, Vas.Georgiou P.C. 54640, Tel.:+30 2310 842440, Fax.: +30 2310842442, email: thess@treecomp.gr
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CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE
ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE - UNIVERSITÉ PIERRE ET MARIE CURIE

LABORATOIRE DE PHYSIQUE THÉORIQUE - ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE

Jean Iliopoulos

Paris, le 10 Janvier 2018

LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION

I would like to strongly recommend this project for funding by the European Union. Let me first state
that I am not a specialist in geosciences, so I will not comment on the scientific merits of the project.
If I write this letter of support, it is because I believe I can evaluate and judge its potential impact for
Greek science.
I am an old particle physicist of Greek origin who spent most of his career in France, but for many
years I have served as a member of the National Council for Research and Technology in Greece. Under
this capacity I claim a rather good knowledge of the current critical situation of the country’s Higher
Educational system.
Before the recent economic crisis considerable efforts had been made to raise the scientific level of
the public institutions in Greece with quite appreciable effects. Several well-trained scientists from the
Greek Diaspora had returned and both University education and research had significantly improved.
The economic crisis severely hit this rather fragile recovery. These disastrous effects are particularly
visible in the Universities. The senior members of the faculty are retiring and no new hirings have
been made. This has resulted into a serious disruption of Graduate studies. The almost total absence
of funding has deterred young students to engage into a training by research. Without any effective
outside help the situation will soon become irreversible.
This is the reason why I believe that projects like the one under consideration, with emphasis on
education of young researchers, can be of vital importance. Geoscience has always been a subject of
high priority in Greece for obvious reasons and during my term in the National Council for Research
and Technology I had launched a comprehensive program of support. I can only wish that the present
project is approved and similar programs in other fields will follow. Let me add that, since last year,
the situation has become even more critical. Of course, I speak only for Greece, but I suspect that this
effort will be equally important for some other among the partner countries.
With the hope that you will find these remarks helpful I ask you to excuse this intrusion into your
time.
Yours sincerely
John Iliopoulos
Director of Research Emeritus
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Digitally signed by sealingservice.grants.ec.europa.eu
Date: 2018.01.18 01:29:43 CET
Reason: Acknowledgment of Receipt

This electronic receipt is a digitally signed version of the document submitted by your
organisation. Both the content of the document and a set of metadata have been digitally
sealed.
This digital signature mechanism, using a public-private key pair mechanism, uniquely
binds this eReceipt to the modules of the Participant Portal of the European
Commission, to the transaction for which it was generated and ensures its full integrity.
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organisation and for the issuer of the eReceipt.
Any attempt to modify the content will lead to a break of the integrity of the electronic
signature, which can be verified at any time by clicking on the eReceipt validation
symbol.
More info about eReceipts can be found in the FAQ page of the Participant Portal.
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/page/faq)
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